ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
aoDmiBcmeniB.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank
to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

Authorized

union,

Annie B Baker— Hygienic facial and scalp
treatment
8 L Lord-House for sale or rent.
Adn.r notice—K-t Geo W Blodgett.
Admr n« tl e—E-»t Ald/ail vv Wilson.
S L Lord—Carriage repository.
.1 A H lyne*—Meats, fish and groceries.
Patrick Kearns
Meats, groceries, canned

pioneer National Bank

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS.
FIRMS AMI CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
XnD LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Shawmut Bank of Boston; National Corn-

mercial Bank, Albany, New York.

|
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Frank S. Call returned Friday from
visit at Presque Isle and Boston.

Fire. Life, Accident, Liability and Surety, Burglary and Plate Glass Insur
mice.
Surety Bonds or all dcscrlptloas furnished on short notice,
and all at the lowest rates possible.
or
»rite
telephone Room, 2 and ) First Nat. Rank Bldg., 4 Main St.. Ellsworth, Me
Call.

WHITING BROS.
#5.00
4.HO

These are excellent, all-around
flours. Every birrel warranted.

PAINTS AND OILS. WALL PAPERS.
We are

and oils, brushes,

This is

the time to select

materials,

just received

room

new

etc., to make
for other stock. Here
is an opportunity to save
on

money

your

a

spring

a

full line of

Prices range from
lOc ’o 30c double roll.

departments
as

night

in the

Chandler
the pleasant

“Firlands”,
Justice L. A.
Emery, for the coming summer. The
Hales are expected here about the first of
June.

People of Hancock and Washington Counties:
On February 1, 1006, the firm formerly
known as Staples, Smith & Moody was dissolved
by mutual consent, and a new company organized, known as Staples Piano & Music Co., with
headquarters at Portland, and stores at Water-

To the

several

great

of goods considered.
Ellsw'orth store the

LARGEST AND

We

now

Hancock county which

Tuesday, April

Wm.

j

FINEST STOCK OF PIANOS

EVER SHOWN IN EASTERN MAINE;

j

everything new and bright. Come and inspect
this fine display of Pianos and let us have a talk
with you about the same,
All the new Edison records in stock.
Popular

of

10.

number of

Knights

from

Blanquefort

the school

board will be held the

Tuesday evening

of each month at

first

7.30

o’clock.
In

the annual

report of the commisPorto Rico, just

sioner of education of

H. H. Rice

continued in office at my request, and has
rendered services of inestimable

There was a large attendance at the
St. Patrick’s Day supper and sale by the
ladies of St. Joseph’s Catholic society at
Odd Fellows hall last Saturday evening.
An excellent supper was served.

have at

Music, .16 per copy.

struck

did not sustain
water
vessel

came

a

in and

the vessel.
for Boston

you, has she?

has

secured L. B.

value to

the school administration, which it is

Laundry
Soap

Compound.
This is

formula we have been
putting up for you for years, viz.:
Potash, Salts of Tartar, Salts of
Ammonia anil Borax.
We have
sold so much of this that we have
now prepared it all in one package,
a

making it more convenient for our
customers as well as giving us an
opportunity of extending its sale.
We guarantee this to give even
better satisfaction to you than the
old method in which you have
always bought it, and at no greater
cost to you than you have always

for 25c.
Sounds

One package makes Two
Gallons of Washing Fluids.
Sold

only by

PARCHER, Apothecary.
Ellsworth, Maine.

Albion F. Jordan, formerly of Ellsworth,

Franklin Street

post
confined to his bed only about two weeks.
Deasy, of Bar Harbor, as the Memorial Mr. Jordan was born in Trenton fiftyDay orator in Ellsworth. This insures seven years ago. For a number of years
the Grand Army men and people of Ells- he lived in
Ellsworth, but about twentyworth generally an excellent address.
five years ago he went to Bar Harbor
of
w'ill
Miss Agnes Safford,
Portland,
where he worked as a carpenter. At the
E. E. DOYLE, Manager,
give a public reading at Rev. S. W. Sut- time of his death he was the junior memton’s Friday evening, March 30, at eight ber of the firm of Whittaker & Jordan, Frankliu
ELLSWORTH.
Street,
o’clock, on Browning’s Pippa Passes. contractors. He was a Mason and memThere will be music and refreshments.
ber of Blanquefort commandery, K. T., of
Up-to-date appointments.
The steamer Percy V. of the Ellsw orth, i Ellsworth. Besides his widow he is surConveniently located.
vived by two brothers, Hazen Jordan and
Bluehill and Swan’s Island Steamboat Co.,
Drop !u and enjoy yourself,
w'ill begin running Monday, April 16. The George Jordan, of Hampden, and a half
j We carry a full line of Cigars, Cigarettes and
steamer, which is hauled up at Birch Har- brother, I. W. Cunningham, of Surry. | Tobaccos.
bor, will be brought to Ellsworth about The funeral services at the Baptist church
Saturday were conducted by Rev. Charles
April 1.
DAINTY DAFFODILS
masonic service was
The
Bucksport schooner Lizzie Lee, | F. McKoy, and the
AKE HERE,
I
at
cemetery.
Ledgelawn
performed
which was commanded last year by Capt.
FIRST rtESSENUERS OF SPRING,
Fred Sadler, of Ellsworth, will this year
RARE TULIPS. TOO.
be sailed by Capt. Leroy B. Flye, of North
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Brooklin, who last year commanded tne
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

this is the time we “sauce”
you; but we know you’ll like it. We are
an exceptionally attractive lot of

offering

APRICOTS AND
EVAPORATED APPLES

PRUNES.

PEACHES,
—delicious fruit
“cook

up”

goods

into

We

you ate.

to

begin with, and
luscious

as

sure to

sauce as

ever

selling these “saucy”
this week; what’s your

are

extra low

order?
U

i

\7IVTr'C
JAA. llAYINfcvS
•

The FLOYD & HAYNES STOKE,
34 Main Street.

“

bubbly”, doesn’t
it? Well, it’s gospel truth.
We really ARE offering 13
big bars of our famous ARK
SOAP
a splendid laundry

paid.

G. A.

died at his home in Bar Harbor last Wednesday, of Bright’s disease. He had been

of Good

Fluid

Washing

a

pleasure to acknowledge.”

13 Bars

PARCHER’S

—

article

POOL ROOM,

--—

Yes, madam,

ZttibmiBnncnus,

—

for 25 cents.

way folks
later

buy

this soap and

back

come

The

for

more

|
;

think it MUST be

makes

us

pretty

good

—

j

k REAL SAUCY AD.

l

ledge

half below Boston

boarded

seas

Capt. Alley headed the
light.

a

as

I isfcued from the government printing
spending several weeks w’ith her daughter,
office at Washington, the following refin
Mrs. Irving Thompson,
Machias,
erence is made
to the assistant comreturned home to-day. Mrs. Thompson
missioner, E. W. Lord, of Ellsworth:
accompanied her.
‘‘The assistant commissioner, E. W. Lord,
E. S. Means and Henry E. Davis have
who had been during the previous adbeen drawn to serve as traverse jurors at
ministration fertile in suggestions, wise
the April term of the supreme judicial
in counsel, and untiring in his efforts,
will convene

new

home

Mrs. Elmer L. Kingman who has been

eourt for

“Satisfaction and Low Prices,”
quality

a

light. Fortunately she
serious leak, but a little

J

!

and Rumford Falls. This
firm will adhere strictly to this motto:

heavy storm,

will

fast

spite of the storm, and the evening
The annual meeting of the school board
enjoyably spent.
was
held Monday forenoon.
The full
• Donald Sw’ett, foreman of the New oonrd was present—A. W. Austin, Frank
York Press composing room, arrived K Moore and John F. Royal. Mr. Austin
in Ellsworth to-day to attend the funeral was elected chairman for the year.
R. E.
j
It
Mason was re-elected superintendent.
of his uncle, James Lord.
schools for the
was voted to open all
Paul, aged eight, and Keith, aged seven |
term on April 2. The schools will
I
years, sons of Rev. P. A. A. Killam and spring
therefore close on June 8, and the high
wife, entertained their little friends at a j
school graduation will take place probjoint birthday party Monday.
ably on June 13. The regular meetings of
Hale has leased

BROTHERS,

ville, Ellsworth

saved.

was bound from New York
for Portland with clay, this being her
fourth trip of the season.
The vessel,
working her way up the coast Monday

was

ANNOUNCEMENT.

i

crew' was

The schooner

in

ELLSWORTH.

our

The

commandery went to Machias to attend
Miss Annie B Baker, chiropodist and manithe installation of officers of St. Elmo
commandery.
Among the Ellsworth cure, also giving facial and scalp t-eatment. Is
In
KHsworth.
Home
appointments made.
Miss Dority, of Sedgwick, and Miss Knights present were A. W. Greely, J. W.
Leave orders with Mrs. George Porter Smith,
Newman, of Bar Harbor, who have been Nealley, C. C. Burrill, H. E. Davis, J. H. Krauklin St —Advt.
guests of Mrs. P. B. Day, returned to their Brimmer, A. L. Friend, J. T. Giles and i
homes to-day.
George H. Grant.
They returned Satur2Mierttacmnt:/'
The sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S., day morning, singing the praises of the
last Thursday evening, was well attended Machias Knights.

0T

WHITING

-._-

j

H. Stratton, of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
visiting his son, Harry C. Stratton. His
many Ellsworth friends are glad to see him.

assortment to select from.

Mixed paints {educedfrom 3:1,(id
to $1.30 per gallon*

____-

is

spring styles, very
handsome designs. A large

painting.

__

a

P.

We have

your wall papers.

painters’

SCHOONER COST.
Schooner C. C. Lane, Capt. Perry W.
Alley, of Ellsworth, Wrecked.
The three-masted schooner C. 0. Lane,
commanded by Capt. Perry W. Alley, of
Ellsworth, was wrecked in the snow and
gale Monday night near Boston light.

—

FLOUR.

selling out at cost
entire stock of paints

atTOertiBrmrms,

ker was unable to be present on account
The thick weather gave no chance of
of the death of his partner in business, signaling the Stony Beach station for
Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, was in Albion F. Jordan. After the work, sup- assistance, but the men made known their |
Ellsworth Monday and Tuesday.
per w*as served.
position to the keeper of the Boston light. !
i The keeper of the light, with the small
The 6 o’clock whist club will meet this
At the annual meeting of the ladies’ aid
crew
of
men on
the island, entered
evening with Miss Mary A. Stockbridge.
society of the Methodist church last | their
boat and quickly reached the fastCOMING EVENTS.
Attorney-General H. E. Hamlin is in Thursday evening, officers were elected
sinking vessel, and Capt. Alley and his
Augusta in attendance at the murder trial for the ensuing year as follows: Mrs. F. I crew
of five were taken to the lighthouse.
ELU3WORTH.
of Mrs. Alice F. Cooper.
A. Blaisdell, president; Mrs. Effie McThey were landed in Boston by a tug the
Friday, March 23, at Hancock hail
John B. Redman has purchased
the Carthy, vice-president; Mrs. Samuel L. next
day.
secretary and treasurer; Mrs.
Song recital by Emory F. White, of New
the Phillips house on Main street, now Lord,
The vessel will be a total loss. She was
Mrs. A. E. Echenagucia and
Mary
Card,
York, under auspices of Helpsomehow soM.
Hall.
occupied by Henry
built at East Haven, Conn., in 1873, and j
Mrs. Marion Fullerton, directors.
ciety of Baptist church. Tickets, 3Sand
Mrs. A. P. Wiswell delightfully entermeasured 243 tons net. She hailed from
25 cents.
A decision of the law court adverse to New Haven, Conn. The cargo of clay was
tained twenty-five of her lady friends last
Friday evening, March 30, at home of
Edward T. Finn, of Ellsworth, in his writ consigned to Winslow & Co., of Portland.
Friday evening from 7 till 11.
Rev. S. W. Sutton—Reading by Miss Agnes
H. W. Dunn was called to East Frank- against the New England Telephone and
Safford, of Portland. Admission, 25 cents.
lin last week by the sudden death of his Telegraph Co. for personal damages, has
—Fargone—Now, if anything should Music and refreshments.
been handed down. The case went to
just
to
Mrs.
with
me
toMadison.
happen
prevent you flying
sister,
George
Friday, April 27, at Odd Fellows hall—
the law court on exceptions to the exclunight, can you devise a signal that w’ill Fair, entertainment and supper bj SunThe missionary society of the Congresion of evidence that the defendant comrise
me
to
that
effect?
Miss
Willin—
council, D. of L.
notify
gational church will meet with Mrs. F.
pany tried to suppress publication of news Well, I’ll put a muskmelon on the w inW. Rollins on March 27 at 3 p. m.
of the accident, and also that the com- dow-sill. That will mean we can’t
Folly and failure roost on the anmo
elope.
Mrs. Frank E. Smith, of Gardiner, spent
pany offered to make settlement. These !
Mrs. Caller—Mrs. Gabbleton is an aw’ful perch.
a few days in Ellsworth last week, visitexceptions were overruled by the law talker and I used to think she
always told
MOSES’ Society Floral Emblems
ing her sister, Mrs. G. F. Newman.
court.
the truth. Mrs. Homer-And now’ you
are always correct.
Mrs. Jennie D. Lord, of Harrington, and
Address BAR HARBOR only.
think
otherwise?
Mrs.
Caller—1
certainly
Arno W. King, grand captain-general
Open ail the year ’round.
do. One can’t believe a w’ord she says.
daughter Miss Marian anda college friend,
of the grand commandery of Maine, with
Mrs. Homer—So she’s begun to talk about
of NVaterville, are visiting Mrs. S. L. Lord.

Every Description.

....

and the several

be started up in regular order
stock can be worked through.

night policeman.

Agents

No. 12.

I “jTSS E"™™'i

The men were able without great difficulty to keep the schooner clear of water,
but losing his bearings in the thick snow’, |
Capt. Alley brought his vessel too near j
Lygonia lodge worked the third degree the light, and at about 8 o’clock in the
on three candidates last Wednesday evenevening she was carried onto the ledges.
In the absence of W. M. H. W. A great hole was torn in the hull and the
ing.
Dunn, Past Master Henry L. Moor occu- crew could make no headway against the
pied the East. District Deputy Whitta- water.

ations,

Edward T. Finn has been reappointed

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

1906.

about two miles and

The starting up of the cutting-room at
Union shoe factory has been delayed by
the freight blockade, due to the storms,
which has held up shipments of leather
due here. The factory is ready for oper-

MAILS RECEIVED.

PARTIES HAVING MONEY TO INVEST WILL FIND
IT TO THEIR ADVANTAGE TO CALL ON ME.

people present at
deeply interested in his

year.

From West—7.16 a m, 6.13 p id.
From East— 11.86 a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT roSTOFFICM.
Going East—7 a m and 5.80 p in.
Going West—11.80 a m, 5 and 9 pm.
No Sunday mall.

INSURANCE and INVESTMENTS.

our

Musical Instru-

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.
In effect December 4% 1905.

IV! El.

Temple Garden fancy patent,
King's Patent,

—

East Surry:
S .1 Treworgy—Dog lost.

TAR LEV,

For INSURANCE of

market

ments.

•

ELLSWORTH,

j

Parcher—Apothecary.

Floyd—New

were

It is announced that summer service on
the Maine Central railroad will be resumed earlier than usual next season.
The new schedule will go into effect on
June 4, but the New York train will not
begin running until a week later. The
service will be practically the same as last

etc

Staples Plano & Music Co

and the young

the meeting
address.

—

goods,

AFTERNOON, MARCH 21,

Union of that denomination, jpoke at the
Unitarian church here last Saturday evening. Mr. Davis spoke on the work of the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

OF

WEDNESDAY

schooner

W. T. Emerson.

Clark, with daughter Helen,
Worcester, Mass., who has been spend-

Dr. Edith
of

ing a few days with her husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Clark, in Ells-

Miss Mabel
bor

Maddocks

was

in Bar

Har-

You

can

I

It’s the

soap.

kind of soap YOU had better

j

buy

next time.

Patrick

Kearns,

Ellsworth, Maine.

telephone your order.

Saturday.

Miss Sadie Jordan was home from Bangor from Saturday until Monday.
Arthur Dunham

is

home

from* New*

worth, left Saturday. They will spend a Hampshire for a visit with his parents.
few days at Auburn before proceeding to
Mrs. M. M. Moore returned last w’eek
Worcester.
from Boston, where she has been for sevGoggins & Brown, who have been run- eral w'eeks.
ning a skating rink at Dirigo hall, have
Miss Helen Flood is spending the week
leased the old Methodist church from
in Bangor with her grandmother, Mrs.
Good Will-Sunrise Corporation, and are
Mary D. Jordan.
fitting it up for a rink. The floor has been
James McIntosh left Tuesday noon for
cleared, and a new floor is being laid.
California. Mrs. McIntosh expects to join
Three more Ellsworth captains left the him a little later.
Capt.
past week to start their vessels.
R. F. Eemick and wife, of Bar Harbor,
the
schooner
Alexander Bonsey, of
Storm Petrel, goes to Rondout, N. Y., have been here for several days, the guests
Moses Cottle and
Capt. W. P. Woodward, of the schooner of Mrs. Remick’s parents,
Henrietta A. Whitney, to Nantucket, and wife.
Capt. Albert Closson, of the schooner
W. H. Brown, Leon Brown, A. C. Flood
Otronto, to Quincy, Mass.
ana Elmer Blaisdell have gone to East
Rev. C. E. Davis, pastor of the Unitarian Machias, where they will be employed on
church at Pittsfield, Mass., and represent- the new* steam saw mill about to be built
ative of the Young People’s Religious | by the East Machias Lumber Co.

Bargains

on

Wheels

Runners.

or

Sniff around South street if you are in need of a good

Secondhand Punt, Road Wagon, Express

Wagon,

or

Surrey, Light

Get prices and terms

Rrices

on

my 40 jobs.

Never

or

I am

Heavy.

closing

out at

So

Before

l_ow„

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.
First class order or job work.
Tires set for 25 cents.

SI*——
•

•

Q
X—'

If not

»

\

satisfactory,

|-\
I—'

•

no

pay.

TWELFTH YEAH
IN BUSINESS.

•

IAN

fllutnal Benefit Column.

KNDKAVOR.

EDITED BY *'ACNT

Prayer Verting Topic For the Week
Beginning March —V
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Top1-'.—Bountiful sowing; our gifts to
s
cause.—Euke vi. 3S; II Cor. ix.
Chris;
1-15. (A missionary meeting.)

Salvation is free, but the extension
ef Christ's kingdom in the world is expensive. Vet this is the mission of
Christ's church, for lie Himself gave
the command, "Go ye into ail the world
and prea h the gospel to every creature." And the money necessary for
carrying forward the work of God
must come from the Christian people
of the world. We should not expect
the state to furnish funds for Christian missions, and it is not the duty of
the people of the world to do it. The

duty and responsibility of supplying
die means for the spread of the gospel
rest upon Christians alone, and they
should consider it a privilege and a joy
as well m a duty and a responsibility.
Moreover, tbe money for this purpose
is to 1>e given. Tbe word of God lays
great stress upon giving, but it nowhere intimates that the church is to
become a business concern and to raise
its funds by engaging in money making schemes, even such as are legitimate among men for tbe accumulation
of wealth. In laying down this law
God must have had a good purpose
even to vard tbe givers, and, therefore,
for our own sakes, as well as for tbe
good of tbe cause, we should not shirk
this Christian duty, but heartily and
liberally respond to it
The inspiration to bountiful giving
for Christ's cause is in the promises of
God has definitely promised in
God.
His word that if we will give to Him
He will give to us even in greater
measure than we have given; and on
the other band that if we fail in the
performance of this duty He will fail
in blessing us. Christ says. "Give and
it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down aud shaken together
and running over, men shall give into
your bosom." The apostle Paul, emphasizing the same fact, declares. "”e
Which soweth sparingly shall reap also
sparingly, and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully." The
principles here set down are simply
He that gives rethose of nature.
ceives. The farmer who sows but little reaps a small harvest, while he who
sows plentifully reaps an abundant
harvest, but back of this natural law
is the promise of God. Crops may fail,
whether the sowing is sparing or bountiful. but God's promises never fail.
In the spiritual world, therefore, we
have the natural law plus the promIf. therefore, we trust
ise of God.
God, we should give bountifully to
If we do r.ot trust
Christ’s cause.
God we can withhold our gifts, but
when there come heaviness of soul
and dearth of spiritual harvest let us
remember that the burden rests upon
our own shoulders.
Having sown nothing we cannot expect to reap anything,
and If we do we shall be sadly disap-

pointed.
The methods of giving as set forth in
the Scriptures are simple and practicable. God asks nothing impossible of any
man.
The rule of giving is possessing.
Only in proportion as God blesses ns
does He ask us to give to Him. but He
does ask and expect that of us. If we
have much we should give large gifts.
If we have but little our gifts must be
small, but for this reason they should
not be withheld. We should not lie too
proud to give what we can because we
cannot give as much as some one else.
The effectiveness of money does not always depend upon the amount of It.
Out of a little money some men make
a fortune, while out of a fortune others
make a failure. The value of money
depends upon how It Is used. Our God
can make the smallest gift, If it be in
proportion to our ability and cheerfully
given, accomplish great results. As He
blesses us. therefore, let us give bountifully, willingly and cheerfully aud
wait for the harvest of souls, und when
that day comes our only regret will be
not that we gave what we did. but
that we did not give more.
BIBLE READINGS.

Gen. xxvili, 20-22; I’rov. xi. 24-20;
Hah Hi, 10; Matt. 10, 7-10; xxvili, 19,
20; Acts xv, 22-20; xx, 35; I Cor. xvl.
1-3; II Cor. viil, 1-12; Itev. xxil, 17.
The Ileeiiase For

the

Year.

The state secretary for New York
at the holiday season addressed a personal note to every district secretary
In the state and accompanied it with
a wall card, with Its message In the
handwriting of Dr. K. A. Torrey, the
famous evangelist. The card was like
this;

"Helpful

Its Motto:

tar additional County .V»»>

MADOk”

and

Hopeful

The puruo-e* of thi- column an* succinctly
stilled In th•* jltle and motto— U Is tor the mutual
bene tit, am! alms to be nelpful and hopeful
Being f- r the common good, it la for the coni
men use—a public -ervamt, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In ahis capacity it solicits
communications, ami Its success depends largely
Comon the support given at in this respect
munication* must »*e signed, but the name of
writer will not be pitnted except by permission
Communications will ne subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected withou' good reasou
all communications to
THE AMERICAN.
Ellsworth, Me.

THE ONE TALENT M *N-

He couldn’t sing and he couldn't play,
lie cou'dn’t speak and he couldn’t pray.
He’d tried to »ead# but break right down,
Then sadly grieve a smile or frown.
While some with talents ten begun.
He started out with only one.
“With this,” he said, J’ 1 do my best,
And trust the Lord to do the rest
His trembling hand and tearful eye
Gave forth a world of sympathy ;
When all alone with one distressed,
He whispered words that calmed that breast.
And little children learned to know,
When grieved and troubled, where to go
He loved the birds, the flowers, the trees.
And, loving him, his friends loved these.
His homely features lost all trace
Of homeliness, and ir. his face
There beamed a kind and tender light
That made surrounding features bright.
When illness came he smiled at fears.
And bade his friends to dry their tears.
He said, “Good-by;” and all confess
He made^of Ilf a grand success.

Dear Mutuals:
We are indebted to Aunt Emma for the
above poem—one of the best that ever had
the “honored place” in our column. It
reminds me of this sentence: “And the
greatest of these is charity,” now more

generally
us can

translated “love”.

recall

some

such

The most of

man

or

woman

from out our past lives—perhaps
more
than one—whose memory is blessed.
A friend writes: “In the M. B. column
a week or two ago, Grandma G. had a very

interesting piece.

We

ToUnty news.

aufacrlistnirnt*.

were

all

much

HOSPITALS CROWDED

tee

other pate’

casting.

the harbor Saturday.
Mrs. C. F. Jones, of C. F. Jones A Co.,
on business.
goes to Boston this week
in

Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice Saves Many
From this Sad and Costly Kxperlance-

leg Saturday, making
the

is a sad but
Mrs. I. U Shepherd and daughter Mary
certain fact that arrived
Friday to open their house here.
every year,
W. Grindle end wife, of New
Dr.
J.
brings an i n |
for a short stay.
crease in the | York, a'e at their cottage
numberof operaHerbert Morey and wife arrived this
tions performed
week and will make their home here for
upon women in
the present.
our

[It

s

Charlie Carter, who has been quit* ill
same.
a long time, remains about the
Mrs. Lena Gilpatrick, who broke her
rist over two months ago, is still con-

ined to

M is* Rose Cole is at home.
School* begin here this week.
T»„,h
Mis* Freda Head and Miss Lena
Cornelius
home for a

{'MoT*?

Greenlaw,
fov

who has been
weeks, left for

Monday.

her home.

Among the Or land

OCEANVH.T Jg

it necessary to

animal killed.

'or

a
Mr*. j»me» Rosa has been home lor
fen- days’ visit.
was
The r. 9. revenue steamer Gresham
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ts

lave

employed

at Hit-

The house formerly owned
by Sfew
Lake, Bucksport, where ice-cutting is Gross is being repaired, and will be ,!
Sauneupied by Frank Maguire, who is „Z,
•xtensively carried on, are Charles
Her- living at Stenington.
ters, George Gray, Herbert Hopkins,
ro**n

n-r

Ginn, Arthur Soper, Morrill Dunn,
Rufus and Ralph Facteaux, Howard Johnand A. D.
ion. Sew all and Arthur Ginn
Tian

Maples.

Q-

March 19.

March 12.

A.)
NORTH LAMOINE.

Bert Austin, of Ellsworth, is
visitin *
his aunt, Mvs. Walter Young.

Margaret Young is employed in
the
family of Stephen I.eland at the Point
ill
been
hospitals.
has
Haskell
D.
Mrs. George
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon was called to
Miss Amy Perkin*, who is * «**cncr at j
More than threeFrankweeks.
linon Thursday by the sudden
fourth* of the Bucksport seminary, it at home for the leveral
death of
Samuel Knight was in Rockland on her sister, Mrs. Madison.
A dornsSk patient* lying spring vacation.
on those
snow
business last week.
Mrs. Margery Goodw in and
Miss Lucy Wescott, who hss been spend- !
son, 0f
white beds are women and girls who I
Morris Franklin, have been the
Alec Thompson has
gone to
guests of her’sising several days on a visit to friends at
are awaiting or recovering from operathe
N.
to
Grey
Mrs.
yacht
join
Y.,
[{eights,
ter-in-law,
George Smith.
tions made necessary by neglect.
Cape Hosier, returned home Saturday.
March 19.
Pox.
Every one of these patients had
Y
The spring term of normal school began
plenty of warning in that bearing down this week. The enrollment for the term i A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
at
left
a
the
or
A
is
man
of
the
who has
right
diplomat
feeling, pain
Marsh Thompson March 9. (Helen Maracquired
is expected to be an unusually large one.
abdomen, nervous exhaustion, pain in
the art of knowing how to wait
patiently
the small of the back, pelvic catarrh,
F. S. Perkins, who has been for some guerite.)
until his turn comes.
Belcher Howard and Lewis Ellis have
dizziness, flatulency, displacements or weeks at work at Stonlngton on the
irregularities. All of these symptoms interior decorat ions of the Congregational jone to Brooklyn, N. V'., to join the yacht
I.owr Kate*.
are indications of an unhealthy conrarantula, owned by William K. Vanderchurch, returned here this week.
On February 15, ami dally mill
dition of the female organs, and if not
April 7
bilt,
jr.
cotthe
sold
has
will
be
on
sale via the Chicago,
tickets
H.
C.
recently
Hooper
heeded the trouble may make headway
Mllwa0!
E.
March 19.
r
Mason,
kee
A
8t.
Paul
owned
Mr.
at
llway
Head,
to*, principal pol8t|ja
until the penalty hss to be paid by a tage
by
Dyce’s
amt Washington, from
California,
Oregon
and
of
Germantown,
a
of
R.
B.
lifetime
Mrs.
to
Haynes,
dangerous operation,
BIRCH HARBOR.
worth at rale* of $Zb dO to fiT-iio,
impaired usefulness at best, while in Pa., who already ow ns two cottages and a
according to
has gone to Gloucester railroads used to Chicago. Tickets will
Leighton
F.ngene
manv cases the results are fatal.
permit
near
there.
of
lots
number
cottage
of liberal stop-overa at various western
Miss Luella Adams, of Seattle, Wash I
March 11 a little son came to brighten
polnu,
the generosity of C. H. Hooper
Through
are good In all tourist cars.
and
writes:
and Mrs. Charles Rich.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham

NORTH DEER ISLE.

the home of Mr.
vane was last
Mrs. Barbara Bunker, of Sorrento, is
engine house on ;
her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Pettee.
visiting
Pleasant street. The thanks of the citij
zens are due the donors.
Mrs. Bruce Cowperthwait* spent a few
The Rebekahs gave a supper at the days of last week with her mother, Mrs
lodge rooms last week. The refreshments C. H. Bickford, who is ill at her home in
Winter Harbor.
were in charge of a committee consisting
of Mrs. Will Webster, Mrs. C. P.
A change in real estate was made here a
Mrs. Mary Coombs and Miss Abbie Wes- few days ago, when B. W. Hancock sold

and

:—

other citizens,

week

placed

on

a

new

the

“About two years ago I was a great sufferer from a severe female trouble, pains and
headaches. The doctor prcscrilied for me anil
finally told me that 1 had a tumor and must
undergo an operation if I wanted to get well.
I felt that this was my death warrant, but I
spent hundreds of dollars for medical help,
but the tumor kept growing.
Fortunately I
corresponded with an aunt in the New England
States, and she advised me to take Lydia E.
Pinkham s Vegetable Compound, a*'it was cott.
said to cure tumors. I did so and immediately
Walter Browm and w ife and Mrs. Rose
began to improve in health and I was entirely
cured, the tumor disappearing entirely, with- ! Wright arrived Friday night and will
I
wish
out an operation.
every suffering
spend some time at R. B. Brown’s. Their
woman would try this great preparation.”
,
many friends were very glad to see them,
as Miss Adams was
Just as
especially Mrs. Brown, who has been

Jon**,!

■

surely

old barn and lot to W. F. Davis, who
will improve it to use as a stable.
March 19.
C.

Corresponding reductions are made to a great
number of other points In western state*, aa4
tlckeu can be purchased from your nearest
raMroad station to destination. Through train
servlt e from Chicago to principal point* In the
West assist persons travelling to make the
trip
without charge ol car*. Tourist cars dally.
For further Information apply to tieorge L
Williams, New England passenger agent,. 3sg
Washington street, Boston, Sl&M.—Advt.

bis

tiatlroiD* anD

Sttamto..

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
P. H. Staples is still confined to his bed.
The boat under construction at Mr.

cured of the troubles enumerated in
her letter, just so surely will Lydia E. seriously ill this winter. It is hoped Cas- j
Commencing Dec. -4, 1905.
Snow’s shop is nearly completed.
Pinkham‘s Vegetable Compound cure tine air will prove a tonic for her.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOb
fashioned rice pif, such as one grandma other women who suffer from fe- I
C. E. McCluskey and wife entertained a
The students of this place attending the
am
p M
t»
male troubles inflammation, kidney
in the family used to make. We have
BAR
HARBOR.
15.
large party of friends Friday evening. In- academy at Hluehill are at home for two Sorrento. 10 20 ,>3 50.
exhausted all our skill trying to make one troubles, nervous excitability or ner- vitations
Sullivan
4 So......
being extended to about seventy, weeks.
vous prostration.
like hers. It tastes all right, but does not
Ml Desert Ferry.
11 2" 5 0
DM
nearly all of whom responded, and jiassed
Mrs. A. C. Condon is at home from the Waukeag S Fy.
f t7
H 2*
Mrs. Pinkham invites all young
»ST
look plump like grandma's. I thought
of the
one of the pleasantest evenings
5 1) y 49
Hancock
29
(11
in
but
little
in
women who are ill to write her for free
Boston,
hospital
improved
Franklin Road. HI 87 ft 1
9 5#
perhaps Grandma G. would know just how
conversation
and
winter with
cards,
She
is
health.
advice.
daughter-in-law of
1149 rt 27 10 10
W*»b*ffton June
to make it and would send the recipe to
music. A bountiful supper
and
ELLSWORTH.
11
.'6
5
tt
E.
Pinkham
for
phonograph
10
Lydia
twenty-five
It is reported that the Eastern Dredging Kill*worth Falls. Hi 01 5 40 10 17
the column soon.”
3
years lias been advising sick women was served.
Co. will resume work in the Bagaduce I NlCOfln. f!2 15 5 55 (10 34
free of charge. Address, Lynn, Mass.
G.
Green 1-akc. (12 24 6 »4 10 44
j March 20.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
river as soon as possible in the spring.
Lake House. 112 32 (6 12 (10 H
1 feel as though I ought not to read all the
March 19.
f 12 4n 6 20 11 04
Nemo.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
| Holden.
a few verges, composed by a Cberokee air',
1 Of* 0 40 1120
Hiewer June.
good things of this column, and give nothing in
which I enclose with this, written on the words
1 07 6 47 11 27
is very ill.
William
Connor
Bangor. Kx St.
even
if
it's
“the
I
mite”.
do
return,
only
enjoy j •‘The
OOTT-8 ISLAND.
1 H 6 5. 11 »
BANGOR, Al C.
desert shall blossom as the rose
Mrs. Mamie Norwood, who has been ill,
reading the letters, and only those who have to
PM
AM
AM
Enoch
N.
who
has
been
ill
Capt.
one wreath of rosebuds.
Moore,
Portland.
5 3ft I 10 4 20
stay In most of the t’me can tell what it means
is improving.
9
05
5
7 20
Boston.
JO
since
last
is
out
We offer you a wreath of flowers.
fall,
to me.
again.
Mrs. Geneva Young is in Bar Harbor
Called In recreation hours,
I didn’t do up shirt waists. Aunt Marla, to
William P. Harding, who injured his
BANGOR
BAR
HARBOR.
TO
Which will neither droop nor dio
visiting her son and other relatives.
cause my nerves to get the better of me, but we
PM
leg on Placentia, is out again.
AM
Even when days an«l months pass by.
Lorenda Farmer, spent a few days at
housekeepers are something like a watch—we
y 00
Boston.
10 10.
Miss Edith Moore left Saturday for Cas* a
I1 x
need to have a rest sometimes and get the mainWest
Tremont
this
wiih
Mrs.
Ask me where these flowers are found?
week,
I 05
12 3ft
Portland.
tine to attend the normal school.
spring renewed, too. Hope you are very much
Dow.
Not on sunny slope or mound;
Agnes
AM
PM
March 19.
Chips.
better and will soon be able to give us some
6 ft 10 (0; 5 10
BANGOR
Not on prairie-1 bright and fair.
James Yarnum and wife, of Seal Harbor,
6 Cft 10 O ft 04
hints on house-cleaning. How 1 dread it!
Bar nor. Kx St.
Growl g without thought or care.
8 12 10 12! 5 11
Brewer June.
spent Saturday and Sunday w ith friends
1 will send a bit of reading, which has helped
A school teacher one day during the
Holden.
(6 32 110 34 (5 JO
Here and at Manset.
No, our simple wreath Is twined
me, and so 1 pass It on, hoping It will encourage
hour for draw ing suggested to her pupils Lake House..
(6.i9fl' 42 (ft 37
From
the
of
the
garden
mind.
others. Yours very truly,
8 4. (10 50 5 45
N. L. H.
The Beehive club met Saturday at the that each draw what he or she would like Green Lake.
Where bright thoughts like rivers flow.
Ntcolin.
|6 56 (10 59 5 55
The clipping is fine which you sent and
f >7
19 11 H
banquet hall. Three new' names were to be w hen grow n up. At the end of the Kllswonh Falls.
And Ideas like roses grow.
7 18 11 is 6 15
we will have it in the column later.
added-Mrs. Winnie Whitcomb, of Syra- lesson one little girl showed an empty ELLSWORTH.
6i3
-0
11
27!
7
June.......
Wa»h‘«lon
Then take our wreath, and let It stand,
cuse, N. Y., and Clarence Lynam and wife, slate. “Why,” said the teacher, “isn’t
(7 S* 11 37 (611
Franklin Road.
An emblem of our happy band;
Dear Aunt Madge:
(7 46 11 43 (6 30
Hancock..
of Seal Harbor, who are members of Rowe- there anything you would like to be when
The seminary, our garden fair,
7 4 11 4- 6 43
As you have so cordially invited me to "come
Waukeag, 8 Fy
na lodge.
6 50
you grow up?” “Yes,” said the little girl,
AH Desert Ferry..
7 tl 11 5
And we the flowers planted there.
Into the circle”, at G.’s kind introduction, 1
8-2“
March 17.
“I would like to be married, but 1 don’t Sullivan.
SPBC.
#45
suppose 1 must respond. While sitting here
norrento..
Like roses bright we hope to grow,
know
how
to draw it.
9 20 12 45 7»
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
BAR HARBOR.
uuder my own vine and llg trees. 1 have reAnd o’er our home such beauty throw
ceived much comfort and refreshment froui the
At a regular meeting of Tremont lodge,
In future years, that all may see
a
m an 1 *-13 f
Trains
Ellsworth
718
Sbrluer's Tour to tlt« P*cifl< Coast.
leaving
cheering words and thoughts of the good
No. 77, F. and A. M., held Thursday evenLoveliest if lauds—the Cberokee.
10.17 pi,
A very delightful spring tour to the I*, clfle m, ami arriving EUrworth II 56 a m,
mutuals. Yes, like the cup of coli water, given
aunt Mary.
ing, March 8, the following resolutions
connect with Washington Co Ry.
in the name of Christ so long ago, 1 have
coast has been arrang'd to leave Ho ton April
were passed on the death of Bro. Thomas
on
to
Conductor.
or
notice
signal
How
can I thank you for
(Stop
this
most
shared with you, and in spirit at least you have
27,«nd while under the auspices of the M>stlc
These trains connect at Bangor with thromb
interesting description of scenes of long Milan:
had my sympathy.
Shrine, and a great reduction in rate has been trains oo Main Line, to and from Portland, BosBro.
Milan
had
1
ttlc
We
to
visit
shall
all
learn
much
from
very
opportunity
made in coum quet.ee, the lour Is available for ton and St. John.
G wished a little talk about the Shawnee ago?
it,
Passenger* are earnestly requested to proeore
Indians, among whom I was born in the Indian and realize more fully the work done by the lodge, for iu hUear'y life he wa* a sen cap- the general public. The party will travel In the
tlrketa Indore entering the trains, and especially
tain and later on was keeper of Mount Desert finest Pullman vesttbulrd
Territory, now the slate of Kausas. The Baptist the faithful missionaries like your parents.
equipment, and all Ellsworth to Fall* and Falls to Ell-worth.
Rock light.
Alter coming to his home here he
meals e» routs will be in dlulug-car*.
mission was located about ten miles from
K. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
Aunt Madge.
was lame and unable to attend Its meetings, but
On the outward journey stops will be made at
Kansas City, Mo. There my parents labored
GKO. F. EVANS.
be
was always Interested in the welfare of the
Vie*.Pres, and Gcn’1 Manager
Chicago, Denver, Colora o Springs and Salt
My father and mother believed that the best way
order- Bro. Milan was a good citizen, a klud
Growing Palms.
Lake City, accommodations being provided at
to reach the young, and the people in general,
In spite of the popular belief to the con- and affectionate husband and father.
the
hotels.
EASTERN
was by instruction every
best
The
them
way; taking
itinerary Inc’udes a side
Resolved, That the lodge extends Us sym- trip to Cilpple Creek, with an
home and teaching them in household work and trary, palms are really easy to grow in the
opportunity to
to
his
and
friend*, and that its vlalt the celebrated
pathy
family
all duties of life, as white children, they were house. Half the failures to raise them,
gold mines, as well as the
and their poor reputation among plant- charter be draped in mouru ng lor the space of
clothed, fed aud taught.
ticomparable trip over the Denver A Rio
and
that
these
resolutions
e
thirty
days,
spread
At length a schoolhouse was
Grande railroad, "The scenic line of the world.’,
built, and a growers is due to the fact that cheap plants
upon iis records, and a copy be seut to hU famSPUING SCHEDULE.
teacher was provided. My father built a neat are bought; no one can
prophesy how long ily and published in Tint Ellsworth amkki and the Rocky mountains. Ten days will be
frame meeting bouse, partly with his own hands
spent in touring the state of California, wind,
they will live; a palm can be tested only can.
Uej.
R. Fuller,
and means. A church was formed and native
log up at san Francisco
by trying, and it is the well-established
Eben F Richardson,
Two routes are < ffered for the return, one via
preachers trained, for there were many converts
that should be bought. The plants
plant
Fred
Young,
to the religion of Jesus Christ in the course of
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and the other
sent out by the florists in packages are not
Committee on resolutions.
via
Portland, Se tile, Vancouver, and the
twenty years.
difficult to get to grow if proper care is
Canadian Rockies, with stop overs at Glacier
vi in*
iur
Commencing Saturday, March 24,1? ***■'
FRANKLIN.
and Banff. For those who prefer to return via er leaves Bar Harbor at D n m, on MowW
my mother took me East to Massachusetts atul taken.
HartW.
The Kentias are perhaps the best of all
The player folk are preparing for a pub- other routes, independent tickets are provided. Wednesdays and Saturdays for seal
left me there with an aunt, when 1 was but
Northeast Harbor Hass Harbor, Southwest Harthree years old or less. I only remember the house-palms, graceful and
The party will travel In charge of an ex
bor and Stonlngtou. connecting at Rocats**
ornamental, lic exhibition of a drama soon.
death of a little brother who was placed under and
perlence 1 conductor, and all details are carried with steamer for Boston.
they stand many changes of temperaBurleigh Swan is spending the spring out
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 9 a m, MoodaJJ
the snow. In my childish mind 1 thought he ture.
In first class style.
Illustrated Itinerary
Kentia Fosteriana and
Kentia recess of Bucksport seminary at home.
and Saturdays for South
would be cold there alone. 1 remember, too,
may be obtained by calling on or addressing. Wednesdays
Baimoreana are most serviceable. Not too
Brook 11 n, Sedgwick, Dter Isle, Saraeotrlh**
Blaisdell and Harold W'ilbur are at Geo. L. W11.lam*, N E. P. A., 3.8
the Utile Indian girls who threw water In my
Boyd
South
Dark Harbor and RocklkW*
Brooksvllle,
Washington
warm a room and plenty of light is the
face when told to wash me, which diversion
home from Higgins classical institute, street, Boston, Mass.—Advt.
connecting wilt steamer for Boston.
rule; the soil should never be allowed to
afforded them more fun than it did me.
RETURNING
during the spring vacation.
From Boston Mondays and Thursdays at 5 p®*
My father carried on a large stock farm, with to get dry, as, if this happens, the Kentia
John W. Blaisdell was at Cherry field
aiuertistments.
the help of rude Indiau boys, and as he had will not recover itself; but it should not
From Rockland at 5.80 a m, 1 uesday*. Frfdjff*
teams
for
and
belated
Saturday, engaging
Sundays, touching at Slonlngton, w»ih»
studied medicine and surgery, the patient be
kept too wet as it w'ill rot the roots.
west Harbor, Ba*a Harbor, Northeast **»*w
in
the
woods.
The best way to water a palm is to set operations
missionary ministered to all needs. When Gen.
aod Seal Harbor,
John <J. Fiemont was on his celebrated trip the
The basket ball game between CherryFrom Rockland Tuesdays, Fridays «nd StJ
pot or tub in a larger vessel of water,
*>»
through the Rocky mountains,earning the titleof the water
days at 5 ft) a m. touching at Dark Harbor.
reaching to within an inch of field and Franklin players last week reHrooksvllle, Sargentvllle, Deer Isle. -SedgWic*.
the "Path Finder", he and bis party camped here.
the rim. The appearance of water on the sulted in favor of the home team.
Brooklln, South Bluehlll and Bluehlll.
Cholera broke out among tbem, and was calling
From West Treinont Mondays.
surface of the soil will show that the
Mrs. Adra L. Johnson, of New London,
the death roll of brave men. Even the life of
All cargo, except live stock, via the
roots have been w’ell soaked; ordinary Conn
returned home last week from a
the fair Jessie, his young wife, was threatened
of this Company, Is Insured against lire 1
and the plague was spreading among the surface watering rarely reaches all of the visit to her sister, Mrs. Z. L. Wilbur.
marine risk.
F. 8. Shkhman, Superintendent. Rockland.
Indians. But through God, a;y father checked roots and the inner ball of roots and the
Little Thelma Petersen was so unforMaine.
soil is left dry. The leaves should be
the disease.
tunate as to receive a scald from an overCALVIN AUSTIN, Preset A Gen’l mam*"*
And now began the great flow of the people sprayed frequently, all dust washed
Boston,
off, turned cup of hot coffee on her arm, at
Mass._
"westward ho". The white people were cor- and no insect
pests allowed on the plant. the vestry Monday.
dially welcomed, and many large companies of
A beautiful palm may be raised from the
Sbbtrtfecnunt*
the best people from the Northeast and Mldd'e
The many friends of Mrs. J. H. West are
seed of a date. This can be buried in the
states found a temporary home at the Shawnee
to learn of her improved health
pleased
_
from seeds just
Baptist mission. In the year 1854 returned to open; many plants spring
after a severe illness while visiting friends
the home of my parents, r. was my privilege thrown out in the yard. During the sumat Saugerties, N. Y.
mer the tiny two-leaved plant, like a
to attend meeting* and listen to fervent words
spear
The last lecture in the course will take
of simple faith tu the great spirit of truth from of stiff, coarse grass, w'ill appear, and in
March 23, at the
the lips of llio-c -on* of the forest
t’nus the the autumn the plant can be
carefully place Friday evening,
ELLSWORTH
good seed sown wa* heating fruit
Many Ilf d, put into a rather deep pot, and Baptist church, by Professor Estabrooke,
>
of
the
mLsio’i
echool
returned
t
pupils
cared for until it gets established, and the instructor in literature at the University
Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
Christian homes.
“Some Characterisnext spring other leaves w’ill come. Not of Maine. Subject:
h u
But now the "border troubles", at they were
NO
fAV,
WABHKK."
New York.
until the third year will the plant, under tics in Poetry.”
called, broke out, and the future state of Kansas
March 19.
B.
show its character leaf.
ry work ,lonc »l 'hurt nolloe.
went through a "iMpiiam ol lire"
The mis- ordinary usage,
A!1Goods
™J!'.1 called
nU,ni1
Located in the heart of *1®
for and delivered
sions at Shawnee were unken up. both Itap*i t
ORLAND.
H. B. ESTEY A
Kosc Pudding.
city, one block east of 11 roadCO..
and Methodist
The Indiana are now provided
VVKT END BRIIKJE,
Harriman is ill.
J.
Perry
Mix
one
of
fine
CLIAWOKTH. ME
bread and
together
pint
by government writh veiy good schools. A
way, two blocks south fro®
Foster Gray is slowly recovering after
good lady, who-e husband was principal of a cracker crumbs, a cupful of granulated
Madison
the
of
for
Square. House newly
six
an
yolks
appendicitis.
eggs previously
operation
seminary among the Cherokee Indians, gave me sugar,
beaten, one cupful milk, the grated rind of
decorated and refurnished,
Miss Eliza Bowden, of Bucksport. is tbe
wilh the Lily of Ella
woi.il lo support and cate lor those
a lemon and a third of a cupful of butter.
A Lively Tussle
who
guest of her sister, Mrs. Harriette Dorr.
llates $1.00 per day and up'litrlpp the ueit live year,
with that old enemy of the race, Consti- Bake in a moderately hot oven, and when
residents of Ellsworth. I forbid
A valuable horse owned by Ben White ail
done spread with a layer of raspberry jam
<di
ns trusting them
ward, European plan.
often
ends
in
To
ou my account. as
pation,
Appendicitis.
and cover that with trb whites of th** eggs, and driven by Willie White fell and broke
a*»OinDiOtUUutM to
avoid all serious trouble with Stomach,
V ibeu.
t<otyai tue Cityand
.u.e
which have been whipped stiff, with a
Farm bonne.
Edward
Coyne & Co.
|
Liver and Bowels, take Dr. King’s New cupful of powdered sugar.
To Cure a Co <1 In One Day
M. J. J)HUVMn
Heap a few
Life Pills. They perfectly regulate these
F. S. Willard
spoonfuls of the egg on in little ros^-like Take LAXATIVE HROMO Quinine Tnnlets.
26c
organs, without pain or discomfort
forms, which is easily done by tw'isting I Druggists refund money lfii falls io cure.
W.
at £3. O. Moore’s, druggist.
the spoon in dropping the icing.
Gkove’s signature is ou each box. 2‘c.
interested in
We

have

the account of her early life.
trying to have an old-
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The state secretary ’.-.■minded hi*
workers of some of the wonder; bring
Wrought by prayer and suggested that
a
daily practice of the prayer life
would contribute to the largest odiciency of Endeavor work In the Em
plr"> State.
The

Per (tonal

Yong Kay,

Liquation.

former active Chinese
Endeavorer in Boston, but now government interpreter at Uiehford, Vt..
has fifteen young Chinamen pledged
for a Christian Endeavor society there.
*. Charles E. Jefferson, pastor of
the Broadway tabernacle, New York,
recently said in a sermon that the most
‘memorable meeting of his pastorate
was :!ie farewell meeting of the Endeavor snr’ety to •: charter member
going as a mi's :? *y » fCarpnt. T”.
key.—Christian Ej. ’eavor World.
T

a

New Amsterdam Hotel

Steam

Laundry

and Bath Rooms.

Pauper Notice

H'i.'ift*.00"1™0**0

v'v.bsciiUj

lor I'hk

Amukjcan

kuikhill

of his

death ia not recorded. He was
supl»osed to be an older brother of Asa and
John, who came from Haverhill, Mass.,
early in the settlement of Blue Hill.
The children of
Benjamin, sr., and Re-

history.

by B. G. F. <,«nd«*p,
1Compiled
Bluehlll Historical
Mii»» for the
r

Brookline,
Society.)

lief

Historical niclety will he glad to
The Bluehtll
Its president, Ur. Otis Little
rerrirc through
# niucltiil, «og cation*, corrections, etc.,
In tnak'n* these papers ms
assist
h will
and «» corre.d as possible.

ihi

RETURNING to the main road
mentioned
the schoolhouse previously
one came
and going westward therefrom,
houses and plffeea upon
to the Douglass
the border of the Second
the left near
stood two houses in the
pond, upon which
James and
writer's boyhood occupied by
When and by whom
Hylvsnus Douglass.
the writer has no
those houses were built,
of knowing; he only remembers
at

moans

them

as

they

were

nearly seventy years

are st ill standing.
ago. They
The first Douglass found recorded as a
of the town was John, said to

resident

Dec. 25, 1779, probably in j
now Brookaville.
that part of Sedgwick
He married Mary Door, June 2, 1812. She
1793. Their children
was born May 14,
born

Pave been

were:

2.

Ac'hsah Ann, born Aug. 12, 1813.
John, born April 213,1815.

3.

David,

I

born

May 17,

1810.

Barius, born Oct. 0, 1818.
5. Robert, born Feb. 2, 1821.
6. Sarah, born Feb. 22, 1825.
7. Mary, born April 6, 1829.
Then follows Isaac Douglass, born June
17 1784, who, it is recorded, married another Mary Door, June 14,1813. She was
born Feb. 8, 1789. They had seven children,
4.

follows:
1. Sabrina, born Oct. 22, 1814; died Sept.
18. 1829.
2. Mary, born Aug. 30, 1816.
3. Sukey Horton, born Oct. 26,1818.
4. Nathan Tenney, born Jan. 3, 1820;
as

;

marriage

w'ere:

Jenny, born Dec. 16, 1791;
Gott, of Mt. Desert.
2.
2.
Hannah, born Sept. 26,1794; married
1792.
Joseph Gott; he was lost at sea.
3. Hannah, born August 16,1793.
3.
Mary, born Nov. 22, 1796; married
4.
Phebe, born July 16, 1795; died June Ebenezer Day.
26,1827.
4. Samuel, born June 21,1800; married
5.
Benjamin, born June 20, 1797; mar- Sally Curtis.
ried Amy Knowles.
5.
Robert, born Jan. 9, 1803; married
6.
Dorias, born July 5,1800.
Melinda Candage.
7. Ezra, born Augusts, 1803; died Jan.
6.
Abigail, born Jan. 1, 1805; married
27, 1801.
Merrill Dodge.
the
fifth
child
of
this
7.
Benjamin,
family,
David, born August 25, 1810; died
who ow'ned the house and place above deSept. 22,1810.
married
scribed,
James and David Carter raised their own
Amy Knowles, daughter
of Samuel and
Jane (Gray) Knowles, corn and grain, cattle, sheep and swine
March 2, 1823. She was born June 28, for use of their
families, spun, wove and
1802; died April 29, 1880. He died Sept. knit their clothing from the wool ofitheir
Their
children
w'ere:—
13,1873.
sheep, and lived within their own re1. Samuel Knowles, born Oct. 15, 1823; sources.
They were industrious and
lost at sea.
worthy people and members of the Bap2. Job Nelson, born Dec. 15, 1825; mar- tist church
organized upon the Neck and
ried Mahala H. Dodge, of Sedgw'ick.
taking in residents of Long Island.
3.
Matthew Lime burner, born Feb. 25,
The writer well remembers themaseom1828.
ing to the tide-mill, owned by his father,
4. Lydia Jane, born Aug. 15, 1830; died with
grists of corn, barley, rye and wheat,
Oct. 4,1831.
to be ground. Their farms being on new5.
Phebe Maria, born Nov. 2, 1832.
ly-cultivated ground, yielded thnn good
6. Jane Elizabeth, born August 15,1835.
crops of hay, cereals and vegetables, and
7.
Lyman Pearl Hall, born Jan. 23,1838; the neighboring waters of the bay furmarried Adeline Grindie, of Penobscot.
nished an abundant supply of edible fish
8. Sarah, born Feb. 28, 1840.
for food.
9.
Mary, born Dec. 20,1842.
JOHN PEARCE CARTER
When and by whom the house in which son of
James, jr., cleared a farm upon
this family resided was built, the writer which he
built his house, barn and outdoes not know, nor does he know where
building, a half or three-quarters of a
the father of Benjamin resided in the mile
north of his father’s house, where
1.

complete

Wyman (Clough) were:
Moody, born Oct. 4,1789.
Abigail Wyman, born August 15,

Mr. Carter died March 14, 1844, aged sevyears and eight months. There
s no record of the death of Abigail Cain,
his wife, at hand. The children by their

enty-tive

town.

Beyond this house
lots, on the north side

the Douglass
of the road, where
of the Fourth pond
and

the outlet stream
crosses, once stood a saw mill, a part of
died June 10, 1821.
! the dam, decaying timbers of the mill and
5. Joseph Parker, born March 25, 1822.
a heap of saw dust were to be seen there
6. Seth, born April 0, 1825; died June
in the writer’s boyhood, but he does not
10, 1825.
1 know when or
by whom the mill was
7. SethHewins, born June, 1826.
built, although the indications were that
Just where these two families had their
it must have been about 1800.
habitation the writer has no means of
From the last-mentioned place the road
know ing for a certainty, but he presumes
turns to the southward and ascends a long
it was at the places or near them where
hill about seven-eighths of a mile in length
James and Sylvanus lived in later years.
to the Sedgwick line. Upon that stretch
Just what relation they were to the latter of road were
three or four houses upon
the writer can only venture the suggesthe right and one on the left in the writtion that they were uncles, as it is evident
er’s boyhood, and there is about the same
they were not parents.
Those houses
number at this writing.
as
is
recorded
having were then
Sylvanus Douglass
occupied by families by the
been born Jan. 5, 1807, and to have marname of Gray and Grindie, whose deried Susan Limeburner, of Brooksville,
scendants probably still reside in them.
Nov. 3, 1831. She was born Jan. 24, 1810.
This was the old road to Brooksville via
Her death is not recorded, but Mr. DougHutchinson’s Ferry across the Bagaduce

|

1.

Joanna

or

married David

his children were
born
and
where
he resided until his removal to Sedgwick.
He was an industrious and thrifty man,
who at one time owned the greater part
of Long Island. He, like others of the
Carter family, was of robust frame and
constitution and possessed a remarkable
retentive memory for historical data. He
was born upon Long Island, April 26, 1799,
married, first, Joanna Gott, March 11, 1820.
She died, and he married again.
He died
at

Sedgw ick,

His children
1.

in

1889, aged ninety

nah A.

were:

Pearce, jr., changed to Byron
March 11, 1821, married HanCarter, Feb. 1846; died Feb. 15,

born

1852.
2.

Isabel

H.,

born March

19, 1823;

mar-

ried Henry Dunham.
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but to those who shall come after it.
The activity and energy displayed in
those enterprises caused a village to spring
up in that locality, while the abandonment left it desolate and deserted and the
landscape denuded of trees and foliage,
sad to look upon. The fame of the Blue
Hill copper mines wras at one time w'ide
spread, and the town was spoken of a9
being the richest in Hancock county.
Alas! what a dream! and how' many
awoke from it to find that their hardearned savings of a life-time had vanished
while they dreamed and erected castles in
the air that tumbled to the ground when
the light of sober sense shone upon them
and w'ere shattered in pieces that could not
be gathered up! Like the apples of Sodom,
that investment seemed golden and inviting, but at touch and taste the glitter
turned to ashes.
BENJAMIN CLOUGH.

Upon the north side of the main

road

were:

David,

1.

born

By

second

wife:

James,
Oct. 22,1813.
2.
3.

born

cultivated have gone back to a state of
nature, leaving little or nothing to remind
one of their former existence.
( To be continued.)

Dec. 7, 1791; drowned

John, born Jan. 11, 1796; died Sept.

23, 1796.

Charlotte, born July 27, 1797; married W illiam Roaraer.
5.
John Pearce, born April 26, 1799;
married, first, Joanna Gott, 2nd
6. J udith, born March 16, 1801; married
4.

John Trundy.

last
Mrs. Lucy E. Emerson died
Wednesday morning at the home of her
son, Dr. George E. Emerson, with whom

had lived the past few years.
J. Perry, aged ten years, son of
Harold Perry and wife, of this town, died
at the East Maine general hospital in Bangor Tuesday night of last week, after an
she

Earle

Charity, born March 16, 1803; maroperation for appendicitis.
ried Israel Conary.
Mrs. Ruby A. Buckman died Friday af8.
Amos, born June 3, 1805; married
ternoon after a long illness. Mrs. BuckMartha Choate.
9.
Pamelia, born March 13, 1808; mar- man, besides her husband, leaves a sister,
Mrs. Hathaway, residing in Massachuried Joshua Conary.
10.
Mercy, born March 1,1810; married setts; three brothers, E. G. Colby, Alonzo
Colby and George Colby.
William Conary.
11.
Moses, born April 25, 1812; married
7.

near to the

Mariam Parker.

Irene,
3,1816.

To Cure
Laxative Bromo

K L LS WORT II

born

WALTHAM.

April 11,1816; died July

cent

size.

Three times

Kf
ife
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Cold in One

Quinine Tablets. JS

8

Mass.

K.'U. 1

Day

on

I

every

M A RK ETS.

Butter Scarce
ami
Higher
Eggs
Cheaper— Grain lTp Five Cents.
The blockaded condition of the roads
has prevented the farmers coming in, and
there was a shortage in dairy butter this
week. Yesterd y’s storm v* ill still further

Japan,
Oolong,

-450-65 Graham,
.300 66 Rye meal,

.04
.04
02#

The Wabash Railroad Go.
THE

tb—

Granulate!,
Coffee— A A
Yellow, C

Beef, lb:
Steak,

RoaatB.

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts,

amt.

Meats and Provisions.
Pork, n>.
.13 $.20
Steak, tb
.10 0.25
Chop,
Ham. per tb
.16 0.10
18
Shoulder,
.05 §08
Bacon,
Salt
20
Lard,

15
160.22
10
If §20
10
10 §12

.10§.l4

05
Tongues, each
8prlng lamb, 12.325

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt
Clams, qt

Fresh Fish.
06 Scallops, qt
06 Flounders, doz
12 018 Smelts, lb
60 Shrimps, qt
20 Finnan huddle,
Fuel.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00£6 50
00
3
Stove,
0005
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
10001 25
Blacksmith’s
5.00
Buttings, hard

DIRECT

LINE

4'
25
15
30
10

60
7 60
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FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.
Tourist

Sleepers

VERY

Boston to

LOW

Chicago.

RATES

IN EFFECT IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

j

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS,
particulars, write
Boston, the New England
For

170

to

Washington

Street,

office of the AVabash.

‘i

«

BN—

RITTERY TO CARIBOU.

DEER ISLE.
A. O.

Gross is in Boston

on

business.

mill at Monmouth, owned by
Ralph Saunders, who has bought Capt.
Goding, Fred Blake and Arthur
Arthur Gray’s place, moved in Saturday.
Whittier, was burned Thursday morning.
Mrs. Prescott Johnson is quite
Loss $4,000; no insurance.
ill,
threatened with pneumonia.
was
The Trull hospital in Biddeford
Miss Eva Grindle entertained a number
burned Wednesday. The hospital was
built in 1900 at a cost of $25,000, and was of friends at the Lynnmore Saturday eventhe only homeopathic hospital in Maine. ing.
It will be rebuilt.
Quite a number of our young men have
Mrs. Dolly Decrow, aged ninety-two, the left this week to take positions on yachts
oldest person in Camden, was burned to for the coming season.
death in her home last Wednesday night.
The Stonington dramatic club
will
Her clothing caught fire from a spark
present a drama, “Old Dairy Homestead,”
while she was sitting alone beside the at the town hall Tuesday evening.
fire-place.
The class parts for the graduating exIt is announced that the Maine Central ercises of the high school areas follows:
Breta Mae Haskell; salutarailroad will adopt the plan of oiling its Valedictory.
tory, Mabel Louise Gray; history, Irene
road bed to prevent dust. The scheme
Margarette Haskell; prophecy, Hazel Vera
has been used successfully on several Beck; class poem, Amy Ann Sylvester;
address to undergraduates, Linwood Alroads, and after t xperiments made by the berta
Pickering; essay, Gracie May HasMaine Central last year, it was decided to
kell; essay, Harry M. B. Pickering.
The

saw

Luther

extend the work.

March 19.

Bridgton had a $40,000 fire last Thursday. Six business buildings in the centre
of the town were destroyed. The heaviest
losers are Knights of Pythias, building,
fittings and regalia, $6,000; M. B. Cook,
boots and shoes, $3,000; W. P. Bennett, $3,000; Crosby Bros., $2,500; F. C. Gibbs,
boots and shoes, $2,000; Giles C. Bailey,
$1,500.
Through the generosity of a gentleman
the
w’hose name is not made public,
University of Maine has been provided
with means to charter a special train,

:

stop professors from the college will
speak on agricultural topics. In the
places where the train stops at night, a
stereopticon exhibition will be given outof-doors, illustrating the agricultural and
other work of the university.
every

INDIAN POINT.
Mrs. Abbie T. Walls has gone to Northa

Mrs. Lizzie Clow is

!

which

east Harbor for

Rex.
EASTBROOK.

will run over the entire line of the
Bangor & Aroostook system during the
latter part of April and the first of May.
On the train will be a complete exhibit of
the work done at the college of agrithe
culture at
university, including
poultry and dairy equipment in operof fertilizers, feedan
exhibit
also
ation;
18 ing stuffs, seeds, injurious insects, etc. At

Granulated meal.Ib
§00# OH—per gal—
.<6
.65 0.70
Linseed,
B,
12
Kerosene,
06#
08$lo
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.60
Porto Rico,
.60
8yrup.
Sugar—per

7 50
Benjamin Willey lost a valuable horse
7 50
recently.
7 04
Walter Colby left Friday to work for the
Flour, Grain and Feed.
13.
James, born Oct. 24, 1817; married
45 <*48
New England Telephone Co.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
Isabella Smith.
4 7506 00 Shorts—bag— 1.20 41 25
In this family lived, and was brought
The Misses Young, of Surry, have been Corn,100lb bag
115 Mixed feed, bag,
1 250130
Harriet Little, who the
up from childhood,
guests of Roscoe Haslem the past Corn meal,bag
115 Mlddllngs.bag 130 01 40
married George E. Franks, April 8,1841.
week.
115 Cotton seed meal, 165
Cracked corn,
David Carter, brother of James, jr., who
B. F. Jordan was called to Bangor
settled upon Long Island in 1796, was born
Torture by Savages.
The soothing spray of Ely’s Liquid Cream
the illness of his father-inmarried Thursday by
1768,
24,
July
in
Me.,
of the torture to which some
Edgecomb,
Balm, used in an atomizer, is an unspeakable
“Speaking
Simeon
Hapworth.
law',
of the
relief to sufferers from Catarrh. Some of them
savage tribes in the Philippines Abigail Cain, of Sedgwick, Oct. 17, 1791.
There will be a social dance at tow'n hall describe it as a
subject their captives, reminds me of the
godsend, and no wonder. The
intense suffering I endured for three
will
March
26.
Monday evening,
Supper
thick, foul discharge Is dislodged and the pa
A Scientific Wonder.
months from inflammation of the KidMusic
be
served.
make
tlent breathes freely, perhaps for the first time
by Monaghan.
The cures that stand to its credit
2®y*»” Mya W. M. Sherman, of Cushing,
wonH.
In weeks. Liquid Cream Balm contains all the
March 19.
Buckien’s Arnica Salve a scientific
me until I tried
S*e*.
.‘Nothing
helped
•hlectric
It cured E. R. Mulford, lecturer for
healing, purifying elements nf the solid form,
Bitters, three bottles of which der. Patrons
of Husbandry, Waynesboro,
Sold by all drug
completely cured me.” Cures Liver Com- the
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a slngie and It never falls to cure.
It heals
case of piles.
a
of
distressing
oi
plaint, Dyspepsia, Blood disorders and Pa.,
Ulcers. Cuts, dose of Doan's Regulets Is enough. Treatment gists for 75c., Including spraying tube,
malaria; and restores the weak and ner- the worst Burns, Sores, Boils.Salt
mailed by Eiy Bros., 66 Warreu Street, N>ti
Rheum. cures habitual constipation. 26 cent6 a
to robust health.
bos|
Guaranteed by 1 Wounds, Chilblains and
Ycrk.
store.
L. G.
__
Moore, druggist. Price 60c.
Only 25c at E. G. Moore’s drug

12.

S.

Serena

BUCKSPORT.

road

intersection with it of the
branching to “the Kingdom”, in the
Douglass neighborhood, stood the house of
Benjamin Clough, in the boyhood of the
writer. His father’s name w'as Benjamin,
born Aug. 15, 1755, married Relief Wyman,
March 12, 1788. She was bom Sept. 16,
1761, and died March 25, 1819. The date

May 12, 1792; drowned

Oct. 22. 1813.

size and 50

cent

[ MBa—iBk_I.

Take

ii
Ky

is the great emergency doctor—internal ailments and external ills, from whatever cause, are soonest cured by Johnson’s
Used as a
Anodyne Liniment.
household remedy since 1810. Cures asthma, bronchitis, catarrh, sore throat,
croup, la grippe, headache, neuralgia, cholera-morbus, colic, cramps,diarrhoea,
sore
ar}(i bruised muscles, cuts, burns, scalds, chafing, chaps, chilblain and
^rost bite. Something to keep in the house—something to depend
on—good
when you can’t get the doctor—invaluable always.

delay the marketing of butter, and fresh
G., born June 10,1825.
dairy butter is likely to be at a premium
4. Julia Ann, born July 7, 1827.
for a few days. An advance of 2 to 3 cents
5.
Charity, born June 3, 1829; married is quoted to-day.
Capt. Sleeper, of Rockland, Me.
Eggs, on the other hand, are cheaper.
6.
David G., born July 31,1832.
The market is well stocked, and though
lass died Sept. 18,1880, aged seventy-three.
around
the
head
of
or
via
river,
Walker’s,
7.
Abram B., born March 7, 1835.
They had two children, as follows:
very few are being brought in just now,
the river, before the bridge was built lowThe house and buildings once situated the retail
1. Ellen Maria, born Sept. 19, 1836; died
price remains at 18 cents.
er down, and the road via “the Kingdom”
upon the John Pearce Carter lot no longer
There are a few changes of minor imJune 16, 1853.
was opened and came into use.
Many are standing.
2. Soloman Thornton Gott, born April
portance in the vegetable line. Potatoes
times the writer drove over it in former
JAMES DAY, JR.
are dull at 65 to 75 cents a bushel.
6,1842; married Mira Gray.
and
from
his
Brookstime upon
way to
At Deep Cove lived James Day, jr., who
Meats and poultry are high. While the
James Limeburner Douglass, supposed
ville on visits to relatives and friends.
went thither from the Neck many years
brother of Sylvanus, was born Oct. 13,
range which we quote on beef covers the
line
on
to
the
From the Sedgwick
Ferry
He married Nancy Yates, as elserise, the advance is felt on certain cuts.
1811; married, first, Exemy Thompson and to Walkerville very little change or ago.
where related, and had seven children, For
instance, the top price for steak has
Blodgett, Nov. 21, 1833. She was born Dec.
in
has
the
last
taken place
improvement
viz.:-James, Eliza, Melvina,
Moses, been all winter 30 cents for a tenderloin.
24, 1810. They had four children, as folbeen
any it has William,
sixty years; if there has
Luther Roundy and
Nancy While this price remains unchanged, a
lows :
been a retrograde one in the appearance of Yates. The head of
this family was rump steak, which has been selling for 25
1. Caroline, born Jan. 30, 1835.
cents, is now advanced to 30 cents. A
which have drowned
the buildings and farms,
by the upsetting of his boat similar advance is made in other cuts.
2. James William, born March 26, 1837.
fallen into decay. The land, stripped of near the shore of New
Neck
in
Nov.
Corn is up 5 cents on a bag.
bury
3. Otis, born Jan 15, 1843.
its forest trees, presents to the passer-by a
The quotations below give the range of
1850, in his seventy-fifth year, and his
4. Mary Abby, born March 15, 1848.
retail
in
prices in Ellsworth.
aspect widow died July 19, 1864, aged about
rocky, barren soil, discouraging
The mother of these children died June
Country Produce.
not only to the traveler but also to one
5,1802, and Mr. Douglass married Else R. who is fated to till it and thereby gain his eighty-six years.
hake
Favorite
for
for
cod,
fishing
places
Creamery per tb.•.28 §30
Harding, a widow with one child, Laura livelihood and
Dairy.25y28
support of his family.
and haddock, in Blue Hill Bay, sixty and
A. Harding,
born April 10, 1851. Mr.
Cheese.
seventy years ago, were at the Land Point
Douglass died Dec. 13, 1866.
Best factory (new) per lb.16018
UPON
LONG
RESIDENTS
SETTLERS AND
on the Neck and at Deep Cove nearly opIS
Best dairy (new).
THE MINING CRAZE.
ISLAND, BLUE HILL BAY.
Dutch
The
(Imported).90
shore
of
Island.
on
the
Long
posite
Neufchatel.06
The first building erected upon Long
Sylvanus and James L. Douglass were
writer with others in boyhood often fished
kick*.
industrious farmers, known to the people Island, so far as my record show's, w'as a at
Deep Cove, landed at Mr. Day’s shore,
Fresh laid, per doz.18
of the town as w'eli as to the waiter. Their saw-mill on the east side, opposite Deep
his
and
on
berries
adjoin- Poultry.
gathered
upon
farms and lands contiguous thereto con- Cove, built by James Caudage and Ebenclear
and
and
retains
Chickens.18 325
pleasant
ing land,
tained the noted Blue Hill and other cop- ezer Hinckley prior to 1776. Twenty years recollections of those occasions and of
Fowl.20
Hay
per mines, where hundreds of thousands later, about 1796, James and David Carter,
in
that
the families then residing
vicinity.
Best loose, per ton.
10012
of dollars were expended and lost in the sons of James Carter, sr., went from their None of
the houses and people of that
Baled.16
endeavor to work those mines successfully father’s home on Blue Hill Neck to the
period on the upper half of the island Straw.
between the years 1870 and 1890.
island, and settled near what is nbw' remain, and the mention of them even
Loose
8011
15
Baled.
The land-ow’ners who sold their hold- known as the Sand, or Carter’s Point,
may be strange and new to the people of
Vegetable*.
ings realized a handsome sum thereon, where they and their families continued the present generation.
but all who put money into the mining to reside, and where James and David and
04
65075 Onions, lb
MOSES FRIEND.
Potatoes, hu
^8
20 §35 Beets, lb
Celery, bunch
enterprises expecting to realize a hand- their wives died and were buried. They
Upon the crow'n of the island, between Lettuce,
15 Cabbage, tb
02#
some return were sadly disappointed and
<2
<-8 Carrot*, lb
each had large families, as w'as the rule in Deep Cove and the ola mill site on the east Radishes, bunch
05
Ot Parsnips, lb
lost their investments. One who knew those days.
Squash, tb
side, was the farm and building of the Turnips, lb
40
1# Spinach, pa
that locality before the mining craze,
James Carter, jr., was born at Damaris- late Moses Friend, to be seen clearly from Dandeliou grns, pk 6u Beans—perqt—
40
Beet greens, pk
12016
Yellow-eye
were he now' to return to it, w’ould witBlue
Hill
came
to
Oct.
31, 1764,
the main land. Mr. Friend came to that
cotta, Me.,
10
15
Pea,
Rhubarb, tti
ness a scene of desolation
that would with his father’s family in 1770 at the age
Fruit.
place from Sedgwick, where he was born.
make him heartsick.
Hannah
He
six
of
married, first,
He was a descendant of Benjamin Friend,
years.
20 Apples,(cooking)pk
Cranberries, qt
Thew'asteof money in this locality has Bartlett, March 8,1792. She died leaving
2^ §80
25080
sr., the first of the name to settle upon Oranges, uoz
30 Apples, (table)pk 35<*«5
Lemons doz
been prodigious, and without benefit to one child, and he married, second, Mercy the Neck.
15
Grt. pelrult, each
the town except in a small way incidentJust how’ many years Mr. Friend resided
Cain, of Sedgw’ick, born Nov. 10, 1773, by
Groceries.
ally. Could the same amount have been whom there were twelve children. He on Long Island there is no data to de- Co
.060.08
Rice, per lb
flee—per tb
given to the academy and to the churches died Nov. 4,1831, aged seventy, and Mercy termine, but it was for a number of years.
20§25
.160.25 Vinegar, gal
Rio,
.06
35 Cracked wheat,
as
Mocha,
resulted
would
have
it
later.
of
endowments,
his widow, a number
have long
years
The buildings he occupied
-04
85 Oatmeal, per tb
Java,
in benefits, not only to this generation,
wife
first
.20
The children of this family by
Buckwheat, pkg
since gone and the fields he mowed and Tea—per tb—
3.

yA

COUgh.

years.

John

Pearce,

that can’t be relieved or cured, by a few drops of
Liniment on a teaspoonful of
sugar. There is no remedy that will cure a cold so
easily, or allay fever and inflammation so surely, as
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. It stops that raw
feeling in the throat; clears your head; checks your

Johnson's Anodyne

few weeks.

on

the sick

list.

Mrs. Mae Scammons is working for Mrs.
Lettie Dyer.
in

Mrs. Helena Haskell is visiting relatives
Bar Harbor.

Will Dyer and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter.
Al. Giles has moved his family from the
Clow farm to the Colman Cousins house
on the neck.

Quite

a

number from this place attended
dance at Frank-

the basket ball game and
lin Monday evening.

Veranus Jellison

was

recently by fracturing
while
A.

quite badly

hurt

his

bone

discharging a gun.
W. Ellis and wife,

Falls, were in
Thursday with

collar

of

Ellsworth

Wednesday and
party at DeMever’s

town
a

camp.

March 19.

B.
HULL’S COVE.

Bad colds

are

prevalent.

Leland Clarke, of Bingham, is visiting
at Alden Hamor’s for a few days.
Work will begin to-day to rebuild the
Lawsen house, which burned recently.
Miss

Delia Wilcomb goes to Bar Harbor

w’here she has employment for
Eugene H. Higgins and Bloomfield Hig- to-day,
few weeks.
gins, of Bar Harbor, were in town Sunday.
March 19.
Anne.
Charles Stover has recently purchased a
horse from Graves Bros., Bar Harbor.
atiBattstmnvtB.

Miss Lucretia Pray, w ho has been in
Somesville for the past few weeks, has
returned.

ife, and little
son Ermond, of Somesville, spent Sunday
with Alonzo Higgins and w ife.
Osgood Crockett, who has been spending a few weeks with his family here, has
Frank E. Higgins and

w

returned to Northeast Harbor where he
has

employment.

Mrs.

John Abram returned last

w'eek

Eastport, where Bhe has been spending the winter, and is spending a few
Seth Harding
weeks w’ith her parents,
from

and wife. Mr. Abram expects to return
in about two weeks.
H.
March 19.

a

A Positive PATA
CURE

**n * 11

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Bestores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., s t Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
■Lly Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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This week's edition of The
American is 2,250 copies.

Average for the year of 1905,
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2,313
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[
The announcement that Judge Taft
has, for the present at least, declined
toe proffered place for him on the
oench is not altogether a
War
of
The Secretary
knows that not only is there an immense amount of work that needs dosupreme

surprise.

ing both in Panama and the Philip-

pines, but that he has been subjected
to much harsh and, he considers,
unjust criticism for the way he has I
handled things in those two corners
1
of the world. Therefore while a seat
on the supreme bench is a thing few
he has !
men would lightly decline,
decided to stay at the head of the war
department for some months at any
rate. There is really no serious need
for him to make a decision before
next October, when the supreme court
after

reconvenes

the

summer

j

re-

Meantime the mere fact that he |
has not definitely declined the place |
will be enough to save the Presi- f
dent a great deal of embarrassment

cess.

from place-seeking politicians,
of whom have candidates in reserve
should
for the
vacant judgeship
there seem to be the least chance of
scores

landing it.

their

R. B. Holmes, whose business con
nectioDS with the First national bank
of Ellsworth has made him a frequent
visitor to CherrySeld in tbe last two
years, was here Thursday, when returning from a trip to other towns in
the western part of
Washington
connty. Mr. Holmes, as we underforward
is
by his
stand,
being put
party friends as candidate for treasurer of Hancock county on the republican ticket, and so far has the field all
to himself, as no other andidate is
announced. This candidate has a
yet
cost of friends in Cherry field who are
pleased to know he is in the race, and
were they voters in his county they
vould gladly accord him their support.—Narraguagus Times.

MISS

NANCY

A.

STARKEY'.

wanted snow?

Alfred and

If this weather holds, the up-river town
meetings will be slimly attended.

to-day, Hancock
county had the greatest shaking up in its
history.

Martin Starkey.

Funeral services

PALMER

Palmer

M.

_

The

shipping

bullivan.

were

held at

St. Jos-

eph’s Catholic church this forenoon, Rev.
J. D. O’Brien officiating.

years ago

Tremont is one
near future.

Island to
of the possibilities of the
from Swan’s

opened at West
promising for a

has

The outlook is

M. SAUNDERS.

Saunders, formerly

of Ells-

worth, died at his home in Orono Monday, aged fifty-six years. Mr. Saunders
leaves

a

Googins,
season

CASTINE.

widow, who
Ellsworth,

of

former wife.
from the home

The

was

Miss

and two

funeral

will

A. Killam. pastor.
Sunday, March 25-Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.

sons

be

Sarah

by

a

Evening

service at 7.30.

Bible study and prayer service at 7.30

Wednesday

evening.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.

Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor.
Sunday, March 25-High mass and sermon at 10.30.
Benediction and Sunday
school after

mass.

METHODIST

EPISCOPAL.

f*

-imonton, pastor.
Friday, March 23 Prayer service at 7.30.
Sunday, March 25-Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Sunday school
Her

•.

at 11.45.

Epworth league

service at

7.30.

at 7.

Bayside—Preaching Sunday

p.

m.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Her J
VI. Adams, pastor.

Thursday afternoon.

at

Bucksport

from

train

one

to

Returning from Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
From Rockland, touching at way landings, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and
Saturdays at 5.30 a. m.

State

of Ohio, city of Toledo,
88
Lucas CountyFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he 1h senior
of
the
firm
F.
of
J.
partner
Cheney A Co doing
l>u-lne«a In the City of T«W County and St .te
aforesaid, and th u an id fPin will pay the sum of
ONE HUXmKED
IH)L,LAItS fur each nod
every co*e of Catnrrb tnat cannot ne cured by
tne u-e of Hall’s Cntarrh Cure
tHlNK J. CHKNEY
Sworn to before me and auh<<crlh d In
iny
pr sence. thli fi:h day ol December. A
D. 1S86.
A. W. GLEASON.
A’Mary Public.
(-J
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken
Internally, and
acis directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces
of the system
Send for testimonials free.
CHENEY A CO Toledo. O.
» 11 >
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Take Hail’s Faml’y Pllla for constipation.

Wanted.
If William H. Scott, who ia supposed to
be somewhere in Hancock county, and has
a sister living in Port of Spain, Trinidad,
reads this paragraph, will he kindly communicate with the postmaster at Ellsworth, Me.?
Information

little

room

at the

rear

of

the court

year.

Let us see how the hotels further benefit
the tow’n. Do they buy their supplies in
Southwest Harbor? We know of some

| 8TaT j

It was the first case ever tried in Stony
Evening Gluch, and the jury had sat for hours,
arguing and disputing over it, in the bare
at 2

Mr. Simonton.

held

baggage

F,i £

room.

they straggled back to their places,
and the foreman, a
tall
mountaineer,
voiced the general opinion: “We don’t
think he did it,” he said, slowly, “for we

for Salt

At last

,

or

Unit.

I I OU3E
Convenient 2-story house;
S
1 A
rooms; stable, ben-house garden.
Five
minutes from P. O. Price. $900. $»i0
or
down,
$8 rent. Apply to 8. L. Loan, Kllsworth.
—

Sunday, March 25—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45.
For Representative.
allow he wan’t there; but we think he
Capt. Deasy, of Prospect Harbor, has a
Prayer and conference meeting on Fri- would of ef he’d had the chanst.”
R. Hadlock, of Islesford, at the
George
iLosrt.
thrifty lemon tree from which he lately earnest
at
7.30.
day
evening
request of leading citizens of
picked a ripe lemon and had it made into
UNITARIAN.
March
15. large black ami tan
Take care of the stomach and the health will
Cranberry Isles, has consented to become
a pie.
shepherd dog. s. J. Treworgy's name
Rev. S. W Button, pastor.
take care of Itself. If people only realized the DOG—On
a candidate for the republican nomination
engraved on collar. Finder will be rewarded
soundness of that statement the majority might
Sunday, March 25—Service at 10.30a.m. live to a good old age like Moses, “the eye un. by notifying 8 J. Trewokov, East Surry, Me.
The town of Mariaville has next to the for representative to the legislature from
dimmed, the natural force unabated." It In In
highest percentage of attendance of the class towns of Mt. Desert, Southwest Sunday school at 11.46 a. m.
It Is from
the stomach that the blood la made
Jtjrlfj {Bank*.
the stomach that nourishment Is dispensed to
pupils at school, according to school Harbor, Tremont, Swan’s Island and
^
and
muscle.
If
the
stomach
Is "weak"
nerve
in
of
town
the
State.
any
census,
Cranberry Isles.
How to Boil Water.
It can’t do Its tchole work for each part of the
Factory Operatives in
busy

season

at the

granite town.

10.30.

_

been a member of the
committee for 'the past three
and has
years, is road commissioner,
just been admitted to the bar.
Mr. Hadlock has

Isle

au

Haut is another

town fortunate

in

its

Hancock county

summer

residents.

Mr. and Mrs. Bowditch, summer residents
au Haut, started a movement for
• town hall and public library building
last season. One of the summer visitors
of Isle

appealed for aid
was Mrs. Nathaniel Thayer, of Boston, a
daughter of Mrs. Paul Revere, who died
to whom Mr.

Bowditch

Haut
Isle
au
two
at
ago.
years
Mrs. Thayer listened to Mr. Bowditch’s
plan, and when he had concluded said:
•“Don’t carry that subscription paper
any further, I will make the town a
present of such a building.”

that is
it I succeed in doing a
the same thing will be easier for me
to a difficulty toto-morrow. If I
day, it will be all the harder to-morrow to

hard,

thing

yield

resist—G. S. Merriam.

seem to be a very
yet the late Charles
Delmonico used to say that very few
people knew how to do it. “The secret
As Cranberry Isles has had no representis,” he said, “in putting good fresh water
ative for the past thirty years, the people into a clean
kettle, already quite warm,
of that town feel that they are justly ensetting the water to boiling quickly,
titled to the nomination of their candi- and then
taking it right off for use in tea,
date.
coffee or other drinks before it is spoiled.
To let it steam and simmer and evaporNominated by the Governor.
ate until the good water is in the atmosAmong nominations by Gov. Cobb reand the lime and iron and dregs
cently announced are the following in phere
only left in the kettle, is what makes a
Hancock county:
sick, and it is worse
Agent for the prevention of cruelty to good many people
than no water at all.” For water boil id
animals, Juliette Nickerson, Bar Harbor.
like this and flavored with a few drops of
Justices of the peace, Martin V. Bablemon juice Mr. Delmonico used to charge
bidge, Gott’s Island; H. O. Johnson, Sul- as much
as for his best liquors, and he
livan.
often recommended it to his customlnrs
Tell a boy he is no good and you will and friends who complained of loss of IpI
help him to become so.
petite. It is worth trying,

school

___________

To boil water would

simple thing,

and

If It is diseased, the dls- ase will taint
the nourishment which Is distributed, uml so
spread disease throughout the body. It was
the realization of the Importance of the stomach
as the very center of health and the common
source of disease, which led Dr. Pierce to pre"Dispare his "Golden Medical Discovery".
eases which originate In the stomach most be
"
The soundness
cured through the stomach
of this theory Is proved every day by cures of
diseased organs, heart, liver, lungs, blood—by
the use of the "Discovery" which is solely and
singly a medicine for the blood and organs of
digestion and uutrltlon. It Is a temperance
medicine, containing no atoohol, whisky or
other intoxicant.

body.

Stofomfennents.

^'Xnnie b.Ijaker
Orodutc «f teem Toikt

School, Back Bay, teloo.

CHIROPODY
Hygienic Fecial end Scalp Treatmen
Manicuring, Singeing, Shampooing.
Appointment work. Leare orders with Mrs.
George Porter Smith, 14 Franklin, Street.
Ellsworth.

SHOE

every department. Write or inquire ol J. A.
McGowh,
■Manager Union Shoe Mfg. Co.. Ellsworth, Me!

b‘ro

inhabit,,,,'
hotels

who was continually putting
before the
guests the fact that there was a glue factory in the town, otherwise a very grest
portion of the guests would never have
known it.
We write this article with the
bestol
feeling for our friends of progress; you
and we know them. We have
only pity
for those who would have inserted in
,
warrant

town

THANKs!

FOR

NOTICK.
withdrawn from the Grange Cooperative Association of Bast Bluehtll,
wi^
for any
* action
»°}>« responsible
of said association
after this date.

article,

had

they

the

dine factory, and other places of
iudustry
closed, we naturally reason that there is
something radically wrong here. Let us
all work together to get at this
something
overcome it, and make Southwest Harbor

should be.
Business and pleasure thrive elsewhere
not here?
Clarence Tarr,
Charles F. Varney.

what it

hy

w

The

Brown-Tilt 1 Moth.

Ellsworth, March 16,

1906.

of The American:
An article in last week’s American on
the brown-tail moth interested me very
much. The
extermination of this pest
is a question of grave importance to the
people of this county. A great many persons fail to understand the real serious
ness of the depredations that the caterpillar
commits in a short time. The campaign
against them cannot begin too early, as
every year that passes only gives them
stronger bold in the neglected and uncultivated orchards of which there are
many in the State.
At this time of the year they are easily
found, and a nest disposed of now means
the destruction of untold future moths.
I first noticed them two years ago on
some young trees just set out.
Early that
To the Editor

summer

two

colonies

discovered.

were

Last summer they were quite numerous.
This winter they seem to have gained
ground in spite of the care taken to exterminate them.

The question can not be agitated too
for early benefits.

soon

Respectfully yours,
H. B. Stan wood.
_

We make those with whom we associate
or miserable in their association
ith us
the little things we say or do
not say, the insignificant things we door
do not do. These things are more
ant than the great things about w hich we
are so careful.—Afinot J. Savage.

happy
w

|!

by

iraport-

No prayer is lost. Every sincere apto God is fruitful of good, in
that sense every prayer is “answered
All who yield themselves to God so completely as to desire what He wills are getting precisely that, as fast as time passes
and as fully as they obey His laws and
His leading.— Marshall P. Tailing.

proach

MONKS, FLOKfsT.
DAK HARBOR.
y. »r ’r-und.

Open nil the

ILtflal Nature.
subscriber bereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate of Abigail W. Wilson, late of twtine, in the county of Hancock, deceased,
All
and given bonds as the law directs.
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make paymeut im-

THE

mediately.

Rpyps O. Parks*.

March *, HW.

rFHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly "appointed adiniamX
tratrix of the estate of Qeo. W. Blodgett, late
of Brooksville, in the county of Wane*,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direcis.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to paw*®
the same for settlement, and all iuJebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

March \ 1906.

BloduRTT.^

Maggie B.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock as:—March 7, a. d. 1906.
duly
\JL'f E. the undersigned, having been
ti
appointed by the Honorable O.
ningham, judge of probate within and n>r
said county, commissioners to receive ana
decide upon the claims of the creditors oj
Abram Mitchell, late of Sorrento, in saw
county, deceased whose estate has been reprenotice
seated insolvent, hereby give
agreeably to the order of said judge of probate, that six months from and after Fenruary
sixth have been allowed to said creditor**®
re
present and prove tbeir claims, and that
will attend to the duty assigned us at the oflK*
of William O. Emery, at Sullivan, in said
county, on Thursday, April 5, a. d. l»». anu
at the office of Nathan P. Foster, at Sorrento,
in said county, on Thursday, August 2. *•“:
oi
1906, at two of the clock in the afternoon
each of said days.
William O. Emkry.
of Sullivan, and
Nathan P. Fostbr.
of Sorrento,

public

Commisdoner^

F' D' L°*°‘

SPECIAL NOTICE.
‘""I*" 1? Ounlenloous Par*. 1
demand protection
to life and srooerti
rrem the county of
Haneook, the Stats ol
Maine, and the United statea of America.
Many C. Fanya Aetna.

^

F. SIMON TON, M. D-

Y.

PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON-

Residence (J. M. Hale house).
MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH. HE

Office and
No. SO

TBLSPHONK.

aWjcrtfswmcntft.

HAVING

Feb. 14. 1906.

an

which would take away from others their legitimate means of
support.
God, in His distribution of nature’s
beauty, graciously endowed Southwest
Harbor as to commercial
advantages, and
as a summer resort.
It is, therelore, painful to see any af her advantages
remain
unused.
When we look at the Island bouse, sarpower,

$tafisgiunal (Earoe.

CAR!) OF
fraternal expressions of
sympathy and
deeds of kindness
by members of I. O. F.
who conducted all
arrangements for the last
sad service, and for the beautiful floral
tokens,
appreciative of their deceased comrade, Harvey M. Blaladell. gratitude and heartfelt
thanks are extended.
Mas. Makiox W. Blaisdell.

Blnehlll.

q®*"

on*

Spw(al 2ftjllU0.

East

artJT
nt“

Do they employ only those
peoplc
longing in Southwest Harbor? N„
"
three-fourths of their help u
here from other place,. The
reader ha,
only to glance at the above ngures to
Vince himself that the
llshing busine«
and its connections form the
nucleus of
the town, and furnish to the
inhabitant,
to
their
own
(according
statement I almost
their entire means of support.
Now in regard to the glue
factory as a
nuisance; This industry was
started here
about a year ago, and never has there
been
a formal complaint lodged with
thosr-Iectmen or other municipal officers
of the
town by any of the native
In fact, the only complaint has come
from
the proprietor of one of the sma'ler

Friday evening a basketball game was
at the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium between the Y M. C. A. Merrills and the
Northeast Harbor team which resulted in
a very easy victory for the former by the

steamer.

not-FwT

age elsewhere.

played

Rev. P. A

pleasures which they enjoyed, she was the
Besides
more tenderly regarded by them.
her parents, she leaves two brothers,

telephone cable

bor,
City, Col., where he has mining interests.
W. S. Verrill, of Biddetord, gave a recital
of poems and humorous stories, interspersed w.th musical numbers, at the
Y. M. C. A. gymnasium Monday evening.

BAPTIST.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

A

After spending several weeks in Bar HarB. E. Whitney has returned to Canon

1

The Bangor Sunday Republican will
be the name of a new weekly paper
which will make its initial appearance
early in April.

two

)

Office of

Eastern Oil and Glue Co.,
M anset, Mk., March 17.)
To the Editor of The Amertvan:
The article which appeared in your edition of March 14 under the heading of
“Southwest Harbor Glue Factory”, and
signed by E. F. Teague, has been called to
our attention by some of our friends, and
we therefore ask that you kindly allow us

J

A., only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Starkey, died at the home of
her parents on Sou*h street Saturday, in
the twenty-third year of her age. Less robust than most of her intimate girl friends,
and because of this denied many of the

Just

Southwest Harbor Glue Factory.

Capt. Osgood Richardson Ill-AmNotes
ateur Theatricals— News
i.nd Personals.

Bpace in your paper to correct some very
misleading statements which appeared in
When he moved to Berlin he at once
the article.
W A Walker; clerk, F S
Moderator,
entered the employ of the Berlin Mills
| Upon reading the article ourselves we
Perkins; selectmen, W A Kicker, Robert
be the
Co., having charge of a large crew of Crosgrove, J S Snow; road commissioner,
very naturally ask, what could
men and at the same time running what
motive which prompted this article, and
W P Hooper; treasurer and collector, R O score of 40 to 1.
was
known as the “night” bearding
Wednesday evening the members of j we therefore made inquiries to learn if
Parker; fire engineers, J H Norton, F
house. Finally leaving the employ of the
Coombs and Oscar Olsen.
Trcmont lodge, F. and A. M., Southwest anyone in the ice-cream, souvenir postalBerlin Mills Co., he built the Cascade
Through the generosity of G H Witherle, Harbor, presented the drama, “The Perils card, or fruit and confectionery business
house which he later sold to the St. Ann’s
a lot adjoining the old town hall lot was
of a Great City,” at the Casino. The had contemplated any expenditure of a
parish to be used as a convent. Not con- presented to the town for a site for a pup- characters were taken by Frank Whitaker, j large sum of money on additions to their
tent without being in the hotel business,
lic library, also a collection of the old acts Sim Marshall, Seth Norwood,
George ! stands, and which had not been done
he built the Berlin house about fifteen
Eben Richard- owi^g to the starting of the glue factory.
of the Massachusetts legislature, together Harman.
Bracey.
Irving
years ago, and ran the same until he Bold with a chest to contain them.
We were unable to get any positive inson, Catharine Freeman, Mildred Savage,
out two years ago.
formation that such was the case, neither
J. N. Gardner, on account of illness, and Mrs. Lizzie Scott.
was more or less in
Marston
F.
Henry
for
could we find anyone who had known of
was
excused from responsibility
There was a good attendance at the
politics, particularly town affairs. He j uncollected taxes for the years 1902-*03-’04,
our summer merchants tarrying in the
Salisbury Cove grange Saturday evening,
was a staunch democrat always, but in j
work
for the
and the amount ordered given to a con- when
View grange presented the town to do missionary
he j
Bay
whom
affairs
supported
municipal
of the condition of the permastable for collection.
four-act draira, “Rrookdale Farm.” The bettering
He j
office.
for
the
suited
was
best
thought
bridges, characters were taken by W. S. Wood, E. nent population of Southwest Harbor. In
Appropriations —Roads and
had served many of the town offices, and
$1,100; schools, $1,300; high school, $900; E. Smith, A. C. Emery, S. E. Leighton, S. making our round of inquiries, we came
was also a county commissioner for sevapparatus for high school, $100; repairs of N. Rich, George Cunningham, C. A. in contact with a thrifty, industrious class
eral terms. The most important city office j
school buildings, $200; text-books, $150; Haraor. Ella Sweet, Edith Gray and Lottie of people, most of whom did not appear to
was that of mayor of Berlin, serving two
know when the summer hotels opened or
poor, $900; snow, $200; sidewalks, $300; Andrews.
terms after being elected by very large
drains and sewers, $1,200; improvement of
closed, and who felt that it was imof
A.
Arthur
Heald,
superintendent
majorities.
public grounds, $100; public library, $100; schools of Marion and Wareham, Mass., material to them whether or not they ever
He was a very conservative business ;
increase of library, a sum equal to35 cents
or closed.
was
a
He
and a former superintendent of schools of opened
of
generous disposition.
man,
At tnis point our only retreat for a
per poll; fire department, $200; lighting
funeral
to
attend
the
came
director in the Berlin national bank and
Eden,
Friday,
motive was that someone had hit upon a
streets, $400; Memorial Day, $60; town of Albion F. Jordan.
owned quite a bit of real estate in the
During his stay
notes, $912; interest on notes, $156; current
scheme to use the glue factory toiadvertise
had
that
was
of
and
Mr.
Heald
the
a
here
was
He
body
guest
Benjamin
Mason,
city.
the summer business, remembering that
expenses, $1,200: deficiencies past year.
the
also
a
former
funeral
at
O.
A.
L.
of
the
CongregaMorton,
Hadley.
charge
we had been informed that last season waB
$887.69; State road, $500.
was
in
of
Eden’s
tional church, Monday, March 19.
schools,
superintendent
A committee consisting of the selectan exceptionally prosperous one for the
town to attend the funeral. Mr. Morton
The church was filled to overflowing,
men was appointed to confer with the
hotels, most of them keeping open later
was recently elected superintendent of
Rev. I. S. Macduff preaching the funeral
Castine Water Co. and draw up a contract
than usual, and during certain parts of
Interment was at the Berlin
the schools of Marlboro, Mass.
sermon.
in regard to the use of hydrants for fire
the season finding it hard to accommodate
cemetery in the family lot, where two
Capt. Osgood Richardson returned last all their guests.
purposes, and present it at a special town
died
who
two
and
his
sons
years
wife,
week from the South, where he spent the
March
27.
meeting Tuesday,
Believing that this is tbe motive, we
ago, are buried. He leaves one son, Harry
winter in charge of E. M. Padelford’s
will state that we are perfectly willing
FRANKLIN.
L.,a resident of this city and a sister, Mrs.
launch, cruising on the east coast of ! that they should use us in this way, as we
Joshua Ryder, of Brewer, Me.
Moderator, T M Blaisdell; selectmen Florida. Monday morning while walking |
believt that it brings to our town’a broadand assessors, E E Fickett, E W Hastings,
on Cottage street, Capt. Richardson had a
minded class of people. We believe that
JAMES LORD.
Emery W Smith; clerk, OS Donnell; treas- paralytic shock and was taken to the
fully ninety per cent, of the guests of one
James Lord, one of Ellsworth’s esteemed urer and collector, H P Blaisdell; school office of Dr.
R. Hagerthy and later of
George
the hotels visited and inspected our
old citizens, died Monday, at his home on committemen, W E Bragdon and Frank E
removed to his home on Mountain aveplant ihe past summer, some coming two
Pine street, after a short illness of pneu- Blaisdell; road commissioner, Z L Wilnue.
He passed a fairly comfortable or three times.
We found the greater
monia.
Though nearing eighty years of bur; town agent, T M Blaisdell; consta- night Monday, and his condition was I
part of them educated, sociable and reage, Mr. Lord could still be counted among bles, C H Sprague and Robert Phillips.
much improved Tuesday.
fined people, and we enjoy such company.
His I Appropriations— High school,
the active men of the community.
$350;
The first paragraph in the article asserts
was a long life of honesty and industry,
common
schools, $1,100; repairs school
memorial resolutions.
that the fishing business “is large". A
rewarded by the respect of all and the j buildings, $150; text-books, $150; school
In the providence of Almighty God our !
well-merited praise “he was a good man”. appliances, $60; poor, $100; incidental beloved brother, Albion F. .Iordan, having been conservative estimate (based on tacts)
Mr. Lord was born in Surry, the son of expenses, $700: Memorial Day, $25; high- called '.n pass through the valley of the shadow shows the amount of capital invested for
Donald Lord, one of the early residents of ways and bridges, $1,200; total, $3,825.
of dtaih, we Ue»lre to express our sorrow at hi* real estate alone, for the exclusive use of
loss from among us, an<l our appreciation of hi* the fish business, to be in the neighborthis vicinity. He learned the ship carnoble character and sterling virtues as a man hood of $30,000, and a farther investment
penter's trade and became a master
Some Old-tfme Singers.
anti a Mason.
of $75,000 for the purchase of merchanbuilder. At his yard at the Mouth of the
Last August Robert P. Dyer died in
His unswerving honesty and integrity In ali
River he built several vessels, among them
dise, labor, etc., divided between five fish
Castine at the advanced age of ninety hi* business dealing-, his p* tie nee and cheer I
the schooners Franconia and Westerloo.
firms, and numerous owners of small
Mr.
in
when
lived
Castine
a
of
and
!
in
times
trial
Ills
fulness
years.
Dyer
affllctlou,
kindly
For more than twenty years past he has
naphtha launches and fishing boats.
and
came
to
Ellsworth
interest
In
the
welrarc
of
his
and
hi*
about
the
| It would be inferred
boy,
employee*,
from the article
been employed in the ship yards at Ellstime the county seat was moved here from unselfl-h devotion to the church of which he
that there was practically no labor furworth.
Castine. He was in business here some was a member, as well as to ever call of sufferMr. Lord’s wife died many years ago.
lng huma lty. rnatle him a living example of nished to the inhabitants of the town
years.
other than that furnished by the summer
true Christian manhood
His nearest relatives are two brothers—
In looking over some old papers belongOur fraternliy has sustained the lo«s of a hotels, while as a matter of fact the clam
Norman Lord, who lives in East Orange,
his
to
M.
of
ing
estate, George
Warren,
just and upright Mason, the community has factories expended
N. J., and Donald R. Lord, of Seattle, Wash,
tlike $3,000
Castine, ran across the following docu- «»een deprived of one of its best citizens, and for merchandise andsomething
Funeral services will be held at the ment which will
labor, while the glue
doubtless be of interest hi- relatives have I men parted from one who
out for labor alone $3,500,
home on Pine street to-morrow foreto many readers, in 1843, as now, it seems was worthy of their best love and affection. factory p^id
vouchers for which are on file at the office
noon at 10.30 o’clock, Rev. P. A. A. Killam, i
that there were people in Ellsworth “who With these sorrowing on* s we most-lncerely
of the corporation.
of the Baptist church, officiating.
had some practice in
the science
of mourn, though realising that our loss is bis
The article further reads that the sumeternal *aln.
music”.
S.
CLARK.
LYMAN
CAPT.
mer business “is large", and states that
Asa visible token of our re pect and esteem
th* undersigned, desirou* of having a
We,
a
native
of
it Is
there are five large summer hotels.
Surry i
Capt. Lyman 8. Clark,
We
tinging School of Twenty four lesson*, to be
Ordered—That our charter and altar display can call to mind only four
and well-known in Hancock county, died
regular sumtaught by Prof. I. II. ll-ley, and to con-Ut of the usual mourning
and
that
this
tribemblem,
at his home in East Deering Tuesday, those who have had
mer hotels,
namely, The Dirigo, Stanley
tome practice in the science
March 6, after a short illness of pneu- of music. *uree to p*»y our proportionate part ute be placed upon otir lodge records and copies house, Claremont,
and Ocean house,
sent to the Bar Harbor Record and T HR Ellsof all expeuses that m-y accrue In support of
monia, aged seventy-one years.
ranging in size in the order mentioned,
worth AMERICAN for publication.
and with an average capacity of one hunCapt. Clark was one of the best known he same.
bEN.j L. Hadley,
K l«w >itn, Ian. 5, if43
mariners on the Atlantic coast, having for
dred people.
Not so very large, it would
Ch rles F Paine,
F
M.
H
Jas.
Warren,
Chamberlain,
a long term of years been employed by J.
Edg rJ.Trushell,
seem; merely fair-sized boarding houses.
I W. .lone-,
< Lord.
K*»wl
S. W’inslow & Co. A few years ago he
Now in regard to the amount of proCommittee.
Thos Ii Join s,
Wm 8 Hyde.
retired from the sea, and had been engaged
fit which the summer hotels give to the inJ S. Lord,
Barker,
Iksij.
in house painting, working at his trade <
habitants.
From the best figures we can
has H Warren,
B. Richards,
J,»h
Boston and Bangor Steamers.
until very recently. The deceased was a Jo* A Wool,
Chat Peters,
The spring schedule of the Eastern gather, the four hotels employ approximember of Portland lodge of Masons.
L-mu I Kills.
J A Peters,
Steamship Co.’s Boston-Bangor division mately seventy-five people, instead of 200,
Ahlel McFsrltnd,
as stated in the article.
Capt. Clark is survived by a widow, son, li'-o K H ip.lr.g,
The hotels are
went into effect Monday.
Kiln ha ii dtt-usOtl'ijc, John L>. Hopaiue,
two daughters and three sisters -Mrs. L.
Steamers will leave W interport at 11 open on an average ten weeks of the year,
P.
Bobt.
Dyer
C. Berry, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Webster j
which is equal to 750 people for one
week,
a. m., Bucksport at 1.30 p. m., Mondays,
Leland, of Trenton, and Mrs. George
and allowing that the average salary is
and Saturdays for
Thursdays
Wednesdays,
Easterbrooke, of Peacedale, R. 1.
CHURCH NOTES.
would
show an expendi$5.00
per
week,
Searsport, Belfast, Camden, Rockland and
Boston.
Free transfer of westbound ture of all the hotels for labor of $3,750, for

Nancy

Who said he

Moderator, E W Burrill; selectmen, G
Brewster, C E Johnson, G A Gray ;
clerk, H P Burrill; treasurer and collector, E W Burrill; school committeemen, G H Burrill, W P Black; assessors,
H P Bui rill, A G Hooper, A Condon; road
commissioner, S P Webber: constables,
G P Gardiner, A G Hooper, Horace Lord.
W

most assuredly
do
Portland sod Bangor get the
J
benefit
not one article do they buy in
South*™
Harbor which they could buy
to

j

PHASES.

MOON’S
First

»

D-3DHAM.

who

1

ZZZZJii

41~5~

Officers

Berlin, N. H., March 20 (special)Henry Foster Marston, for over thirty-five
his
years a resident of this city, died at
home here Friday morning of pneumonia.
He was born in Orrington, Me., July 5,
1837. When quite a young man he moved
to Ellsworth, where he married Mary Jane
McGown, a sister of Carlton and James A.
McGown, of Ellsworth. He was a G. A.
R. man, having served in Co. C.28th Maine
regiment.

IVKKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Sbmdcm communications should l>e addressed
ta, an all money orders made payable to Th*
Ells
1A!H>h:K COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.,
wcn> Maine.

Elected and Appropriations
Voted In Hancock County Towns.

HENRY F. MARSTON.

|

iTorrffipon&fncc.

BAR HARBOR.

TOWN MEETINGS.

OBITUARY.

tSUsBootlf) American.

€hr

FOR
At

SALE

HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE.
Several good bnslnees Hone*, new and »«*<**
bead Carriages, Harnesses. Agent foe B- A
Moyer's Fine Carrlagea EverytlilDg a»
rented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
V. H, GOULD.

Arrow

CITY APPROPRIATIONS.

Shield*.

saw a little, modern
The other day 1
on a table iu
tiook In a green cover,
I picked It up.
It
rr- ui.
a drawing
tbe early French In Canada,
was about
on a copy of a drawanil my eye fell
leader, Chuinplln, or Churnlug by their
The scene represented was an
iiluin
allies of the
attack by tbe native
a fort held
French, tJie Algounuliis. on
advanced
Pi Iroquois. The Algonquin*
arrows
under
through showers of
shields nearly as tall as themselves,
Now,
like doors with rounded tops.
the same sort of
vou may see exactly
shields iu a picture of a lion hunt, inthe bronze
laid In gold ami silver, on
blade of a dagger found by Ur. Seblieof Agamemnon.”
mann in "the grave
These monstrous Mycenaean shields
the learncause much discussion among
ed. Why were they so huge? The Algonquins used the very same shields,
hung from their necks, and the reason
battles were butwas the same—their
tles of archers, and nobody can parry
arrows with a smaller
a shower of
shield. Shields grew small in Greece
went out and sword
ns bow and arrow
aud spear came Iu.—Loudon Illustrat-

3burrnsi-mtrr&

KNCAM PM ENT CON V ENTION.

Mayor and Aldermen Fix Amounts Odd Fellows

from Bangor, Old Town
tor Various Funds.
and Bar Harbor Meet Here.
The mayor and aldermen held a recess
The I. O. O. F. encampments of the
meeting Monday morning to fix the appro- thirteenth district of Maine, which inpriations for the ensuing year. The full cludes the encampments at Bangor, Old
board was present.
Town, Bar Harbor and Ellsworth, held
The amounts to be raised for the various their first annual convention at Odd
funds had been agreed
upon, and there Fellows hall in Ellsworth Monday afterwas no diseussion at the
meeting in regard noon and evening.
to the amounts.
There were present from out of town
The total appropriations are
$1,006 in ex- j about 160 encampment Odd Fellows, while
cess of those of last
year. There are few members of Wivurna
encampment of
changes in the several funds. The ap- Ellsworth swelled the total attendance to
propriation for the contingent fund is over 200. The Bar Harbor visitors came on
$600 greater than last year. The appro- the noon train, and were escorted from the
priations for highways is $250 greater than ! train by a way-back band composed of
last year, but $160 less than in 1904. The ! Ellsworth Odd Fellows. The
Bangor and
sidewalk appropriation is $100 less than I Old Town
delegation came over on a
last year, when provision was made for
special train early in the afternoon, and
some new

walks and

walks.
The appropriations

repairs

to concrete

as voted, with the
appropriations for last year given for comparison, areas follows:

1

APPROPRIATIONS.
1905.

Contingent,
Highway,
Sidewalks,
Bridge,
Bock crushing,
State road,
City poor,

ed News.
The Kiddle Drill.

The "fiddle drill" Is ouo of tlie oldest
stonecuttlug tools in existence. It Is
said to antedate Greek sculpture and
Is In use today In about the same form
as it was 2.000 years ago. As its name
Implies. Its action resembles a fiddle.
Tbe drill is of two pieces. In one baud
a carver holds tbe drill stock, which is
like a carpenter's brace, except that it
is straight Instead of having a crank.
In tile other hand be holds tbe "bow,”
which Is strung with a brnss wire and
which Is given a turn around the dril'
To use the drill the carver
stock.
places the drill stock against ills breast
holding it with Ills left hand, and with
his right lie draws tbe bow back and
forth, fiddle fashion. This Imparts a
rotary motion to the drill stock, and
the drill Is ground to cut In either way
It turns. The fiddle drill Is used In the
finest work, in crevices where the
sculptor could not reach with Ids chisel
and hammer without endangering the

$1,600
1,000
1,000

$5,000
4,260
1,200

800

800

2,250

1,750

BOO

B00

3,500

4,000
2,300

3,550
1,000
4,000
2,300

400

400

Insane poor,

800

City schools,
High school,
Text-book,

Schoolhouse,
Police,
Fire department,
City library,
Interest on city debt,
City water,
Electric light,
Pep. care of cemetery lots,
Supt. of schools,

1906. !

400

400

1,100
1,800

1,100
1,800

800

800

HYOMEI CURES CATARRH.
Its

Balsams Kill all CaGerms Sold Under Guarantee by G. A. Paroher.
It is a noteworthy fact that among

Wednesday evening

does not cure.—Ilyomei,Nature's remedy for the cure of catarrh.
No dangerous drugs are taken into
the stomach when Ilyomei is used.

ful supper was served to over 200.
followed by a concert by the

was

This

SOUND.

w*ay-

MissSedelia Salisbury is the guest of
Winifred Sargent.

band.
the evening the golden rule degree
was exemplified by Mt. Desert encampment, of Bar Harbor, and the royal purple
degree by Wivurna encampment, of Ellsback
In

SONG RECITAL.

brought

was

to

Euroi>e

as

a

perfume

with indigo, cochineal and cacao ten
years before the arrival of tobacco on
our shores.
Tbe name vanilla Is derived from tbe Spanish valna, a pod or
capsule. Dumpier described It ns a
little pod full of small black seeds and
like tbe stem of a tobacco leaf, so much
so that his men when
they found the
dried pods at first threw them away,
"wondering why tbe Spaniards should
lay up tobacco stems."
Chambers'
—

Journal.
The Canadian Line.

The boundary Hue between Cnnndn
and the United States Is marked with
iron posts at mile Intervals for a grout
part of Its length. Cairns, earth mounds
and timber posts are also used, and
through the forests and swamps a line
a rod wide, clear of trees and underwood, has been out. Across the lakes
artificial islands have been made to
support the cairns, which rise about
eight feet above tbe high water mark.

—Exchange.
A Mlaer’m Wlah.

Greedylot, who Is rather miserly, was
recovering from a long Illness. “Flow
waa it. doctor,“ he asked one day, “that
I was able to live

out

so

many weeks with-

eating?”

“Why,

you were fed by the fever.”
‘‘Are you sure?” Then after a mouient’s reflection. “I wish I could give
it to my servants.”

Speaking Their Mind*.
The queer thing about the people
wb° boast of always speaking their
Blinds is that they nearly always have
8'ieh disagreeable minds to speak. Did
you ever hear any one preface a complinieut, a commendation or anything
gracious or pleasant by saying, “I alwaya must speak my mind?”—Worn
an’s Life.
On the Common Highway.
are learning that a standard

of
social ethics is not attained
by trnvellnS a sequestered pathway, but by
walking on the thronged and common
toad where all must turn
out for one
another, and at least see the size of one
another's burdens.—Jane Addams.
Fooliah.

six causes a fool
may be known:
uger without cause;
speech without
™*' change without motive; Inquiry
thout an object:
putting trust in a
ranger, and wanting capacity to disy

tinguish between friend and foe.
Pawled.
°

®*lie~What does that notice say
ere. mother?
Mother—It says,
44v* ,
adniltted.” Johnnie—But the
r<‘nd' can they? How are
to know?
they *CB?’t

I

is

Presented by
Select Programme
Kntory F. White, Tenor Soloist.
Arrangements are about completed for
the song recital by Emory F. White, tenor
soloist, to be given in Hancock hall on Friday evening,under the auspices of the Help-

somehow society.- Mr. White will be assisted by Miss Eleanor W. Pomeroy, reader.
MissM. A. Hodgkins will be the accompanist. Reserved seats were placed on sale in
FolMoore’s drug store this morning.

lowing is the programme:
Love's Rhapsody.Bartlett
Mr White
Four German Folk Songs:
a
Das Zebrochene Rlngltln
b
Ach wle let's Woogllch snn
c
Treue Lie be
d Des Madcheup K age
Mr White

A

BORN.

DIED.

charm of personal dignity and magnetism,
by the beautiful, rich tones of the artist.
Too much cannot be said in praise of Mr.
It Is of exceeding power and
White’s voice.
above all,
peculiar sweetness, and possesses
distinthat quality of human sympathy, which
the
from
merely
guishes the really great voices
Should Mr. White ever
made and trained.
visit Aroostook, he will find a host of

Thursday evening Miss Mary Gar-

land entertained a party of her young
friends. On account of the storm, not so
were present as were invited, but a
pleasant evening is reported by those

many
very
who

were

frlendB to welcome him.

Salad Dressing.
Beat two eggs, and one rounding teaeach of
spoonful of sugar and a saltspoon
salt and mustard, then three tablespoon
fuls of vinegar and one tablespoonful of
Cook in a double boiler five mincream.
Cream

utes

and cool before using.

fool
He who seeks temptation is either a
of the
or otherwise with the odds in favor
otherwise.

sale.

The Fairbanks
196 Exchange St

The Ellsworth American

No wonder.

Their

trouble

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
door of the Eno building
on State street, and have

location

the

j

Gale Page and wife, of Richmond, w ho
have been the guests of H. B. Marks the
past few' days, have returned home.

L. W. JORDAN,

Anson Thom has gone to Otter Creek to
teach school.
at

W. F. Chapman, who has been employed
Stonington, returned home Saturday.

Mrs. Grace
Waldoboro.

Duffy left Thursday

for

Mrs. Mary Bridges has gone to Stonington.

Luther Bridges, who has been cooking
at Brownville, has returned home.
F. E. Graves and family have moved to
Bluehill.
Jim.
March 20.
A

bad

cunning

man
one.

is far less dangerous than a

Maine.

Ellsworth,

1908
NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED

CLARION.

Druggist.

Drop steel forging for
necting rod.

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.

Bangor.

minutes.
Irridlum
better.

Sold.by

ELDRIDGE,

J. P.

ALICE

M.

HOOPER,

Agents for Maine for Schebler carburetor
and fit our engines with the same.

DRESSMAKER and

We carry everything for Gas Engines and
price is right.
Tel. 1817-11.

LADIES’ TAILOR,

G. D. THORNDIKE 6enffl&.
Portland

8 School St.,

Mandolin and Violin Lessons.

Miss IDA L. HIGGINS,
106 Water St,
Ellsworth. Me.

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
65 State Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
51,88 CAROLIKB M. CKI8FIKLD,
Iniicipau. ( miss Agnes Lowell.
P.-h.nlnaW- 1

our

Pier, Portland, fie.

Ellsworth.

Am late from the New England Conservatory of Music, and desire a limited number of
pupils for the mandolin and violin. Up-to-date
method, the higher positions and correct bowing
taught. Reasonable prices.

(

spark points—nothing

We can deliver engines, marine or stationary, 2 to 1500
H. P.—nothing better made.

f

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

con-

Interchangeable bronze bearings can be replaced in live

Made hy the! Wood Bishop Co.,

filled.

E. Q. MOORE,

I

MIANUS MOTORS

THE—

Rexall Much Tone as a cure for systemic catarrh.
Its tonic effects are remarkable. It builds up
the strength and restores the vitality. If women
who are tired and run down, lacking in energy
and vitality, will use Mucu-Tone, they will
praise it as I do for its strengthening aud healing qualities.

44 W. Mth St.. New York City."
Rexall Mucu-Tone works through the
and
blood,
acting directly upon thz niucocelis—the congestion and inflammation
of which are the sole cause of catarrh—
causes them to expel the poison and to
functions. Thus
resume their natural
the membranes are cleansed—the blood
purifled and revitalised.
We know that Rexall Mucu-Tone will
cure every form of catarrh, no matter
where located, of how long standing, or
by what other names it is known. We
guarantee to refund your money if you
are not satisfied with the vigorous health
and clear complexion it brings you.
Sold only at our store. Price, 50 cents
and 89 cents per bottle. Mail orders

I

moved from my temporary
on Main street.

lies far

deeper than the skin. They have bad
blood, and bad blood in 90 per cent, of

cases arises from inflammation of the
Their blood is filled
mucous membrane.
with poison which is certain to break out
in unsightly humors and blotches,—while
pale, drawn faces, deep circled eyes,
stooping shoulders and weak backs complete the story of suffering and despairinflammation of the mucous membrane
la catarrh. Banish catarrh and complexions will clear as if by magic, pain vanish,
eyes will brighten, faces become plump
end shoulders erect. Perfect beauty goes
only with perfect health, and perfect
health for women can only be obtained
through Rexall Mucu-Tone, theonepositive and permanent cure for catarrh.
Mme. Swift, the most famous beauty
specialist in the world and an accepted
authority on all relating thereto, has this
to say of Mucu-Tone:
“I can strongly endorse the claim* made for

x
i
i
<
{

AND

Thousands of women are using toilet
preparations unsuccessfully.
Cosmetics fail to improve 'their thick,
muddy complexions or to banish the
pimples, blackheads and crow’s-feet.

only COUNTY panw

x

FURNITURE

—

—

Company

BANCOR.

{

JORDAN,

EAST BLUEHLLL.

as

again

entertained.

f

Bad Complexions Due to Catarrh and
Catarrh Can Be Cured Only By
CosRexall Mucu Tone
metics Prove Worthless

LAKEWOOD.

Last

I

G00DBL00D

relatives

fulfill every modern requirement for power.
They are built to work hard and last long,
AND THEY DO IT. No fancy prices.
Write TO-DAY for full Information.
We carry a complete line of engine repairs always In stock. Several good secondhand Marine and stationary Engines for

*

aotausnnmts.

Selected

very rare when such a musical treat comes
to our doors, and certainly a more enthusiastic
and appreciative audience Is not often seen.
Mr. White presented a very attractive and
It Is not too
musically artistic programme.
much to say that from the opening selection, he
the sway of
under
had his audience completely
This bond of sympathy
his varying moods.
the
was secured and held quite as much by

PORTABLE. STATIONARY AND MARINE,

—

Mr White

are

we will tell you the simplest, most
reliable, most durable, most economical p.iwer maker you can get. Our

ATHERTON—At B'uehlll, March 16, Alanson
F Atherton, aged 59 years, 9 months, 24 days.
BUCKS AM At Bucksport, March 17, Ruby
Colby, wife of Henry C Uucknam.
CARTER—At Sedgwick, March 15, Colman
Carter, aged 78 years, 5 months, 15 days.
DODGE—At West Brooksville,
March
12.
Hannah Grlndle, wife of Rufus Dodge, aged
74 years
EMERSON—At Bucksport, March 14, Mrs Lucy
E Emerson.
JORDAN—At Bar Harbor, March 14, Alblou F
Jordan, aged 57 years.
LORD—At Ellsworth, March 19, James Lord,
aged 79 years, 11 months.
PERRY—At Eastern Maine general hospital,
Bangor, March 13, Earle, son of Mr and Mrs
Harold Perry, of Bucksport, aged 10 years.
SAUNDERS—At Orono. March 19, Palmer M
Saunders, formerly of Ellsworth, axed 56
years
8TA RKEY—At Ellsworth, March 17, Nancy A,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Peter Starkey, aged
22 years, 7 months, 14 days.
.THtJRSTON—At Dedham, March 17, Charles J
Thurston, aged 74 years

Ellsworth Falls,

friends here upon the birth of a daughter.
Mrs. Prior is the only daughter of John
Moore and wife, of this place.

and

E MERTON— WARD WELL- At South Penobscot. -March 17, by Rev James C Garvin, Miss
Alice G Kmerton, of Bluehlll, to Percy A
Wardwell, of Penobscot.

visiting

Mrs. Louise Moore is suffering with
lumbago.
Mrs. Whiting Johnson and son George,
Loehr of Otis, visited relatives here Sunday.
Three Irish Songs
a
To My First Love
Linwood and Ralph Garland, who have
6 You’d Better Ask Me
been away during the winter, are at home.
c
The Little Irish Girl
George A. Moore, who has been at work
Mr White
of Waltham, during
Celeste Aida—"Aida,”.Ve-di for Stephen Jordan,
the w inter, is at home.
Mr White
Mrs. John Novella, of Bar Harbor, with
As will be seen, the programme is a
varied one, and will give Mr. White ample her daughters Barbara and Margaret, visopportunity to display the qualities of ited her father, Jeremiah Moore, recently.
The entertainment is to be
his voice.
C. F. Rollins, who has been suffering
high class in every respect, and ought to from inflammatory rheumatism for some
command a large hearing. The following time past, is slightly improved, although
comment is from a Houlton paper referring he has lost complete use of his right arm.
to Mr. White’s recital there under the ausCalvin Prior and wife, of Round Pond,
pices of Ricker classical institute:
are receiving congratulations from their

TflL US YOUR POWER NEEDS

MARRIED.

Requiem.Homer

A representative audience of the music-loving people of Houlton attended the recital of
Emory White, of New York. The occasions

H.

BELL—At Sedgwick, March 9. to Mr and Mrs
William \ Bell, a daughter. [Agnes Lovina ]
BRAGDON—At Franklin, March 17, to Mr and
Mrs Koscoe Bragdon, a son.
LUFKIN —At Brooksville, March 12, to Mr and
Mrs Winfred W Luftiu, a daughter. [Aline 1

was

Contemplation. Bartlett
God Keep Thee Dearest

was en-

MOSES’ FLORAL WORK is widely known
Addres— HAK UARhOK only.
Open all the year ’round.

McGown and wife.

Starkey,

people

March 20.

Mrs. Spofford DeWitt and children, of
Brewer, have been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Mary Moore, who is at the home of

on

of young

present.

There will be a nickel sociable at Mrs.
Jenness McGown’s Saturday evening,
March 24. Proceeds are for repairing the
church.

called

-u

Charles Tracy gave a chopping match
Saturday afternoon, followed by a party
in the evening.
About thirty-five were

Mr White

Laaka..
Miss Pomeroy

large party

have reFrancis McGown and wife
turned from Bar Harbor.
They were
called there by the death of Mrs. McGown’s son-in-law, George Loring.

Italian".Meredith
Miss Pomeroy

MARKET.!

FLOYD

mal school.

He
one day recently.
accompanied home by Mrs. Mary
Recit-O Loss of Sight—"Samson,”.Handel Salisbury, who was called there by the
"
Aria—Total Eclipse
illness of her sister, Mrs. Starkey.

••Aux

IT CAN BE OBTAINED ONLY AT

Miss Rubie Higgins leaves Tuesday for
Castine to resume her studies at the nor-

Leach, of Brewer, has
visiting relatives here.
Charles Conary, of Bar Harbor, is visiting his sister, Mrs. floward McGown.
The friends of Mrs. Mary Bates, who
has been seriously ill, are glad to see her
out again.
Hiram Nason, who has been spending
the winter at South Brooksville, called
on relatives here recently.

of

and the natural flavor of
the meat is retained.

Miss Arliene Murphy visited Miss Anna
Brown at Northeast Harbor a few days
last week.

Mrs. Edward K.

Alexander

over-salted,

evening.

relatives here.

Howard

I

tertained by Mrs. P. S. Higgins Tuesday

been

Vanilla.

It is curious to read that vanilla was
employed by tbe Aztecs of Mexico as
an ingredient In tbe manufacture of
chocolate prior to the discovery of
America by tbe Spaniards and that it

Bangor,

of

|

Miss Mildred Wasgatt leaves Monday
for Bartlett’s Island to teach.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Lucy Watts,

Pickled Beef ?

Miss Emeline McFarland visited Miss
Mildred Wasgatt last week.

j

w’orth.

Mrs.

I

This is a new method of corning beef,
which is introduced in Ellsworth for
the first time, by II. B. Champion, of
Boston, one of the recognized beef experts of New England. By this method the beef is never sour and never

Breathed through the small pocket
inhaler that comes with every Ilyomei
outfit, its healing balsams penetrate to
the most remote cells of the throat,
was also met by the band.
nose and lungs, killing the germs of
Th
encampment
following grand
officers were present: Eugene R. Bowler, catarrh, healing the iiritated mucous
grand patriarch, Rockland; Willis A. membrane, and making complete and
Bailey, grand high priest, Skowhegan; lasting cures.
The complete Ilyomei outfit, conJohn M. Ward, grand senior warden, Bangor; Russell O. Dyer, grand scribe, Port- sisting of an inhaler that can be carland; Charles F. Allen, grand junior war- ried in the purse or vest pocket, a
den, Bar Harbor; Charles D. Page, grand medicine dropper and a bottle of
Edward
H.
representative,
Bangor;
Ilyomei costs only il. The inhaler will
Wit ham, deputy grand sentinel, Dexter.
last a lifetime, while extra bottles of
In the afternoon the patriarchal degree Ilyomei can be
procured, whenever
was exemplified by Katahdin
encamp- needed, fur only 50 cents.
ment, of Bangor. At 6 o’clock a bounti-

3,000

at 7.30 o’clock.

I Sweet

TRIED

YOU

HAVE

the many medicihes and treatments
forcatarih, there is only one which
G. A. Parcher sells under his positive
guarantee to refund the money if it

2,000
1,800

It was voted to allow no discount on
taxes, and to charge interest at l/2 of 1 per
cent, per month after August 1. These are
the same terms as last year.
was
A
further
recess
taken
until

Healing

tarrhal

The work in all degrees was of high
3,200
2,000 grade, and the comments upon it by
2,000 Grand Patriarch Bowler contained more
41
49 of praise than of criticism.
550
560
At midnight refreshments were again
served, and this was followed by a
$36,244 $37,249 “smoker” and a
couple of character
R. M. Campbell, janitor of Hancock sketches.
Early risers Tuesday morning
hall, called attention to the dilapidated found the lights still burning at Odd
and dangerous condition of the scenery at
Fellows hall. The visitors seemed pleased
Hancock hall, and the mayor and aider- with their entertainment here. The commen, after the meeting, went up into the mittee of arrangments was as follows:
hall to inspect the scenery. It is probable
Fred L. Mason, W. H. Dresser, J. P. Elthat orders w ill be given for a thorough
dridge, L. W. Jordan and H. F. Wescott,
overhauling of the scenery.
carving.
Ellsworth; Charles M. Stewart and C. C.
The board took a recess to Monday fore- Porter,
Bangor; E. W. Conant and John
Habit.
Tbf Worrrlnir
noon at 9 o’clock.
H. Coffin, Old Town; H. F. Carter and
he
I asked n physician what cure
William Quimby, Bar Harbor.
RECESS MEETING.
would suggest for the worrying habit.
The wayback band, which was one of
"I would prescribe common sense." he
At the recess meeting Monday morning, the features of the day, was composed of
said. “And if a man or woman hasn't there being no quorum, a further recess the
following: W. J. Clark, jr., leader;
got a stock on baud and can’t cultivate was taken until Monday afternoon.
Lev. Bellatty, snare drum; H. Treworgy,
to him or
one no doctor can g.ve it
At the afternoon meeting, Mayor Hagbass drum;
Harold Higgins, cymbals;
Tills worrying nonsense gr >ws.
her.
erthy, Aldermen McCarthy, Moore and James Lynch, first cornet; William
The best means to cure It lies in the Austin were present.
Moore, second cornet; William Jellison,
If she
bands of the woman herself.
The budget of appropriations as above trombone; W. E. Clark, piccolo; Harvey
will just call a little common sense to was
given its two readings under suspen- Morang, clarinet.
her aid. resolve not to borrow trouble, sion of
rules, and finally passed.
to be cheerful and think upon the best
side of things, slie will live longer and
retain her beauty louger.
Every worn
an wants to keep beautiful to the last.
Why does she take the course which Is
sure to make her yellow skinned, dull
eyed and thoroughly unlovely?”
Why, indeed?—New York Globe.

Sbbcttfaraunta.

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work.

Work.

Crown and Bridge
Gas, Ether and

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

1

has subscriber* al

ERIC AN

107

re*

in Hancock county.
papers in the County com'ot reach so many. The Ameriot the only paper printed in
ounty, and has never claimed tc
s the
only paper that can prop
'died, a County paper; all th»
merely local papers Thecircula-

ti

he

i

#/
A*'■

post-offices
er

4i
ca

Me

♦e,
mr<

American, barring the JBai
summer list, is larger
of all the other papers printer
ck county.

th

in

has been
Miss
a
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County New

other
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t

Freethy lately titled

s

a

up

gro-

Hall, who has been ir
nth- poor health all winter, is better.
Ost ir Bowden, wife and son, of South
II. visited Hawley Dowe and wife
B1
(.

Samuel

Sur
on

her<

tst

ma;

ri Is.

iuehill

i

-»nd

Canary

Alden

Mr
of

Bridges, of West Brooklin, was
Tuesday, contracting for weii

:'c

v

Ch

and

visited

Falls,

Leslie

yesterday.

Jame** Hill and wife, of West Gouldsboro, were entertained at W. F. Bruce’s
Sunday.

Libby

Daniel
been

spending the

E
has 1

•

class

c

f

second rank

inter

Seal

candidate

a

on

at

THE FIRST NATIONAL

its last

council, degree
Pocahontas,
is to entertain the Sullivan council this
be
will
The
exemplified
evening.
degree
on a

candidate and

programme rendered.

H. Hale,

Cove,

home

last

where she has

been

her

the

R.

The

D.
of

last week.
in

There

evening in cards and
and

.\dliitona/ Dw'itb

was

C.

March 19.

Xe*m

nee

ether

OBITUARY.

few

Died at his home in Worcester, Mass.,
March 7, Vespasian Carter, aged seventyeight years, four months and nineteen
was

Sunday.

Sunday evening
praise service in the chapel.
Capt. Frank Torrey, master of the threemasted schooner Carrie A. Bucknam, of
Bucksport, has loaded a cargo of hard pine
*t Wilmington, N. C., for New York, and
has sailed for the latter port. Capt. Torprayer and

rey has avowed that this is to be his last
trip; that on his arrival home he will re-

tire from the active life he has led
ocean.

hope

All

for

his

safe

on

the

home-

coming.
March 19.

Xenophon.

BROOKLIN.
Fred Pierce

was

George Dodge,
last

in

of

Ellsworth last week.

Bluehill,

was

in town

week.

R. R.

born in

Bluehill,

the

son

employed.

Miss Helen Cain, of Sedgw ick, visited
friends in town last week.
Farther Lights will hold a social in the
chapel Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Guy Means, of Sedgwick, spent the
past week with Mrs. E. E. Lurvey.
Preparations are being made to give an
Easter concert at the Baptist church.
Miss Gertrude Jordan has been the guest
of her uncle at Sargentville the past week.

Mr. Conners, of Bar Harbor, aud Mr.
Stevens, of Bangor, were in town last
week.

V. C. Bridges and wife visited Albert
Bowden and wife at their/|home at Naslast week.

Everett Kane and Mahlon Hill, of Hig-

gins

classical

vacation at

institute^are spending

their

home.

Charles Sherman and wife

came

home

Wednesday from Somerville, Mass., where
they have spent the winter.
Miss Agnes McFarland has returned to
Foxcroft to resume her Iduties JJas teacher

in the grammar school.
Mrs. E. W. Wells, who has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. Mark Grindle, at North

Brooksville,

returned home last week.

The schooner Mildred May, of
Bluehill,
landed grain and provisions for the merchants of this place at the*wharf Tuesday.
March 19.
Une Femme.
OTIS.

F. L. Speed and Wesley Shaw, of Bangor, are in town for a few days.
Mrs. Mary Keznick has returned from
Aurora, where she has been at| work since
last fall.

Harry Salisbury moved to Brewer last
week, from which place he came here to
live two years ago.
Master Irving Salisbury is visiting his
grandparents, Horace Salisbury and|wife,
of Brewer, for a few weeks.
Mrs. Eddy, who has been visiting her
granddaughter, Mrs. James Jordan, the
past winter, has returned to Brewer.
Ed. Bally recently lost a valuable horse
from injuries received in the stable
by
getting caught at night under the manger
Frank Graves and Charles Royal, of

Brewer, were in town several days last
week fishing. They were guests of Willis
Balisbury.
John Eutrell, wife, sister andjbrother
Miss Roxie and Calvin Rooks, all of Ban-

—

gor,

were

Carter

Bar

a

Room,” presented

at

his home here. His death was
quite
shock to his friends as fcc seemed
at

reported.
a meeting of

is

I

the school

WINTER HARBOR.
A.

B. New

Mr.

this week

Clement will teach at Snow’s
cove, district No. 5, the coming year.
Frank W. Gray has been confined to the
house for the past few days with a bad
cold.

trip

from here visited the masonic
lodge at Penobscot Wednesday night, and
report a fine time.
Rainbow grange conferred the third aud
fourth degrees Thursday night. RefreshA number

j

on

business

Brann and wife are spending
few weeks with relatives in Lamoine.
Charles

a

Mrs. Henry E. Frazier left Saturday for
Boston, where she will remain for several
months.

Mrs. Philip Dorr, of Bar Harbor, was in
this week, the guest of her sister,
Mrs. H. E. Frazier.

town

morning of his death and
making the flre. V(tfT
store, sat down
away without a
wish for a lone

just

such

a war
3‘

jj

"Dr. Thomaa’ Kcl'clrte on 1. the bert
tor thai oflca fatal
iltaeaae-croup. H11, n«i
uaed with success In our family fur
,|.tl
Mrs.
L.
ycara."—
Whltracre, Buffalo, X. Y_
Advt

is in

a

,

uuusu

the

upon
breakfast he went to the
in a chair and passed
word. It had been his
time that he should go in
March 17.

very poor health.
was in town
business.

man

C. E. Grover left Monday for
to Boston and vicinity.

|

on

iHtCicai.

Benner, of Portland,

Mrs. Mary Wessel, who has been stopping with her son Jesse, is at home.
Minnie

smart

instated

board MonMarch 12, George E. Robertson resigned and was elected superintendent of
schools, and N. F. Foster was elected a
member of the school board. Schools will
begin April 2. Kenneth Bragdon will
teach the high head school, and Miss
Georgia lTrann at the cove.
March 19.
T.

slowly recovering.

ally

Weak Kidneys Make
Weak Bodies.
Diseases Cause Half the
Common Aches and Ills of
Ellsworth People.

Kidney

Ah one weak link weakens a
chain, so
weak kidneys weaken the whole
body and
Miss Clara Jones, who has been attend- j
hasten
the
final
breaking-down.
ments were served.
ing the w inter term at Higgins classical
colds
Over-work,
and
strains,
other
March 19.
D. W. J.
institute, Charleston, is spending her causes injure the
kidneys, and when their
vacation in town.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
activity is lessened the whole body suffers
The follow ing spent a night at E. W. from the excess of uric
A number of ice-houses were filled last
poison circulated
Whitten’s lumber camp this w-eek: E. C. in the blood.
week.
Hammond and wife, B. E. Tracy, Miss
Aches and pains and languor and uriMrs. Maude Thurston, who has been
Olive Tracy, Dr. A. E. Small and wife, E.
nary ills come, and tl»ere is an everquite ill for two weeks, is better.
R. Noyes and wife, Mrs. Rebecca Cook, F.
with
whom
he
increasing tendency towards diabetes and
Mrs. Ellen Staples is confined to her ; marriage—Mrs. Fairbanks,
Miss Sadie Mae Eaton, of Brooklin, is V. Joy and wife,
Shirley Joy, Jesse fatal B ight’s disease. There is no real
brothers
lived. He
leaves also three
bed with rheumatism.
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Lucy Closson.
Smallidgeand wife, E. W. Whitten and help for the sufferer except
and three sisters.
kidney help.
The Mission club meets with Mrs. Lydia
Mrs. Lillian Carter, of Manset, is visit- wife, F. E. Weston and wife, Durrell
Doan's Kidney Pills act directly on the
Services were held at Worcester, and his
Misses
her
Hazel
Torrey next Wednesday.
Mrs.
Harriet
on
Noyes,
ing
Weston,
be
laid
mother,
beGeorge Torrey,
kidneys and cure every kidney ill. Ellsbody was brought to Surry to
Smallidge and Sybil Hammond. A most worth cures are the proof.
Clarence Smith and wife have moved side his first wife. Services were held at the ridge.
was
the
of
all.
into Mrs. Abbie Trask Joyce’s house.
verdict
enjoyable
outing
Nelson R. Jellison, veteran, living on
the church, Rev. J. D. McGraw officiating.
Miss Esther Allen, who attends the
March 19.
E.
Water St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “WhenMrs. Gertie Wallace, of Stonington, 1 A goodly number of relatives and friends Bluehill academy, is nome for a tw o weeks’
ever I hear anybody complain of
visited her mother, Mrs. John Stanley, last paid their respects by attending the ser- vacation.
kidney
NORTH SULLIVAN.
vices. It was his last request that he be
trouble or backache I always advise them
week.
Mrs. Dora Hanscom, who has been visitto get Doan’s Kidney Pills at E. G.
George Hodgkins is very low.
The Merry Workers met with Mrs. Edna brought to his old home for interment.
ing friends in Ellsworth Falls, Surry and
Mr. Carter was a member of the Baptist
The much-dreaded grip seems to be Moore’s drug store and use this remedy as
Bluehill, has returned home.
Joyce last week. They will meet with
directed. Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me
church in Surry for fifty-one years.
Mrs. Walter Joyce this week.
of a very stubborn case of kidney comJames Bettel and family, of Bluehill, developing. A few cases are reported.
Spec.
March 19.
March 17.
Atwood
S.
came Saturday to make a short visit with
Bunker, who has been very ill plaint after all other remedies had* failed.
Three months ago I was almost helpless.
with inflammation of the lungs, is convaRobert Bettel at the homestead.
There was a constant pain which was
EAST SURRY.
HANCOCK POINT.
.•ery annoying and in addition to that
Mrs. C. H. Closson, of Sedgwick, Miss lescing.
Mrs. C. C. Johnson is on the sick list.
was retention of the kidney secreColby Chester came home from Bangor
Clara Cook, of Boston, and Mrs. Eugene
Many friends of Ira Robertson are there
tions
which caused me severe suffering.
as
Lord
does
not
as
E.
C.
gain
rapidly
Monday.
Allen, were the guests of Mrs. Lucy Clos- pleased to learn that there is a vast im- I heard of Doan's Kidney Pills, got a box
William Reed, of Franklin, is visiting his friends hoped.
and can say that they worked wonders
son Saturday.
provement in his health.
in my case. It required the use of only
Mrs. Olive Foster, of Sorrento, is visiting
his grandmother, Mrs. William Crabtree.
E. G. Hammond and wife arrived from
Mr. and Mrs. Swett and son George,
three boxes to cure the backache and
C. A. Penney went to Bangor Saturday her parents, C. C. Johnson and w ife, and who have been visiting in Ellsworth for a Etna last Wednesday, and are to keep correct all the other difficulties. I conher sister, Mrs. E. E. Swett.
sider this the best kidney remedy I know
on a short visit to his son and other relaweek, returned home the first of last week. house in part of A. G. Gordon’s house.
to recommend
of, and it is a
tives.
George Wasson is soon to begin work of They have moved into the mill cottage.
Arno W. Wooster, wife and daughter such a valuable pleasure
preparation.”
Mrs. Bessie Taffts found a butterfly one extensive alterations on the cottage of
Beulah
returned
For
sale
all
dealers.
The w oodmen have
from
a
few
Price 50 cents.
Sunday
by
days’
haulec^a large lot of
day last week. After being taken into the Mrs. Frank Hamilton at Contention Cove. lumber through this village to Roy Allen’s visit with Mrs. Wooster’s brother, Henry Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
for
the
United
States.
agents
Miss Thelma Fullerton, of Ellsworth, is mill this week. John Thurston’s teams Billings, at Eastbrook.
house and warmed, it was as bright and
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
full of life as in June.
spending part of her school vacation with have been busy hauling lumber to his mill.
Fred Crabtree has purchased the Will no other.
her great-uncle and aunt, M. D. Chatto
March 19.
E.
March 19.
Rae.
Crimmin house on the Quarry road and is
and wife.
moving in. Charles Watson, who is nowBanking.
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
xEiBcrtisnrunts.
The friends of Mrs. E. E. Swett will be
occupying the house, is to move into the
to
learn
she
has
had
to
take
her
that
sorry
j Capt. William Perkins is loading wood house vacated by Oliver Newman.
bed again the past two or three w'eeks. ! at Gray’s wharf, South
Mrs. George B. Tracy, who has been sePenobscot, for
All hope to see her up soon.
Rockland.
riously ill for the past few days, is slightly
is what your money will earn if
About thirty neighbors and friends i One candidate will be initiated at the improved, and hopes are entertained for
invested in shares of the
of Capt. M. D. Chatto gathered at his next regular
meeting of Cecilia Rebekah her recovery. Her daughter, Miss Flora
home March 13, to celebrate his sixty- i lodge, I. O. O. F.
Devereux, came home from Sears port Sat—That’s what a
second
birthday anniversary. A very
Charles F. Jones has been drafted to urday, to care for her.
said of Scott’s pleasant afternoon and evening were serve as traverse juror at the April term of March 19.
M.
A NEW 8EKIK8
spent.
court at Ellsworth.
Emulsion a short time
WEST SULLIVAN.
Real estate is changing owners here
is now open. Shares, SI each : monthly pay
Prof. Morrison presented a show of
As a rule we don’t frequently of late. Mrs. Fannie Davis living pictures at the Congregational Miss Flora Goodwin is at home from
menls, 81 per share.
ago.
has sold to Charles Stone the Freethy
Bucksport seminary.
use or refer to testimonials homestead. Mr. Stone has sold to his church Saturday evening.
PAT RENT
j Schooner Phmeas Gay, Capt. Frank Miss Josie Urann is visiting her aunt, WHTwhen
you can borrow on your
brother, Edw'ard Stone, his homestead.
in
the
which has wintered at Negro Mrs. George Pettengill.
give a first mortgage and
shares,
Perkins,
has
sold
to
Mrs.
Amasa Young
Mary F. Island
reduce it every month? Monthly
Miss Florence Pease, of Bucksport, who
cove, is ready to sail for Orland to
but the above remark and Sinclair.
t.ud Interest together
payments
has been visiting friends here for the
will amount to but lttth more
load brick for Boston.
past
March 19.
C.
for
|
than
are now pay ng
similar
are
you
Isaac S. Stover has gone to Northeast two weeks, returned home to-day.
rent, and In about ten >ears you
will
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mrs. Susan Sargent, who has spent the
made so often in connecHarbor, where he has employment as carOWN YOUR OWN HOME.
winter with her
went to Boston last penter for the year.
His w'ife will
Miss Laura
Mrs. Ella
#

Babson has gone to Stonington,

where he is

keag

Vespasian

in

At
J day,

Judith Staples, of Bucksport, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Steele.

and wife. In his
younger days he followed the sea in coastAn important transfer of real estate last
ing vessels, and also made many voyages
Mrs. Hermon Willey, of Bar Harbor, is to the West Indies. Later he
week was the sale of the Hannah J. Giles
adopted the
properry to Arthur Cole. Mr. Cole and spending the week with her sister, Mrs. business of carpenter. Twelve years ago,
H. B. Gilbert.
family will take possession soon.
while working on a barn in Ashburnham.
Butler Grant has gone to Amherst to j Mass., he was struck by lightning and
E. B. Farnsworth was in the community
Thur-.iay looking up men to work dis- engage in maple-syrup making. Lowell never fully recovered from the effects of
He moved to Worcester,
the stroke.
charging the schooner Willis and Guy, Jordan accompanied him.
due soon at Brooklin with a cargo of coal.
George Kinaldo and Millard Richardson j Mass., nine years ago.
Mr. Carter was twice married, and is
The North Brooklin Variety Comedy have returned to Amherst to work. They !
survived by eight children by his first
Co. held rehearsals both Friday and Sat- have been employed there this winter.
wife—Mrs. Hattie
Davis, Mrs. Jane
urday evenings of last week. Their enterCapt. H. W. Jellison, of steam yacht
tainment will be presented some time next Say W’hen, who was home on a short visit Conary, Joseph Carter, of Surry; Mrs. Anna
of Barre, Vt., Mrs. O. P. Carter
week.
to his family and to attend town meeting, Rock,
and Mrs. G. A. Pierce, of Sedgwick, Fred
John F. Staples, for many years an has returned to New York.
F. Carter,
of Belfast, and Mrs. Flora
March 14.
honored resident of this community, now
Spec.
Herrick, of Bangor. His second wife
* prominent Brooklin merchant, was here
survives him, and one daughter by this
ATLANTIC.
he led the
of

Kodney Mills moved his household
goods to Moose Island this week, «her
he intends to keep a boarding
house.
Capt, Benjamin F. Warren died Feb 15

East Sullivan Tuesday night by the Jr. O.
U. A. M. A dance followed. A fine time

Mrs.

days.
Mr. Carter

Augusta Tibbetts, of Bangor, visited at Mrs. B. V. Grant’s last week.
Mrs.

is

soon.

w

ago.
About forty people attended the drama,

Nights

H.

Mrs. William Williams is
quite ill.
Kfflc Bray is a home from Hall
tMr
where she has been all
winter, she •’
now at Mrs. Peirce’s.

year

“Ten

oHiuraay.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Paul Small is ill.

ife began housekeeping last week at the Bunker farm,
which Mr. Pinkham purchased about a

to

weeks,

house

Luther Pinkham and

Addie Gray has been on the sick list the
past week.
Joanna Durgain, who has been ill for a

SURRY.

EDEN.

brother, John Per-

vear.

commence on a new

“■-*«Huaiii,
__

John E. Kane purchased three lots of
of L. T. Havey last week, and will

get out their lumber. A large lot
has been hauled on to the river.
snow

music.

Marion
out-of-town

Miss

were
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attendance, and all

Guptills
Sedgwick,
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land

literary

musical and
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Harbor.

|

of

Ilia

f-»w

new house will be ready
occupancy iu about three wevks.
Mrs. Barbary Bunker is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Martha Pettee, iu Birch

BANK,

ELLSWOOTH, MAINE.

supper.

Winetka

enjoyed

Herbert

returned

visiting

Stonington.

winter in

->ihr>

N. P. Foster’s

continually growing.
proves they were wrong, aud the accounts
If you have not already an account, we invite you to open one
on our next interest quarter, APRIL 1, lfHIfi.

en

He has

meeting Saturday night. There was a
large attendance. The Pythian sisterhood

assigned a class part by the senior Wilson,
Bluehill-George Stevens academy. guests.

irom

*

of

son

Pervear

Gouldsboro.

Schoodic lodge. K. of P., conferred the

n

Nellie
week

Wednesday.

Hale,

r.tt

Saturday,

here

was

•<>

for

are

having Friday night club
vicinity, the usual number

wife,

he winter in Boston and
d home

letuv-

is

John Williams and wife entertained the
and

Sherman

es

pas-

Harry,
Flye

son

Milbridge,

of

County

,V«<»

Mrs. N. P. Foster is visiting relatives in
Surry.
Evans Young, of Winter Harbor, visited
friends here last week.

A large number of people have said, “It is no use for me to try
and save, because I CAN’T.” That is not so, because a person
CAN if he, or she, will only try.
Quite a proportion of our depositors said the same thing when
they opened their accounts in our Savings Department a little over
two years ago, but the amount now entered on their bank books

friends here.

furnished

Cli

*11

Dorothy Dresser,

route to his home in

confectionery store.

cer-

a

of

guest of Miss Mary Blance and other

over

NORTH BROOKLIN.

(jfc-ane,

Winter Harbor,
recent guest at Dr. Larrabee’s.

Mis. Clara

COURTESY

“Whatever your station in life,
,Your duty perform like a man,
Through the toils of this world and its strife,
Not I CAN’T wins, but always I CAN.”

PROSPECT HARBOR.

mJUHiional

SORRENTO.

j

LIBERALITY

Davis.

March 19.

cord's

b

>

in 1864.

war

troHp

COUNTY NEW!*.

Slftbrctunnmt*.

membered by those who knew him best.
When ill health and trouble came, he gave
up his beautiful home and everything that
belonged to his prosperous days. He often
used to say: “My pension is my only
He was a soldier in the Civil
friend now

guests of their sister. Mrs. James

Jordan, Sunday.
The remains of William B.
Remick, who
died at No. 8 plantation, from heart failure, were brought here last Monday for
burial. He sleeps with his parents, two
brothers, John and Daniel, and one sister,
Abigail Jordan. One brother, Elkanah,
auAives. The deceased was sixty-four
years old, and lived here until within a
few years. He was a prosperous business

prominent in town affairs; always
popular for his kind and generous nature
and for his great hospitality to all. His
quaint a.id wise sayings will long be re-

SHIED PH IH"

j

prominent

iruggist

j

addressing

public,

expressions

tion with Scott’s Emulsion

that

they

are

worthy of

From
infancy to old age Scott’s
Emulsion offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and "weak development, restoring lost flesh

occasional

and

note.

vitality,

and

repairing

The action of
Scott’s Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the
composition of the Emulsion itself. What it does
it does through nourishment—the kind of nourishment that cannot be obtained in ordinary food.
No system is too weak or
delicate to retain Scott’s
Emulsion and gather good
from it.
waste.

We will tend

sample

you

a

free.

Be sure that this picture in the
form of a label is on the wrapper
of every bottle el Emulsion you

buy.

SCOn 4 BOWNE

man,

r
"

Tracy

Schools opened

spring

druggists.

Monday

for

the

term.

Charles N. Small and George A. Savage
were in Boston last week.

kindergarten sewing circle met with
F. A. Foster Monday evening.

The
Mrs.

Pittsacademy, after Bpending her vacation

Miss Ethel Reed has returned to
field

at home.

The Misses Katherine and
Eleanor
Foster spent a few days in Bar Harbor
last week.

The ladies’ auxiliary will meet with
Mrs. F. G. Spurling on Thursday afternoon, March 22.
G. Spurling and F. A. Foster were in
Ellsworth Monday to attend the encampment convention.
F.

Mrs. Stephen Smallidge, who has been
in Lincoln for the past few weeks, returned last Saturday.
is

Wellington McFarland, of Bar Harbor,
employed at Small & Staples’ drug store

in

the absence of Mr. Small.

Miss Helen Haskell, who has been visithere for the past three weeks, returned to her home in Pittsfield Saturday.

ing

put

as soon as

in

the

Bar Harbor boats

are

commission.

Mrs. Hannah (Grindle) Dodge, wife of
Rufus Dodge, died at her home Monday,
March 12, aged seventy-four years.
Mrs.
Dodge was born in Brooksville, the
| daughter of the late Kenney and Jane
(Blodgett) Grindle, and had always resided here. She is survived by her husband, one daughter, Gertrude Dodge, four
sons, Albert, of Castine, Roland, of Or! rington, David, of North Castine, and
Erastu'j Dodge, of Bangor; also two sisters, Mrs. Jane Malcolm, of Bucksport,
and Mrs. John Bell, of Brooksville.
The
funeral w'as held at her late home Wed,
nesday, March 14, Rev. E. P. Green offi-

ciating.

Her

four

sons

acted

as

pall

Interment at Mount Rest.
March 19.
Tomson.

bearerB.

vacation.
March 19.

returned to her home at South
Gouldsboro to-day, very much improved
in health.

on a

Connor is at work at|Cortis Dur-

March 19.

X. B.

LAMOINE.
W’. F. Hutchings and wife were at their
home here a few days last week.
Misses Ethel Reynolds, Vera
Berry and
Elvira Smith leave for Castine normal
school to-morrow.
The fourth degree was conferred
upon
candidates at the regular
meeting
of Lamoine grange last
Tuesday evening.

several

Capt. Jefferson Smith resumed

The lumbermen here have been very
bosy for the past week improving the

command

schooner last week for the season’s

Kineo Ranges

home.

The friends of C. H. Perkins are glad to
see him out again.
O. W. Tapley, receiver for the Farmers’
Store CoM has closed the store.

are
With

I

ol

C.

small amount

of fuel

to make these ranges

years, thus the

original

*

la*t.f°r

cost of

KINEO is saved in its runningeS
penses.

April

Superintendent.

a

Fuel-saving Ranges.

F. B.

1 Noyes

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

& Nutter

1

quick nud lasting fire can be In*®' i
Then again economy will be foilin'111 j
anl
repair money. Very few repair*
required

BROOKSVILLE SCHOOLS.
The annual examination of candidates who
desire to teach In the Brooksville Schools, will
be held at the school building, in District No. l
in said town, on Monday,
2. A, D. 1806, at
WO o'clock In the afternoon. All who desire to
teach In town are expected to be present
OtDFlf D. Taplbv,

aebcrtisrounts.

one.

aWirrlfssmtnta.

R. H. Howard is home for awhile.

particulars Inquire of
llENKY W. CUBHMAX, SeCT.
First Nat bank Bldg.
A. W. Kino, President.

The schooner Winchester is the first to
towed over the falls this year, and is
loading stone for Philadelphia.
The
shipping season promises to be a busy

Miss Grace Stover has gone to Bangor.
Manning Perkins has moved his family

March 19.

For

be

M.

WEST SEDGWICK.
Phebe Durgain has gone to Boston
visit.

Havey,

of his

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
William Grindle is critically ill.

Kimball, Francis Spurling and
Mrs. Clara Condon is ill at the home
Alfred Ladd, students at Kent’s Hill seminary, came home last Friday for a short her daughter, Mrs. Hollis Lyme burner.
Hannah

Inez
Chemists
409 Pearl St, N.Y. gain’s.
50c. and $1; all

on

daughter,

join

him

week.

COUNTY
^

yews.
■

wife and
out

m •*»*

^

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
is visiting
Mary Hutchins

Gladys in Guilford.
who
Cyprian Bryant,

her

returned

Friday.

getting

an entertainThe ladies’ aid society gave
for
ment and supiier Wednesday evening,
Rev. Mr. Bryant.
tl,e benefit of the pastor,
presiding-Elder Hayward came here for
last Sunday, but
the first time this year
at the North Penobthere was no service
of bad traveling.
scot church oil account

SCHOOL IN YE OLDEN TIME.
s special article for that purpose,

home.

Fred G. Hardison, wife and daughter
were the guests of Mrs. J. U. Hardison last week.
Louise

Blaisdell and wife.

f||

privileges

THE

heart failure.

be

two

stepsons and
Of her father’s family,

an

WILLIAM

«•

two brothers

three sisters survive her—Dea. J. E.
Dunn, of Franklin, H. W. Dunn, of Ellsworth, Mrs. L. J. Bragdon, of Lamoine,
Mrs. C. Adams, Franklin, and Mrs. John
DeMyer, of East brook. They were all
present at the funeral.
The deepest sympathy goes out to her
husband and other relatives. Rev. C. E.
Petersen officiated at the funeral at her
late home. The closing burial services
were by the Eastern
Star, of which she
was a member.
She was also a member of
and

_Ellis

Schoodic grange.
R.
NORTH LAMOINE.
OP MRS. MARY

THE

E. BARTLETT.

Mrs. Mary E. Bartlett, wife of Ziba L.
Bartlett, of Medford, Mass., died Sunday,
March 4, after an illness of several years.
The Mad ford Mercury
says: “Mrs. Bartlett, aged seventy-two years and six
months, was a native of Castine. Her early
married life was spent at Lamoine, and
later she resided in Boston for about forty
years, during which time she was prominently identified with various charitable
and social orders.
“Her activity was especially marked in
the Hamblin
lodge of Odd Ladies, Boston,
where she showed her ability in the office
of lady
reporter for many yeary. She was
also a member of
Mary Washington
Rebekah lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F., and
t nity
lodge, Knights and Ladies of Honor,

„T11

Boston.

‘•While Mrs. Bartlett gave generously of
time and strength in outside
interest, her
oevotion to home was not lessened; in it
she ever reigned a

WJjJj JjJ

helpful, peace-loving

recovery of Kenneth
boro, Me., is the subject
tBe
medical fra.cr. lty
P«i?lut bin*t‘.re8t'to
ana a wide circle
of friends*
He says- of
ms
“Owing to severe inflammation
|,ase: *“r°at
and
congestion of the
ft
Lungs, three doctors gave me up to die,
I was induced to
af^a
ing,fi. ^ew Discovery and I am
®
1° *av, R saved
my life.” Cures the
1^’

Colds, Bronchitis,

Guaranteed

Tonand La-

Hoarseness
at E. G. Moore’s
Trial bottle

500 a“d fl.OO.

Jo.zao

■

Doctors Arc Puzzled.
reiuarkable
\r*ibe
Aiciver, of Vance

—

insurance

adopted

March 19.
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truly said of her, she was a
noble woman, a kind and loving friend to
all, and loved by all. Mrs. Madison was
twice married, her first husband being
Clifford Urann, of Sullivan Center, by
whose side she was laid to rest. She was
the daughter of Deacon Edward and Eliza
Blaisdell Dunn. She is survived by a

free

I

■

speaking to her, she gave one gasp and was
Bridghain was called and pro-

Lungs,

1

<

MRS. GEORGE MADISON.

This community was shocked and saddened last Wednesday by the sudden
death of one of its most highly-esteemed
woman, Phronia C., w’ife of George Madison.
Mrs. Madison had called one of her
friends by telephone to spend the day with
as
her, she was to be alone. It might have
been an hour later when the friend arrivt d,
and found her sitting in her chair. On

8tcr°\

1

THIS

Doris, daughter of Ralph Springer and
wife, is visiting her grandparents, T. M. j

urippe

last and all the time.

||

Hcgal

Harriet M. Blaisdell, who has been
visiting in western Maine, has returned

and

rightly protected first,

I

RESPECTFULLY

Miss

sip;*ltis, Weak

soda crackers rightly
made in the first place,

1

ILzfr* Metros.

U. Hardison and Hamlin Gordon have
Newport to work in a stone shed.

DEATH

Only

|

H
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gone to

son.

Hegal Notices.

acre

jjj

EAST FRANKLIN.

husband,

I

dust tight,
fa
moisture proof package.

boy baby was welcomed to the home
of Ross Bragdon and wife, Feb. 18.
Mrs. P. W. Donnell and daughter Helen,
who have been quite ill, are much better.

can

H

|
I

A

It

|I

The soda cracker is an
ideal food. Uneeda
Biscuit are the ideal
soda crackers. Indeed,

|

each family. It was not all “peace, plenty
and sunshine’’ in those days.
The summer school was mainly for the
little ones and the winter one for the
larger boys and girls, and the school privileges were so limited that the ambitious
scholarly young men and women often
attended the school until they were
Almost every
twenty-one and past.
winter there was a pugilistic encounter
between some
large pupils and the
teacher, which served to enliven the
monotony of school life. Usually the
teacher had the balance of power-and
the calm results of peace followed.
At one time this school could boast of
having eighteen teachers in the educational Held. It has now the largest population of any school in town.
H.
March 17.

gone. Dr.
nounced it

I

I

dangerous.
This schoolhouse wasenlarged fifty-four
The old red schoolhouse, of
years ago.
which the present structure is an enlargement, must have been nearly a hundred
was in its early history
years old, and
crowded almost to suffocation with a
school double the sire of that of to-day.
That was in the primitive age of large
families, numbering from ten to twenty in

OF

Roxbury;

Hopkins,

Under
last annual meeting voted
the town at its
school house in thia vicinity to
to move the
lot on the opposite side of the
a better
road, so as to give more suitable ground
of it now
for the scholars. A portion
stands within the limits of the highway
two roads, and its frontage
at the angle of
is not only inconvenient, but some what

DEATH

^ twelve

lot which marks the terminus of tions, or one or more of them, clahi'
life, had she lived till November 24. She
iay
the northern fork of the way two rods wide
claim some right, title or interest
he
had resided in Medford about two
described as appurtenant to said twelve aeie premises adverse to the estate of i!ic petiyears.
lot
tioner
“Of five
hereinabov-recited; thence south eighty
three are left to mourn
five degrees, forty five minutes east, 80.23 feet;
6:
That such apprehension creates
ud
her loss Mrs. James M.
thence north eighty seven degrees, thirty upon the title and depreciates the* market
Qlen, of
minutes east, 104.40 feet; thence north eightyvalue of above mentioned real prope11
Justin F. Rartlett,
1
and Ziba L.
two degrees, thirty minutes east, 103.45 feet;
7: That said corporations have nootii
or
Bartlett, of Medford.
thence north
seventy four degrees,
fifty place of business, nor any agent, or <■
y,
minutes
east, 101.05 feet; thence north sevenwunin the Slate of Maine to the know ! d,
of
“Funeral services were held at her late
ty-one degrees east, 41.12 feet to stake marked your petitioner, or his attorney.
;
home, Rev. John Wild, officiating. Silent
“25”, which mark-* the junction with a branch
Wherefore the petitioner prays th
the
to
the
“summit” so called; thence no« th said American investors Company, A me lean
v/ay
tributes of love and esteem were
expressed
flftv-eigbt degree*, lift five minutes east, Builders company and American Itu ->t >rm
in the many beautiful flowers.
61.77 feet; thence north shuy nine degree*, Trust and any persons claiming undei ih- m*
Interment
fifty minutes east 27.43 feet; to a a one posi adversely to the petitioner, may be sum
was at Forest Hills.
ed
set in the ground in the east line of
said to show cause why they should not
an
twelve acre lot.
action to try their title to the above described
William P 8tbw
Second Strip: Beginning at said
SEAWALL.
stake real property.
marked ”25’' which marks the junction of
By his attorney, John A P ft-rs.
Miss Grace Dolliver is at work for Eliza
Ellsworth, Maine, March 1, 1966.
said branch way to the ••summit”; thence
so
March 1. 1906.
King at Manset.
ith_ eignty-nine degrees, thirty minutes Hancock ss
east, 71.6 feet to a stone post set in the ground
Then personally appeared the abov •; uuedf
in the east line of said twelve acre lot.
William Dolliver has been quite ill for
John A Peters, attorney fo’- William
wThird Strip: Beginning at the stone pos
the past week, but is bettor now.
art. and made oath that he k ows the <>ata.
set in the ground in the west line of said
of the above petition aua th u ti-e sum is
twelve acre lot which marks the terminus of true of his own
Mr. and Mrs. Tennyson E. Brown are
knowledge, except the m > ters
tbe southern fork of the way two rods wide
stated on information and b
and n
as
the parents of a fine girl
described as appurtenant to said twelve acre to those matters he believes lief,
baby, born
them.to he rue.
lot hereinabove recited; thence south
March 12.
eightyBefore me,
eight degrees, twenty minutes east, 166.39
John F. Knowii n.
leet; thence
south
Mrs. John
eighty-four degrees,
w’ho stuck a fork in
J ustice of the Peace.
fifteen minutes east, 66 05 feet; thence south
Hancock ss.: —In the Supreme Judicial?
her hand some time ago, is much
three
minutes
seventy
degrees,
twenty-five
better,
Court in vacation. March 2,1906.
62.2
east,
feet; thence south sixty-seven debut still has a bad-looking hand.
Upon the above petition it is ordereo ihat
grees, ten minutes east, 51.1 feet;
thence notice be given to the American Invessouth sixty-two deg ees, forty five minutes tors
Last week Dudley Dolliver wont to
Builders ComCompany, American
54.1
east,
feet; thence south forty-four degrees,
and American Investors True* an all
watch for a fox. Seeing Mr. Fox, as he
thirty minutes east, 95 76 feet; thence so th pany
persons interested claiming under ih m. orfive
minutes
he
31
to
a
fifty
degrees,
fired
east,
at him. The animal got
leet;
supposed,
either of them, to appear at a term of tue sustone post set in the ground in the east line of
preme judicial court for Hancock county,.
ft*ay, and in the dark Dudley could not
B&id twelve acre lot.
Maine, next, to be held at Ellsworth with life
All the foregoing premises and property in and
follow it. In the morning he tracked the
for aid county on the second
of
paragraph first above described as owned in April, 1906, to show cause, if any theyTuesday
have, w hy
blood for a distance, and then lost the
part by said minors as hereinbefore recited, they should not bring an action to t
y tbeirtrack.
being the same premises and property set off title to the real property described in the
Later in the day Mr. Mooney
ein severalty to said Elizabeth M. Rodick and
and that said notice be given by pubstarted out on the trail. The fox turned
said minors, said Eugenia M. Rodick. David tition,
lication of an attested copy of this petition,,
a
O Rodick and Herenus H. Rodick jointly, by and order of court
out to be Mrs. Dolliver’s yellow cat. Both
thereon, in the Ellswortla
William M. Roi erts, Charles C. Morrison and
HaAmericun, a newspaper published in
his legs were broken. Things looked big
m
Charles P. Simpson commissioners appointed
worth, in said county, for three weeks succesthe
Judicial
Court
in
and
for
the
by
w’hen Dudley fired.
Supreme
the last publication to be at leas;
ursively,
said county of Hancock on June 24, A. D.
before the said second Tuesd * oV
March 19.
Dolly.
1902, to make partition of siid Bar or Rodick’* teenda>s
1906.
Andbkw P. WiswtLu
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
Island, as appears by the report of said Com- April,
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
missioners and plan accompanying said re
EDEN.
A true copy of the petition and or
ci?
port on file in the offi. e oi the Clerk of said
S
Judicial
Cou.t
i..
said
court
thereon.
of
Mr*. Otis Leland has the grip.
.prerae
county
Hancock.
Attest:—John F. Know ton,
Second: Two-fifteenths in common and unClerk Supreme Judicial Court.
George King has completed a contract
divided of any and all other interest, rig ts,
to furnish lumber to J. W.
Somes, of
or easements in and to said Bar or
NORTH BLUE HILL.
Rodick’s Island, and the shore, fiats and bar
Somesville.
To all persons interested in either of tne esMEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
tates hereinafter named.
adja ent thereto,ot which the said Edward B.
The Central school will open for the
Rodick died seized or possessed or in any way At a probate court held at Ellsworth,
STATE OF MAINE.
n<5
Whereas, Death has again entered our order
entitled
either
in
law
or
In
and
for the county of Hancock, on th sixtfe
equity,
any
spring term March 26. The rural schools and removed from among us, our beloved To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate and all other interests, rights,
of March, a. d. 1906.
privileges or
day
will open April 2.
Court in and for the county of Hancock.
easements in
or to said
Bar or Rod;ck’s
following matters having been prebrolher, Hoyt A. Trewor. y, therefore,
sented for tne action thereupon hereinrepresents Elizabeth M. Island and the shore, flats and bar adjacent
Resolved, That In the death of Brother
Bay View* grange dramatic club preof Eden, guardian ot Eugenia thereto, in or to which the said minors are now after indicated, it is hereby ordered th.it noRodick,
has
lost
a
worthy M. Rodick, David O. Rodick and Serenus B. in anv way entitled iiher in law or in equity, tice thereof be given to all persons interested*,
sented the four-act drama, “Brookdale Treworgy, Halcyon grange
member, his family a kind and loving husband Rodick. of Eden, Hancock county. Maine, especially including a right of way for all by causing a copy of this order to be pubFarm,” to a large audience Saturday even- and father, and the comaiunity a man of sterl- minor children
lished three weeks successively In the Ellsof Edward B. Rodick, late of purposes of a way, in common with the ownsaid Eden, deceased, that said minors are ers or tenants of remaining portions of arid worth American, a newspaper published at
ing.
ing worth.
Bar
or
Rodick’s
Island
over
said
bar
or
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap|
strip
on
the owners of certain real estate, situated
Miss Mabel Smith and Miss Ida Dorcas,
Resolved, That the grange extends its deep- Bar or Kodick’s Island, so called, in said town connecting said Bar Island with Mount pear at a probate court to be he’d at EllsDesert Island, from the southern limit of the worth, in said county, on the third day of*
ot
as
and
described
folsorin
en
to
the
their
Eden,
pa.ticularly
great
teachers in the Eden rural schools, visited
sympathy
family
shore or right of way acioss shore belonging April, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock iu helows, to wit:
to or appurtenant to s »id Bar Island to Bridge
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they wee
the city schools in Bangor Tuesday and row.
First:
Two-thirds in common and undi- street, so called in the
cause.
That our charter be draped in the
Village of Bar Harbo
Resolved,
vided of a certain lot or parcel of land situWednesday of last week.
All the foregoing premises and pioperty
Eliza O. Hill, late of Sullivan, in said counemblems of mourning thirty days, that a copy ated on sa d Bar Island, and particularly
herein above described
under paragraphs ty, deceased. A certain instrument purportGreen Mountain Pomona was largely of these resolutions be placed upon the record^ bounded and described as follows, to wit:
first and second being subject however to a
to be the last will and testament ot n idT
icg
Beginning at a point at high water on the certain mortgage covering tne whole of said deceased together with petition for p •■'••iteattended at Bay View grange hall Wednes- a copy be sent to the bereaved family, and a
north shore of the island, said point bearing
Bar or Rodick’s Island (dated the 1st day of of same, presented by William O. Emery, the
sent
The
Ellsworth
American
to
There
were
copy
north
nine
and
minutes
east
day.
interesting programmes
thirty
degrees
November A. D. 1900, t.nd recorded in the said executor named therein.
(N 9 30 E) and is twenty-three and twelve Registry of Deeds for said county of Hancock.
Ma*ia D. B. Fry, late of Eden, in said counat both day and evening sessions. A large and Bangor Commercial for publication.
hundredths (23.12) feet distant from a stone Vol. 355, Pag )83) from Flora
A certain instrument purportPineo and Ed- ty, deceased
Elizabeth Wescott,
class was instructed in the fifth degree.
at
the
of
the
set
in
the
ground
bank; ward B. Rodick to E. H. Greely et als for the ing to be me last will and testament v said?
top
post
E. L. Haskell,
tnence south nine degrees and thirty minutes
sum of #30,000. which said mortgage
decease together with petition for probate of
March 19.
principal
S.
west (S » 30 W) twenty-three and twelve hunU. T. Lillis,
Is i.ottf owned by Mabel Hunt Slater under j same, presented by Charles Fry, the executor
dredths (23.12) feet to the stone post above assignment Iron, said E. H.
Committee on resolutions.
Greely et als to; nameo therein.
mentioned; thence on same course one hunPenobscot Savings Bank, dated Nov. 1. A. D. ! Joshua P Hooper, late of Castine, iu said,
CENTER.
| drtd and eighty seven and three-tenths (187.3)
1900. recordet in said Registry of Derds. in
county, deceased. Certain instrumen s pura
in
in
to
stone
set
the
the
feet
ground
post
A OuarKnteed Cure tor Plies.
Vol. 355. Page 187; assignment from Penobscot porting to be the last will and testament ;> ml
Mrs. Lena Butler is very ill.
center line of a right of way; thence on same Savings Bank to E. H.
codicil thereto of said deceased toget: er wifcu
et
als
dated
Greely
Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles.
Albert and Ansel Harper, who have em- DrugglS's are authorized to refund money If course forty-two acd nine-tenths (42 9) f*.et to Jan 28, A. D. 1904. recorded in said Registry in petition for probate of same, prese ted by
a stone post
set iu the ground in the center
armed
Vol. 401, Page 521, and assignment from E. H. Theodore H. Smith, the
executor
In
6
to
14
OINTMEM
rails
tocure
PAZo
days.
line of a right of way; thence on same couise Greely et als to said Mabel Hunt Slater, dated therein.
ployment at Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at BOc.
three hundred and seventy and eighty-five Jau. 29. A D. 1904, and recorded in said
Edwin L. Jordan, late of Orland. in said
home.
RegisI
hundredths (3 0.85) leettoan iron bolt set iu try of Deeds, Vol. 401,
purcounty, deceased. A certain instrume
Page 523.
the ledge at the summit of the ridge; thence
Silva Higgins, who has been visiting
That it would be for the benefit of said
porting to be the last will and testament of
Notices*.
on same course two hundred and one and sixfor
minors that said real estate should be sold said deceisei together with peti i
relatives at Southwest Harbor, has reto
a
stone post
; iv-five hundredth (201.65) feet
and the proceeds placed at interest
probate of same, presented by Abbie c. Jorset in he ground in the center line of a right
turned home.
STATE OF MAINE.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she dan, the executrix named therein.
thence on same course two hundred may be licensed to sell and
of
Olive M. Cole, late of Eden, in said co irity*.
convey said real
Hancock ss:—Supreme Judicial Court, in andway:
hundredths (205.65)
hve and sixty-five
]
estate at public or private sale for the purde eased. Petition that Ernest D. br >v or
Saturday evening quite a number of Equity.
feet to a sione post set in the ground at the pose aforesaid.
ad|
oiher suitable person be appoir e
some
M anning E. Perkins
people met at the home of W. J. Harper No. 318.
top of the bank; thence on same course fiftyministrator of the estate of said de e
d*
vs.
Dated this sixth day of March, a. d. 1 06
aud nine tenths (50.9) feet to high water on
to see about raising money to build a
lid
presented by Minnie I. Shaw, an heir ot
The Farmers’ Store Company (Corporation), the south shore of the Island; thence on same
Elizabeth M. Ro ick,
decease i.
union church.
came on for hearing on the
cause
couise to low water; thence following the line
Oilman Jordan, late of Waltham, in said
Guardian as aforesaid.
lourteenth day of February, a. d. 1906, ot low water in a westerly direction to a point
Petition that Wilforu B.
county, deceased.
Albert Bartlett, who went to Colorado
aud for lurther hearing on this twenty-fourth four hundred and seventy-seven (477) feet disJordan or some other suitable person
apSTATE OF MAINE.
last fall for his health, did not find the day of February, a. d. 190t>, and thereupon, tant from the line last above described, me*sd administrator of the estate o *aid
point*
it
found
consiueratfon thereof,
by | uriug at right angle* from said line; thence
being
Clarinda M Jo tan*,
deceased,
by
at
presented
climate beneficial, and has gone to south- upon
Hancock
ss.—At
a
court
held
probate
this court that sufficient cause exists tbeielor, I north nine degrees and thirty minutes east
widow of said de eased.
ern California.
it is ordeied, adjudged and ecreea as follows: 1 (N 9 30 E) to high water; thence on same Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
James 1. Dodge, minor, of Hancock, \v. iid
That a permanent injunction issue restrain- course lorty-one and sixty-six hundredths on the sixth day of March, in the year of county. Petition filed by bherman J. McFarMarch 19.
H.
ing s»id corporation, its officers, directors and
(41.66) feet to a stone post set in the ground at our Lord one thousand nine hundred and land, guardian, for license to sell cent.
eal
agents, from receiving any moneys, paying ihetopof the bank; thence on same course
estate of said minor as described iu Said pesix.
three hundred and thirty (330) feet to a stone
any debts, selling or transferring any assets
tition.
GOULDSBOKO.
of the corporation, except to transfer and
On the foregoing petition ordered: That
Arno W\ Cough, ward, of Tremonf, m s id.
post set in the ground in the center line ot a
Petition filed by A. Bird
Ira Guptill, who has been away all win- turn over the same to the receiver hereiualu
right of way; thence on same course one hunough,
all persons inter- county.
of it privileges dred and ninety and thirty-iwo hundie uhs notice thereof be given to
or exercising any
for license to sell certain
esappoiuted.
guardian,
ter fishing, has returned home.
or trauchises, until lurther order of court:
(190.32) leet to a su ne post set iu the ground ested, by causing a copy of said petition and tate of said ward, as described in su d petiThat Omar W. Tapley, of Ellsworth. Han- on the summit ot the ridge; thence on same this order thereon to be published three tion.
Mrs. Edith Hovey has been spending a
cock county. Maine, be and hereby is ap- course one hundred and ninety-four and fifty
Thomas W. Bowden, late of Buck-vort, in
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Amerfive hundredths (194.55) feet to a stone post
short time with her aunt at Steuben.
said county, deceased. Petition file by Matpointed receiver by this court of all and sin
gular the property of this corporation of set in the ground in the center line of a right ican, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in tie A. Handy, executrix of the will of s d deThere is a great deal of illness here at every description, reil and personal, held or of way; thence on same course three hundred said county, that they may appear at a pro- ceased. that the amount of collateral i
rid be
possessed by .-aid corpoiatiou, to have audio and forty-two and fo.ty-flve hundredths bate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for tance tax upon the estate of said dece
present, especially among the children.
hold and to dispose of the same as such re
(342.45) feet to a stone post set in the ground
determined by the judge of probate.
a.
d.
said
on
the
third
of
day
April,
county,
Thomas W. Bowden, late ot Bucksp v. in
Marshall Young has moved his family ceiver under the orders aud directions of at the top of the bank; thence on same
this court:
course eight (8) feet to high water; thence on
I .V: at1906, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show said county, ceceased. First account
to Hancock, where he has employment.
Said Omar W. Tapley, as such receiver, shall same course to low water, thence followiug
tie A. Handy, executrix, filed for settlement.
the
of
if
have,
cause,
prayer
any
they
why
have power to institute or defend suits at law the line of low water iu an easterly direction
n siid
B.
late
of
Franklin
Nettie
Gordon,
Mrs. George Beers, of Vance boro, has or in
equity, iu his own name as receiver, to to a point bearing north nire degrees and the petitioner should not be granted.
county, deceased. First account of W Earn
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate. B. Campbel
aid
been spending a week with her daughter, demauu, collect aud leceive all property and thirty minutes east (N 9 30 E) from the place
trustee under the will o
assets of so id corporation, to sell, transfer, or
of beginning; thence south uiue degrees and
deceased, filed for settlement.
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Mrs. L. H. Campbell.
otherwise convert tbe same into cash.
thirty minutes west (S 9 30 W) to the place of
Benjamin Kittredge, late of Eden, in said
often
at
least
as
10
this
court
twelve
acres.
He shall report
Jen.
(12)
March 19.
Legiuning, containing
county, deceased. Third account of Osborne
as every six months a statement of all the
Snore between high and low water mark not
STATE OF MAINE.
M. Kittredge aid Richmond H. Kittredge*
assets and liabilities of said corporation, and
included in above statement of acreage.
To the Supreme Judicial executors, filed for settlement.
Hancock ss:
assets
the
shall
distribute
to
time
Statements.
from time
unIrving P. Haynes, late of Eden, in said
with and as appurtenant to every court:
Together
so converted into cash, as provided in section
First account of Ve m:$ 'B.
ty, deceased.
part of the said lot of twelve acres, a right of
79.
P. STEWART, of the city, Haynes, administratrix, filed for settl* n.ent.
47, of the revised statutes of Maine, way for all purposes of a way, to be used and
GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO.. andchapter
decree.
hereafter
as the court shall
David F. Triboa, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, and state of New York, rein common with others lawtully enPORTSMOUTH, N. H.
All claims against said corporation shall be enjoyed
county, deceased. Private claim of Davi t H.
titled thereto, over a strip or strips of land spectfully represents:
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1905.
presented to said receiver, on or before the everywhere two rods in width, measuring a:
1: That he is in possession of the following Tribou. administrator, filed for allowam e.
in
a.
d
of July,
writing
1906,
rt.
Real estate,
$
28,500 00 I fifteenth day
right angles to the center line of location described real property situated in Surry, iu A O. P. CUNNINGHAM,F. Judge of said
an affidavit of the claimant, or
true copy, Attest:—T.
Mahoney, Register.
which said center line of location is said county of Hancock, and particularly de7.800 00 supported by
Mortgage loans,
and thereof,
5.000 00 of some other peison cognizant thereof,
described as follows:
scribed as iollows, to wit:
Collateral loans,
particularly
not
so
claims against said corporation
hirst Lot: Begins on the southwest shore rpHE subscriber hereby gives notict -hat
Stocks and bonds,
640,085 00 alleseuted
(a) Beginning on the bar ior strip or land
within said time herein limited
on line of land occupied by
1
45,903 26 p
he has been duly appointed exe< itor
Cash in office and bank,
connecting said Bar Island with Ml. Desert of Patten’s bay thence
barred
south eleven degrees of the last will and testament of George
Luckins family;
48,459 11 shall be forever
limit
of
tbeshoieor
Agents' balances,
southern
at
Ue
the
Island)
Iu case said receiver shall question
thence
none
and
hundred
late of Bluehill, in the county
one
rods;
G.
west
forty-eight
Bills receivable,
to
or
Long,
or
across
shore, belonging
right
way
3,451 51 amount or validity of any claim so presented,
Interest and rents,
thence fol- south eighty degrees east thirty-six rods; of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds ts he
he shall, within thir.ty days after any such appurtenant to said Bar Island;
109 15
All persons having dent tmls
thence north lourteeu degrees east thirteen law directs.
All other assets,
road
as laid out and
of
the
the
center
lowing
the
claim
claim is so preseuted to him, notify
rods to a stone wall; thence north five degrees against the estate of said deceased art dein writing of his refusal to accept used across sjid bir to high water mark ou west
$779,818 03 ant thereof
Gross assets,
twenty-nine rods: thence north seventy- sired to present the same for settlement, uu
said Bar Island to a stake marked “O”; thence
said
as
said
claim
whereupon
presented,
none
Deduct items not admitted,
north sixty-one degrees east 99 22 feet to a one degrees east eleven rods; thence north all indebted thereto are requested to ui ke
claimant shall p esent said claim for deterfourteeen degrees west thirty-eight rods; payment immediately.
stoue post set ill the ground; thence north
to Henry M. Hall, esq., of Ellsworth,
Stansfu lo.
March 6. 1906.
degrees east fortyAdmitted assets,
$779,308 03 minationwho
degrees east 39.45feet; thence north thence north sixty-three
commisforty-nine
is
hereby appoiuted
Maine,
two rods to the shore of Patten’s bay containtwo
minutes
east,
1905.
forty
DEC.
degrees,
When
LIABILITIES
twenty-eight
31,
sioner to determine any such claims.
subscriber hereby gives notici
hat
or less.
more
42
acres,
ing
rpHEhe has been
50 feet: thence north eight degrees, twenty34 428 13 anv claim is so presented to said commis
$
Net unpaid losses,
A
duly appointed execu o of
Second Lot: Adjoining the above. Begins
50 feet; thence north
338.243 95 sioner, he shall, within thirty days thereafter, four minutes east,
J.
the last will and testament of Susn
Unearned premiums,
on the southwest shore of Patten’s bay at a
minutes
44.55
five
west,
eleven
fifty
to
degrees,
6.2i9 58 give at least ten days notice, in writing,
of
All other liabilities,
north thirteen degrees, sixteen rock on the bank; thence south seventy-one Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in the county
200,000 00 said claimant and to said receiver, of a time feet; thence
Cash capital,
west sixty seven rods and one-half;
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds .8 he
degrees
41 feet; thence north no de104
minutes
west,
which
said
on
claim,
of
37
and
200,396
hearing
law directs.
All persons having demu- ds
place
Surplus over all liabilities,
thence north fourteen degrees east thirty90.06 feet; thence
time of hearing shall not be later than sixty grees, thirty minutes west,
east
against the estate of said deceased an denorth sixteen degrees, thirty minutes east. eight rods; thence north sixty-three
$779,318 03 days after said claim is presented to said comTotal liabilities and surplus,
rods to the shore of said bav; thence sired to present the same for settlenn nt»
said commis- 75.91 feet; the .ce north twenty-eight degrees forty-two
of
decision
If
the
missioner.
GEO. U GRANT, Agent, Ellsworth, M
north fifty degrees, for- southeasterly by siid bay to the first men- and all indebted thereto are requested to
sioner on any such claim is adverse to s*id east, 50.3 feet; thence
more
make payment immediately.
miuutes east, 51.50 feet; thence north tioned bound, containing thirteen acres,
S. P. MILLS, Agent, Stoning!-»n. Me.
may. withiu thirty days after ty-five
Henry Whiting.
March 6, 1906.
( claimant he
47 feet to a stake or less.
east,
degrees
ou
suit
sixty-nine
him
is
to
notice
thereof, bring
given
C. H. HOOPER, Agent, Castiue, Me.
said William P. Stewart by himself,
2:
That
thence
said
forks;
where
marked
•,9”
way
subscriber hereby gives notice that
such claim, for the purpose of having the vahas
been
he
claini3.
nnder
whom
Me.
those
and
So.
F. A. MILLER, Agent,
Penobscot,
by
determined, north eighty-two degrees, thirty minuteseast, in uninterrupted
she has been duly appointed execu: ix of
lidity and amount thereof
possession of said property
100 8 feei; thence north eighty-four degrees
M.
the last will and testameut of Je s
an estate of
against said receiver, in any court having jur- east 104.82
feet; thence no th eighty-four de- for ten years, or more, claiming
of
the
late of Surry, in
isdiction to try and determine said claim. If
county
Itay,
GERMAN AMERICAN INS. CO.,
therein.
fieehold
grees, thirty minute* east. 104.75 feet; thence
so brought ss above provided
no
bonds
reis
not
be
such
suit
in*
deceased,
William
P.
Hancock,
of
the
said
3:
That the estate
five miuutes east,
NEW YORK CITY. NEW YORK.
for the determination o! said commissioner north eighty five degrees,
above de>cribed quired by the u rm of said will. All pet onu
Stew
in t in the re^l
propeity
south
115
12
thence
eighty-seven
degrees,
feet;
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.
thereon shall be conclusive.
hiving oemauds against the state of said deis a lee simple.
102.82 feet; thence south
Notice of so much of this decree as relates twenty minutes east,
$ 15,
Real estate,
That the source of title of the said Wil- ceased are desired to present the same for set4:
eighty degrtes east, 105.33 feet; thence south liam
to the time limited herein for, aud the manner
tlement, and all indebted then to ate re
* 211,
to the real property above
P.
Stewart
Mortgage JO ins,
thence
8.'.90
feet;
east,
to make payment immediately.
herein provided for. the presentation and seventy-six degrees
P.
12,352,
Stock and bonds.
south seve ty-lour degrees, thirty five minutes described is a quit claim deed from George in quested
said
of
claims
all
corporaMarch 6. 1906.
Sara E. Woon.
509.
against
recorded
proving
Cush in office and bank,
thence south sixty eight de- Stewart dated February 8, 1904,
tion, shall be given to all peisons interested east, 117.57 feet;
9-12,
429, page 7, of Hancock registry, a rebook
Agents’ balances,
thence
105.96
minutes
feet;
ten
east,
subscriber hereby gives notice (hat
Trust
to
Investors
by publishing a copy of this decree, attested grees,
American
Interest and rents.
I
rum
deed
lease
rpHE
bout h seventy degrees, twenty minutes east,
A he has been duly appointed administraby John F. Kuowlton, clerk of this court, for
five decrees, William P. Stewart dated February 8,1904, retor
of the estate of Clara L. Hopkii s. late
three successive weeks, in the Ellsworth 101.75 feei; thence south eighty
4. a
Gross assets,
east, 21.10 feet to a stone corded iu slid registry, in book 429, page
of
Orlaiid, in the county of
American, a public newspaper printed and forty* five minutes
to
WilHancock,
P.
Stewart
Deduct items not admitted,
deed
from
George
mortgage
set in the ground in the west line of said
post
Hancock
and given bonds as the law directs.
iu
Ellsworth,
county,
in
recorded
deceased,
published
liam P. Stewart dated June 12,1899,
twelve acre lot.
he
All persons having demands agaiust the es$14 052,520 59 Maine, the first publication thereof t
Admitted assets,
said registry, in book 843, page 898, a release
made within teu days from the date of tbe
(b) Beginning at slid stake marked “9” deed from American Investors Company to tate of said deceased are desired to preso*
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905.
where said way forks; tnence north eightythe same for settlement, and all indebt t
filing of this decree.
George P. Stewart dated March 9, 1899, re$
526,663 88
Net unpaid losses,
said Omar W. Tapley before entering upon nine degrees, thirty miuutes east, 51.36 feet; corded in said registry, in book 334. page 222, thereto are requested to make payment ii
23
5,265,884
Unearned premiums,
south
degrees, forty a release deed from American Builders Com- mediately.
his duties as receiver shall be duly sworn, thence
seventy-one
All other liabilities,
minutes east, 67.4 leet; thence south fifty-lour
March 6,1906.
Calvin Hopkins
al7,?9II2 and shall furnish aud tile with the clerk
to American Investors Company dated
Cash capital,
of this court a bond in the sum of five degrees, thirty minutes east 43.45 feet; thence pany
February 3, 1898, recorded iu said registry, in
6,412,6*4 <8 thousand
dollars,
running to John F\ south forty-three degrees, five miuutes east, book 32i, page 2fi3, a release deed from Ameri- fFHE subscriber, Anna J. H. Scull, of Bi^
Surplus over all liabilities,
judicial 65.2 feet; thence south thirty-three degrees, can Investors Trust to American Builders
A ton, Suffolk county, Commonweilth of
Knowlton, clerk of the supreme
Total liabilities and surplus, $14,052,520 59 court, for Hancock county, Maine, for the forty-five minutes east, 42.05 feet; thence
Massachusetts, hereby gives notice that
e
dated February 18,1897. recorded iu
benefit of whomsoever it may concern, with south thirty degrees east, 45 feet; thence Company
GEO. H. GRANT CO., Agenia,
said registry, in book 311, page 2'5, a release has been duly appointed administrate x of
sufficient surety or sureties to be approved by south twenty five degrees, twenty minutes deed from G. Percival Stewart to the Ameri- the estate of Dorothy .'•cull, late of said Bo
ELLSWORTH. ME.
of
his
deeast 202.4> feet; thence south thirty-seven
this court for the faithful discharge
ton, deceased, and given bonds as the law r'
can Investors Trust dated Februry 26, 1896. reduties us such receiver.
And < eing a non-resident of the Sti.
rectgrees, fourteen minutes east, 50 feet; thence
corded iu said registry in book 3u0, page 77, a
I
TRADERS JL MECHANICS INS. CO..
south forty-nine degrees, eight minuteseast,
The bill is retained for such further pro
deed from William P. Stewart and of Maine, she has appointed Jeron e
warranty
detertwo
50 feet; thence south sixty-one degrees,
ceedings thereunder as the court may
LOWELL, MASS.
Marv B. Stewart to George P. Stewart dated Knowles, of Mount Desert, in the coun y <<f
Locilius A. Emery,
minutes east, 50 feet; thence south seventymine.
her
in
said
S
ate
M
of
iii
recorded
Hancock,
10,1891,
agent
April
(blank), acknowledged
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.
Justice of Supreme Judicial Court.
two degrees, fifty-six minutes east. 60 feet;
in said registry in book 261, page 25, a war- All persons having demands against the <
$
ihence south eighty four degrees) fifty minReal estate.
A. W. King, plaintiff’s atty.
tate of said deceased are desired to pre <
ranty deed from Mary A. Cain to William P.
to
utes east. 340.9 feet; thence south eighty-seven
A true copy of the decree in the above enMortgage loans,
Stewart dated June 16, 1883, recorded in said the same for settlement, and ail indeVi
9
Collateral loans,
titled action as filed in the supreme judicial decrees, twenty minutes east, 107.65 leet; registry, in book 226, page 155, a-warranty deed thereto are requested to make payment i
a.
d.
1906.
thence south eighty-eight
degrees, twenty from Joseph W. Cain to
Stocks and bonds.
court in equity this 2d day of March,
Mary A. Cain dated mediately.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
minutes east, 64.8 leet to a stoue post set in November 13,1873, recorded iu said registry,
Cash in office and bank,
Anna J. H. Scu;l
February 27.1906.
61
Clerk S. J. Court.
the ground is the west line of said twelve
Agents’ balances,
in uook 145, page 395, aud warranty deed from
28
acre lot.
Interest and rents.
7**™*
to Joseph W. Cain dated
H.
Edwin
Tony
1,679 67
All other assets,
subscriber hereby gives notice tnai
Subject however to the right oi the owners March 4, 18*>5, recorded in said registry, in
See other deeds also reshe has been duly appointed adminis- or tenants of so much of said Bar Island as boo it 125, p-ge 236.
.10,975 22 t itrix
Q rcss assets,
of the estate of Henry D. Trott, lies easterly of said twelve acre lot to use for let red to in the aforesaid deed from Torry to
Deduct items not admitted,
t.,ie of Bucksport. iu the county of Hanpurpose of a way in common with the owners
and given bonds as the law di- or tenants of said twelve acre lot, and as
That an apprehension exists that the
$700,975 22* cock, deceased,
Admitted assets,
All persons having demands against appurtenant to said portion of said Bar American Investors Company, a corporation
rects.
the estate of said deceased are desired to (•re- Island lying easterly of said twelve acre lot, organized under the laws of Rhode Island,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905.
sent the same for settlement, and al. indented
certain strips of laud, portions of said twelve the Americau Builders Company, a corporaUnearned premiums,
** thereto are requested to make payment im- acre lot and everywhere two rods in width tion organized uuder ^he laws of T\?e.v Jersey,
All other liabilities,
36. 8-6 84 mediately.
measuring at right augles to the center lines and the American Investors J n.-. » corpora- Safe, Quick, Reliable Regulator.
Surplu. o, er all liabilities.
Rkbecca B. Trott.
March 6, 1906.
ork,
of location thereof, which said center lines of tion organized under me law-, o. Jov
Superior to other remedies sold at high prices
Cure guaranteed. Price ?S5 Cents, »it drug22
location are particularly described as follows: or some one or more or said corporations, or
*700,975
Total liabilities and surplus,
gist* or by mall. Testimonial «nd booklet free.
persons unknown, claiming as assignees, or
at the stone post
First
Beginning
GRANT
CO,
Agents,
Strip:
U.
G.
THE
Or. LaFranco,
or under said corporaFiiL 'elphla, Pa*
through
otherwise,
by,
line
of
said
The
American
west
in
the
set
in
the
ground
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Chelsea,

has

are using every availThe lumbermen
not excepted, in
able moment, Sundays
out tbeir winter’s cut.
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ILqjal Xoti'cw.

aoDmtstntem*.

children,

sister

attended the
the E. M. C. seminary,
winter term of
home

mother, and would have rounded
fifty-six years of a happy married
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BASS HARBOR.
Charles Martin tea*

tonsilitia.

has gone to Rockland to go
scalloping with Leslie Rich.
Augustas Gott has gone scalloping with
Charles Ctoason.
Frank Rich

masquerade ball at Mt. Desert hall,
was a very pleasant affair.
Alvah Rich has gone on a business trip

Spring Goods

New

The

March 14.
to

__

Portland, Boston and New York.

Henry Albee and little daughter Verlette
are
visiting friends in Rockland and

in.

are:

Belfast.
Miss

Hattie Savage, of Mansei, is spendsister, Mrs. Andre*

ing the week with her
Parker.

SPRING DRESS GOODS.
j

and w;fe, who bsve
Rich homestead, have
returned to their home in Southwest Harbeen

living

at

the

I bor.
The Village benefit society will give the
play “Miss Fearless A Co.” in Mt. Desert :
hall next Friday evening. After the play !
there will be a social dance. Should Fri-

AND WALKING SUITS

have a fascinating assortment of new
designs in Checks and mannish Suitings.

day evening be stormy the play will be
given Monday.
X. Y. Z.
March 1».

we

W ASH DRESS GOODS for Waists and Shirtwaist Suita.

NEW

Osgood
day morning.
Rea ben

MERCERIZED EOLIENNES, the most desirable thing in wash dress
goods.
LINENS and PERSIAN LAWNS, NEW' ORGANDIES, DRESS MUS-

prices,

CORSETS.

Corsets grow in favor each season. Never have
word of complaint. The new styles are here at usual
91, 91 -TO and 9—•
a

j
everything usually kept

including RUGS. MATTINGS,
BOOTS and SHOES.

i

in a modern

CARPETS,

F. L. Hayward held quarterly

ference here

rust-proof

We keen

dry goods store,
DRAPERIES,

sell the best

TREMONT.
Newman is visiting her mother
Seawall.
Mrs.

PAPER

r\Ve

Howard N. Kelley
from Biddeford.

PATTERNS—

Miss Sylvia M. Rich came home Saturday from Portland, where she has been
attending business college.

Journal Patterns.

Mrs. Mildred Norwood, after a pleasant
here at the home of her daughter.
Mrs. F. Rich, has returned to

visit

McKinley.

Levi Rich, who has been in poor health

-!

..-

-■.
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BLUEHILL.
OBITTABY.

L. E. Carter, and a
neighbors and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Duffee express their apof the assistance and

sympathy

many kind friends in their bereavement, and for the beautiful flowers given
by Hilda’- friends at Winslow’s Mills, her
schoolmates and the Re be kalis.
March 19.
Spec.

of

ill almost

a

year,

great sufferer, she never murmured,
but tried to ease the heart aches of those
who cared for her. She will be missed not
only by her parents, brother and sister and
the senior class at the high school, of which
she was an esteemed member, but also by
a large circle of friends, for “none knew
and

Brooklin,

C. Curtis.
large number of

Mrs. W.

Mrs.

preciation

Miss Hilda Whitney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard DufTee, died March 2, in
Waldoboro. She was born in Bluehill,

April 11,1891. Although

of

a

her but to love her”.

More than a year before her death she
received Christ into her heart, and from
that time onward she manifested the
Christ-like spirit to a remarkable degree.
The funeral services were conducted by
Rev. L. E. Carter, of Nobleboro, an old
friend of the family, assisted by Rev. W.
C. Curtis.
Besides the family there were present at
the funeral her aunt, Mrs. S. G. Hinckley,
of Bluehill, her cousin, Miss Gertrude

SUrijrrtiscmmts.

and T'on’t Know it.
How To Find Ont.

bottle or common glass with your
water and Jet it stand twenty-four hours; a
a

*—»

_

sed*ment

_

or

tling indicates

unhealthy
tion

There is comfort iq the
knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamptne
Root.
great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain In the
back, kidneys, liver, b add-.- and every part
of the urinary passage.
r.
--ru Inability
to hold water and
scalding pa:n in pasting
It. or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine cr beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extraore nary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should nave the
best. Sold by druggists in 53c. andjl. sizes.
You may have a samp.e bottle of this
wonaeriui
discovery
and a book that tells4
;
more about it, both sentH
irec

oy maw,

—

hospital

in

Rockland,

improved

much

health.

in

Carrie Greenlaw has returned to
Deer Isle. Mre. Seth Greenlaw
accomMiss

panied

her for

a

few

days.

Mrs. John E. Hardy has gone to Boston
to see her son before he sails for Vancouver in the steamer Manhattan.

Harry Newman is firing on the stenner
Vinal Haven, Von Joyce having accepted
a position as oiler on a Boston yacht.
L. Milan has been chosen delegate by
Hockamock tribe of I. O. R. M.. to the
great council to be held in Calais the last
O.

the

about four

cords of

facturing

in his door

The directors of the Swan’s Island tel-

ephone company held a meeting Friday
evening to try and make arrangements for
laying a cable between the towns of
Island and Tremont.
March 19.

Swan’s

iii&ji

address Dr. Kilmer &
Home of Swamp.Root.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper.
Don't make any mistake, but remember the
name. 8w»rnp-Root, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Rooy
and the address, Blnpbam’on, N. Y., on erert
bottle.

Mrs.

Spec.

in appreciation of this
kindness, prepared
bountiful supper.
March 20.

MARLBORO.
Ralph Hodgkins has returned
home

G. O. Littlefield has returned from
visit to her husband in New

York.

Miss Nina Varnum, Howard Leach and
Smith are home from Bucksport

Mark

seminary.
The
engagement of Rev. George M.
Bailey, who w-as to lecture here the coming week, has been postponed to a later
date.

Three

candidates

initiated

were

chapter, O. E. 8.,

evening.

Refreshments

programme
the work.

was

were

presented

by
Saturday

served.

A

at the close of

The Master Mason’s degree

worked
Star lodge

was

one candidate at Rising
Wednesday evening. Owen L. Flye, district deputy grand master, of Brooklin,
was present on an official
visit. About
thirty visitors were present from the
neighboring lodges. Supper was served.

on

March 19.

Scba.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, visited
a few days recently.
Austin Williams bad his arm cut quite
badly while working in the woods last
Fred

his father

week.

Jasper Bragdon had

the

misfortune to
confined to

cut his ankle last week, and is
the house.

March 19.

Mae.

in Oast ine.

to

his

John Douglass and family started
to-day
for Longmont, Col., to make their
home.
Miss Cora Donovan, of Winter
Harbor
is visiting her
grandfather, David

Mosley!

John Wright and wife, of Bar
Harbor,
who have been
visiting Mrs. Wright’s
parents, Tyler Hodgkins and
wife, have
returned home.
Adalbert Hodgkins and wife are
caring
John Douglass place until the arrival of Mr. Roberts, ol Bar
Harbor, who
has purchased it.
Marcb
ABE.
for the

*>■_

There is something beyond the
philosin

the light, in the grass
ophies
blade-, the
leaf, the grasshopper, the sparrow on the
waH. Some day the
good and beautiful
thought which hovers on the confines of

the mind will at last alight. In
that is
hope, the whole sky is full of abounding
hope-something beyond the books that
is consolation.— Rickard
Jeffriet.

2UrtjtrtIsrmmte.

BEWARE OF PIE
AND SINKERS
Years of

extended

Penobscot

wood, and manuyard. Mrs. Rich,

Hurry-Up Lunches Pave the Way Tot

PENOBSCOT.
an

it

a

April.

an

What to XIO.

■LiJiuteiy

Mrs. Edwin Smith has returned from

lately, was agreeably surprised Monday
by a number of his neighbors going into
his wood lot, cutting and
hauling out

set-

condiof the kidif
it
stains
neys;
your liner, it is
evidence of kidney trouble: too
frequent desire to
—ju
pass ii cr pain in
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and bladder are out of order.
•a

jr

The V. I. society was entertained Thursday by Miss Myra Herrick.

of

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble

Fill

SWAN’S ISLAND.

the

home Satordav

Miss Ida Kelley has gone to Cast ine to
school.

The Ladies’ Home

M. GALLERT.
Parker,

came

at

attend normal

TRY THEH.

II--

:

would urge him to guess again. Finally. losing all patience, she would cry.
•Oh. you great, big. stupid boy—I’ve
just got a kiss for yon." Then, throwing him a sugary cake, she would run
off.
Soon after the dialogue episode his
mother sent her an invitation to the
Filled with
boy's birthday party.
pride, she exhibited the tiny note, with
its pictures of birds at the top.
At the party she had a splendid
First, each of the little girls
time.
was given a pair of ribbon reins with
which she must catch a horse and trot
him past the grand stand, where the
Judges sat smilingly in armchairs. The
glr! caught ber “great, big. stupid
boy" anil was happy.
After that a man in a long black
robe did wonderful tricks and the children's eyes grew wide with wonder.
Then, such a supper—bouillon and
turkey and chicken salad, each in
And olives!
turn, like real grownups!
“What's them things?” asked the
boy. when he discovered the olives.
"Look like pecans.”
“Oh, you great big, stupid boy. don't
you know olives?” the girl retorted

con- !
Saturday evening, it beingthe
last quarterly conference of the year. He
preached at Morgan’s Bay Sunday morn- scornfully.
“Yes, but I wanted to see if you did,
ing. at East Bluehill in the afternoon and
girlie.” he answered.
in the village in the evening.
The little girl turned and looked at
The smelt fishermen have nearly all
him. “Why do yon call me that?” ahe
and
hauled their tents off the
given up
asked.
ice, but a few of them are hanging on and
“Why do you cal! me "stupid boy?’
go every day and get from twenty-five to
be returned.
forty pounds.
Because that piece said so.” she reMarch 20.
g.
plied. her blue eyes smiling into his.

Rev.

!
I

large mink Tues-

Capt. W. S. Treworgy is at home for a i
short visit. He has a job at dredging on
the Bagaduce river.

Swiss Embroideries, Hamburgs and Laces all new and up to date.

These
heard

a

three weeks.

ALL OCR LACES from 50e to S3 i»er yard.

we

|

Capt. Fred Phillip# came from Brooklin
Saturday, and returned with his wife who
has been at her old home in Surry the last
j

Wash Dress Goods are
from.lOc to .VOc per yard.

prices on

WARNER’S

shot

Fred R. Warren left to-day for Colorado
in search of beaJth. He has been suffermg with asthma for a long time.

LINS and DIMITIES.
Our

]

SURRY.

SILK MUSLINS FOR EVENING WEAR in the new Dresden effects.

I

repeatedly

Sprague

Chester

We are showing Crepes, Henriettas, Eoliennes, Poplins, Armures,
Mohaiis and Veilings. These fabrics will be universally worn the
coining season. Prices from oOc to S— per yard.

FOR TAILOR-MADE

The boy and the girl met iu Sunday
She was eix—rather okl for
school.
ber years: be was twelve.
They were aelected to “spent a
piece” together, a funny little thing in
which she held her bands behind her
He
while he guessed what she held.
Then she
failed to guess.

Suffering.

Doctors have prccc !»cd
it, BrU
ishers have written
U::,, urticics about
wives and
i< r:i I .eve
crusaded
against it—and yet the deadly
hurrymarches on.
up lunch
The fascinating doughnut, the alluring
sinker,” the irresistible triangle of
foundry pic, washed down by gulps of
cold milk or hot coffee or iced water,
continue on their deadly way to the
stomachs of thousands and thousands of
America's hustling, capable, world con
quering business men.
In all probability we will be unable to
wipe out the hurry-up lunch for many
years to come, but we can at least combat
the evils wrought by the practice. Our
recipe is simple, economical ana effective.
Buy a package of Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets; carry them in your pocket; and
os the last gulp of milk chases the last
<
unk of refractory pie down your
a-nophagus, swallow one tablet.
Ifexall Dyspepsia Tablets prevent and
cure stomach trouble by
supplying the
one element, the absence of which in
the gastric juices, causes indigestion and
dj spepsia. They enable the stomach to
digest all kinds of food and to quickly
convert it into rich, red blood.
Our proposition is not merely to sell
you dyspepsia tablets, but to sell you a
curt for your dyspepsia and
indigestion.
if Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets do not
effect this cure, we give you back your
That shows how muc-h confimoney.
dence we have in this new remedy
Price iS cents per large pucL’ge,
Sold only at our store or by mail.

it

E. Q. MOORE,

Druggist.

“Don't you like it?”
“I- I don't mind—from you.” he said.
“But you haven't told me why you
call me girlie.” persisted the girl.
"Weli. because—because 1 like you.
and that's what I'ncle Jack calls Miss
Paterson. I beard him say ’I can call
you girlie when folks are round, but
when we're alone I will call you sweetheart.’
"Sweetheart.” the little girl murmured.
“Papa calls mamma that
Sounds pretty, don't it?
sometimes.
He must love her lots. Dot's he?”
“No more than I love you.” he asserted proudly, playing with her curls.
“Her hair isn’t half as pretty and she
hasn’t got such big blue eyes. Mamma
says you k> ik like an angel, so there!"
he blurted out, half ashamed of having
voiced bis admiration.
“I don’t want to be an angel,” she
retorted decisively. But after she got
home she decided that she liked the
boy better than ever.
The children were friends for two
years. Then busiuess reverses came to
Mr. Hurlburt, the little girl's father,
and they went abroad to live.
’’You’ll always be my sweetheart,
girlie,” the boy said to his little girl
friend when she left. "And I'm going
to marry you when I grow up. Don't
forget me.”
Ami she, understanding little of his
Then she
meaning, said. "I won't.”
lifted her face for his farewell kiss.
And the boy remembered, and his
mother encouraged the thought of
"girlie." She knew that the memory
of the child's sweetness and innocence
was good for her boy.
•

••••••

The drawing rooms of Mrs. Appleton's handsome home were thronged
with guests. Two men stood talking,
Their eyes
apart from the others.
were on the slender, graceful figure of
a girl on the opposite side of the room.
'T am sure 1 know her or have known
her," Itobert Worthington was saying.
“I wish she would turn around.”
“I believe she is some one whom
Grace met abroad,” Jack Appleton returned. “Her name is Hurlburt. Come,
I'll present you.” And without waiting for his friend's reply, he started
forward and Worthington found himself being introduced to Miss Hurlburt.
”1 think I used to know Miss Hurlburt long, long ago, before she was
quite grown up,” he said, looking at
her frankly.
He had held her in his
thoughts so long that the meeting did
seem
not
strange to him, but to her
his smile was like the perfume from
far off flowery fields which she had
passed through sometimes, but could
not remember where nor when.
“1—I think”— Then, with a rush of
memory, it all came to her. “Oh, you
are the boy 1 used to play with before we went to Europe to live. I’m
so glad
you remember me, hut it’s
strange. How could you?"
“I was old enough to be impressionable, I suppose,” he said, still looking
“1 have always thought of you
at her.
"

'girlie.'
They were

as

aloue now.
“Girlie!" she
exclaimed. “It sounds pretty, doesn't
it?”
The man laughed boyishly. “That’s
just what you used to say in the old
childhood days.”
“Did I?” she asked, with wide open
eyes. Then suddenly, “Why, yes, and
I used to call you 'great, big, stupid
boy.' Do you remember our piece?"
“Do I?” the man asked v. ;k unusual
the ight.
Miss
Hurlburt
emphasis,
“Every word. Shall we try it now
She had entered into his mood. “Yes.
let us.”
Her face, which before had seemed
was
overserious,
to
Worthington

~~

Sbbrrliannntts,

lie
wreathed now In smiles like those
renicmtiered on the sunny raced child.
-Now guess what I hold behind my
"Wasn't t -i.it the
back." she began.
"i ve
beginning? And it endisl with,
hesijust got—a kiss for you." She
tated siightiy over the last sentence,

LIEUT. F. S-

DAVIDSON.

blushing prettily.
The half conscious love Worthington
bad felt tor her always flamed iuto
life.
Looking up. she caught the ei
heart
pressiou in bis eyes, and her own
leaped. Then her color fade,], leaving
her white and frightened looking.
“Cirlle." he said softly, "your memory has not failed you?"
“Too—yon mustn't call me that
now.” she said. "It's different.”
"Different? How?"
-Oh”—and her voice was almost a
sec. you great, big.
The words had come
back to her. ’’It wouldn’t tie proper:
I m engaged.” And she extended her
hand to him with the circlet of diatnonda.
After a minute, when Worthington
had swallowed some hard tilings that
rose In his throat, he said, half ques-

aob—“don’t

you

stupid boy?”

tloningiy:
“Yon—you are happy?”
She glanced at him shyly from under
her long lashes. The hand which wore
"I suppose so.”
the circle trembled.
Isn’t
she said. “I am doing my duty.
that the surest road to happiness?"
The w-lstfuIncKS of her apjteal made
him bold. “Then you do not love the
man?” he asked.
"Oh. no." slip said abruptly. The reply had e»ca|>ed before she realised It
It hud lieen taken so much for granted
—this fact that she did not love the
count—that the words were involuntary.
"Father wished It.” she weut on.
"and I promised. ’I want you to marry Count Hiualdi or the son of my old
friend Worthington,’ he said.
They
were the only ones who were good to
him In his trouble.”
At the mention of his name a llghi
broke through the cloud which Worth
lngtou had watched fold about him
while she spoke.
"Miss Hurlburt." he whispered eagerly. “do you remember my name—
Robert Worthington?"
He stood lock to watch the effect It
Wonder, delight, sorrow,
produced.
resignation, followed each other in
Then she looked
quick succession.
blm squarely In the eyes, telling him
there plainly than words that she understood.
"I am glad you are here.” she said,
holding out her hand to him. "It was
nice to see you again. I must go now.”
-Rut—1 may see you?"
"Robert Worthington is welcome,"
she said, and was gone.
Worthington saw the girl occasional
ly. but it was only a short time until
he learned that she would never break
a pligbted troth.
And yet—yes. lie felt
that her heart was slipping into bis
keeping. At last, for both their sakes,
he remained away from her.
One morning, when he was finding it
particularly difficult to keep his resolution. a paragraph in the foreign
news caug’at his eye.
“Count Leonard!
Rinaldi, charge d’affaires of the legation at X., dies! suddenly this morning.
His engagement to Misc Dorothy Ilurlburt, a beautiful American girl, was
recently announced”—
He read no further, but took the
pa|>er to his motber. his heart heating
wildly, hia eyes glowing with the light
of love.
Girlie is
“Mother," he cried, look!
free, and now the ‘great, big, stupid
boy’ will have bis innings.”

~
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PE-RU-NB STRENGTHENS
THE ENTIRE SYSTEM.
!

F. 8. Davidson, Late Ltent. U. 8.
D. C., care D. 8.
Pension Office, writes:

| Army, Washington,

••To my mind there Is no remedy
for catarrh comparable to Peruna.
j It not only strikes at the root of the
malady, but It tones and strengthens
the system In a truly wonderful [
That has been Its history In
way.
I cheerfully and unheal-l
my case.
tatingly recommend it to those
\ afflicted as I have been.”-F. 8.
Davidson.
[

<

If yon do not derive prompt and satis*

factory results from

the nseot

Peruna.

Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your ease, and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad-

write at

vice

once

to

gratis.

Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ohio.
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SARGENT VILLE.
Howard Nevells is quite ill with the grip.
Miss Rose Bowden is visiting her uncle
at Concord, Mass.
Miss Evelyn Gray has returned
Brooklin to attend the high school.

to

Mrs. C. LI Babaon, who has been visiting
her son at Brooks ville, has returned home.
A. S. Shorey was the guest of J. A.
Moore and wife of Deer Isle Saturday and

Sunday.
Chat to, of Bluehill academy, is
with bis parents,
J. B. Chatto and wife.
Clarence

spending

his vacation

Billings, who is employed on
City of Rockland, ^is visiting
his mother, Mrs. Betsey Billings.
Arthur Sargent and wife were called to
Bangor, Tuesday, March 16, by the death
of Mrs. Sargent’s
grandmother, Mrs.
Charles

the steamer

Snow.
March 19.

Sim.

The Mariner'* Vara.

Down in the (locks one day they were
talking about a schooner which had
been struck by lightning, when the reporter singled out an old mariner and
said:

“Captain H., it seems to me I’ve
read or he-rd of your vessel being
struck?”
"Yes, she was.” answered the old
yarn spinner.
“Where was it?”
"Off Point aux Barques, about fifteen years ago.
Very strange case
that, probably the only one of the
kind ever heard of.”
“Give us the particulars.”
"Well, we were jogging along down
when a thunderstorm overtook us, and
the very first flash of lightning struck
the deck amidships and bored a hole
as big as my leg right down
through
the bottom of the vessel.”
“And she foundered, of course?”
“X'o, sir. The water began rushing
lu and she would have foundered, but
there came a second flash and a bolt
struck my fore-to'gallant mast. It was
cut off near the top, turned bottom
end up, and us it came down it entered
the hole and plugged it up as tight as
a drum.
When we got down to dry
dock we simple sawed off either end
and left the plug in the planks.”—St.
Louis Republic.
In t runt worthy.
The faith which Unde James Hobbs
had always kept in the accuracy of 11
lustrations in his favorite magazine
was sadly shaken after his visit to the
botanical gardens.
When Mrs. Hobbs called bis attention to a picture of a Cuban village In
the next issue of the magazinp he looked at it doubtfully.
“More than likely it doesn't look that
way at ail.” he said, dejection plainly
written all over bis drooping tigure.
“I never told ye about my
disapp’iut
ment sitting under one o’ those
pa’m
trees in the gardens.
Why. the pie
tttres in the magazine gave such a
si ile to them Arabs underneath I’d
a! aiys wanted to sit under a
pa'm
,r* •.
Itut I tell ye, after trying It that
hi. '"ring hot day I’d jest as soon
tlii:
of expecting a ladder to shade
me as a pa'm tree, and I don’t know
but
ooner, If jwns one where the
run
weren't too for apart. I wouldn’t
lay
y calculations oil Cuby’j lookm;.
too much like that pl"*nre If I was il j
your place. M-vi
i

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. C. E. Pettmgill and daughter Florence, who have been inf Boston several
weeks, are at home.
C. L. McFarland, who hasj been
several months in Ellsworth,
arrived home Friday^
Mrs.

spending

Mrs. Abbie Harriman. of Rockiand, who
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Liscomb,
during the past two weeks, left for ber
home Saturday morning.
has

Bay View grange presented the four-act
drama, “Brookdale Farm," at Grange hall
Saturday evening. The parts were well
At the close of the entertainment refreshments were served. The
proceeds amounted to f36.
R.
March 19.
carried out.

BLUEillLL FALLS.
A. R

Conary is
Stuart Conary

out
and

again.
Byron Dowe

are on

the sick list.
Schooner E. S. Wilson, Capt. Robbins*
Stonington, is loading lumber for Stonington.
of

Mrs. Samuel Gray and daughter Lizzie*
Surry, are the guests of Mrs. Eugene

Conary._
Fortunate is he who
from his labor.

can

extract amuse-

ment

saibcrtiBrmmta.

Couldn’t Eat—
Even Bread Distressed
Grove ville, Me., March 20, I9°4Dear Friends:—
Two years ago I was visiting my
brother, Mr. Win. D. Soule, of Strong.
Maine. While there 1 had a very $e'
vere attack of indigestion, could not
cat even a piece of bread without causing a great deal of distress. My brother was
taking “L. F.” Bitters at the
time and wished me to try them. I
did so, and before I had taken half a
bottle I got relief, could eat anything
and began to gain in flesh

Verjv truly

yours,

MRS. LENA C. HILL.

A normal, healthy digestion is price*
less. But the True “L. F." Atwoods
Bitters has cured hundreds and costs
°nly 35 cents a bottle at all good stores.

■
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